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Introduction

I TH E MEANING OF CHAKRA

The Sanskrit expression ‘chakra’ usually means a ‘wheel’. 
The etymology of the word v/ould suggest ‘that by which any
thing is done’ (kriyate anena). The wheel of the cart, the 
wheel of the potter, the wheel-like weapon that is flung against 
the enemy are all called ‘chakras’. In its extended meaning,
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chakra also signifies a kingdom, and because the wheels of 
the King’s chariot can roll on there without hindrance. The 
King of the land is thus described as a ‘chakra-vartin’. The 
word also signifies an arrangement of the army (chakra- 
vyiiha), in order to fortify its position and secure victory. 
Sanskrit poets are found to employ characteristically circular 
patterns of letters of words (chakra-bandha), to convey the 
meaning more forcefully (if also more tortuously) than usual.

Whatever the sense in which the word is employed, it in
variably means a power-field, an arrangement of parts so 
as to accomplish the desired end. The circular form which the 
chakra usually brings to mind, denotes both comprehension 
and facility. It comprehends all the parts, units and details 
in a compact and effective manner, so that the whole form 
is unitary and functional.

But the form need not necessarily be circular. The idea of 
comprehension may be metaphorical, as in expressions like 
rtu-chakra (‘the round of the seasons’), ráéi-chakra (‘the pat
tern of the zodiac’), nakshatra-chakra (‘the collection of 
stars’) and nädi-chakra (‘the arrangement of arteries’ ).

The psychophysiological constructs of normal human energy 
in terms of the six ‘chakras’ (mülädhära at the base, svädhish- 
thdna at the root of the penis, manipüra near the navel, 
anähala in the heart, visuddha behind the throat, äjnä bet
ween the eye-brows) answer to the same description. Each of 
these chakras is a conceptual categorization of a pattern of 
energies, proper to that level of organization. The chakras do 
not suggest anatomical parts, nor even physiological functions. 
They are entirely abstractions even as the sahasrära (‘the 
thousand-petalled lotus’, which is in actuality outside the psy
chophysical framework, and hence called nirälarhba-purt) 
imagined to be on top of the head, the mcmas-cKakra (‘the 
mind centre’, responsible for the experiences of dream, halluci
nation etc.), and the soma-ohakra (the moon-centre’, respon-
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sible for compassion, dispassion, generosity, patience etc.) are. 
They are individual vorteces of energy dynamics.

The imagery of chakra as a potent pattern of forces' in
volving cohesion, regularity and functional unity is an old 
one in India. Its visual representation is to be found even in 
the remains of the Indus valley civilization, and its verbal 
expression is to be found even in the hymns included in 
Rgveda. Since those early days, it is a recurrent imagery em
ployed in diverse contexts: as samsära-chakra (‘the trans
migratory round of phenomenal occurrences’), käla-chakra (‘the 
generative cycle of time’) , dharma-chakra (the wheel of 
the doctrine’) , yogint-chakra (‘the representation of re
current female divinities’) , mantra-chakm (‘the cycle of 
sacred formulae’) and so on. It is interesting to note that in 
extreme täntrik practices which are also antinomian in 
character, the mystic sessions of spiritual orgies were called 
chakras (viz., the aggregation of participants who are united 
under a common cultic discipline), and the deliberation in such 
sessions was called chakra-püjâ. a term of dubious reputation. 
The idea of an effective aggregation of abstract deities, con
cretely represented by initiated human participants, in a my
stically potent session was basic to this täntrik context. The 
concept of bhairavi-chakra where drink and debauchery are 
subliminated to their spiritual counterparts is well-knowTn in 
occult literature. The same idea is relevant in the concept of 
räsa-mandala, a particular pattern of the male and female 
devotees of Krshna, identifying themselves with Krshna and 
the cowherd damsels (gopïs), engaged in dance-rituals involv
ing amorous details.

Incidentally, the expression mandala is generally synonymous 
with chakra. This word also means a wheel, something circular, 
a unitary aggregation of details, a kingdom, an army. We 
have words like dharani-mandala or bhü-mandala (‘the earth 
circle'), súrya-mandala (‘the solar orb’), chandra-mandala (‘thé 
lunar orb’), nara-mandala (‘the aggregation of arteries’), 
nâbhi-mandala (‘the pattern of energies at the navel center’),
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and tärä-mandala (‘the group of stars’). This word acquired 
an especial cultic significance in the tantras belonging to the 
Mahäyäna Buddhist persuation and to the Nätha-siddha ideo
logy. ‘Mandala-offering’ and ‘mandala-visualization’ are impor
tant details in the religious practices of Tibet, Mongolia and 
Japan. And there are treatises dealing with M 'ladaZa-worship 
and explaining its symbolism written by Nätha-siddhas, Bud
dhist täntrik masters and Tibetan yogis.

Mandala in this context is defined as ‘that which gathers 
the essential details’ (mandant lâti). A popular täntrik text, 
Tantra-räja-tantra describes the nature and uses of mandala in 
worship and in meditation. Like, chakra, mandala. denotes an 
act of concentration of all the significant details of the world, 
or of a doctrine, of ones own constitution or of his own mind. 
It. is also the place where such concentration is facilitated. As 
an act of concentration, it gathers up the inner energies, and 
as a place for concentration, it brings together the outer 
energies. It is an expedient or device that has been tried out, 
confirmed and standardized.

It is also called a ytantra, which is usually described as a 
concrete, mostly visual, representation of the act of concen
tration of the devotee’s own thoughts as well as the place of 
concentration of the forces in the outside world. It is more 
often looked upon as a gadget, a contraption, a mechanical 
device. The three words, chakra, mandala and y antra, are in 
fadf synonymous. But in popular imagination, each connotes a 
characteristic feature that distinguishes it from others. For 
instance, chakra suggests a circular form, while the mandala 
may be a figure of any shape (usually a square). While both 
chakra and mandala are usually linear representations (some
times brilliantly coloured, especially mandala), yantra is a 
three-dimensional model. It must be noted that there is also a 
three-dimensional model of Sn-chakra (called m en), and that 
there are physical models of mandatas, in various materials in 
Tibet and Japan (especially for offering). And not infrequently 
êrï-chakra is also called §n-yantra.
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Whether it is called a chakra, móndala or a yantra, the 
instrument is a sphere of influence, a consecrated ground, an 
arena for the play of thoughts, feelings and forces both inside 
the devotee and outside him. It is an instrument that is em
ployed to activate energies, stimulate thoughts, harmonize feel
ings, and co-ordinate inner and outer forces. It is rightly des
cribed as a psychocosmogram.

As an instrument mediating between the aspects of energy 
inside the individual and the dimensions of energy outside 
him, it is structured functionally into three levels of ‘space’ as 
a medium of movement: the level constituting the physical 
world of things and beings (mahäkäsa), the level representing 
thoughts and feelings (chittäkäsa), and the level of pure, un
differentiated consciousness (chidâkâêa). The first represents 
the objective world, the second the subjective appraisal thereof, 
and the third the elimination of this duality. Space, by defini
tion, is luminous (from the root käs, ‘to shine’). The three 
levels denote three degrees of the luminosity. The first level 
is where the naturally luminous space is almost wholly clouded 
by the predominantly inert and inhibiting tamas. In-the second 
level, however, the luminosity is partially permitted by the 
influence of the active and emotional rajas. The luminosity is 
maximized in the third level, for it is the light of pure aware
ness, sattva, that dominates there.

The chakra, .therefore, enables the transformation of the first 
level of space into the second, and the second into the thircf. 
In a crude manner of speaking, we may describe it as the 
conversion of matter into energy, and energy into conscious
ness. As the transformation takes place, greater harmony is 
achieved. The distinction between the objective world, the sub
jective person and the consciousness that is -at once both objec
tive and subjective and neither objective nor subjective, 
breaks down.

The complete harmony of existence is symbolized by the 
point (bindu) that occupies the central position in a chakra.
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In fact, the chakra is described as an unfoldment (srshti) of 
the bindu, and the bindu as the enfoldment (samhrti) o f the 
chakra. The imagery of the all-enveloping space issuing out 
of the womb of a dimensionless (and therefore imperceptible) 
point is frequently met with in täntrik texts. T.he body is the 
space, and pure consciousness is the point. Thus there is two
fold movement in practices connected with chakra: from the 
formless bincha to the form of the chakra, and from the con
cret# representation of the chakra to the abstract bindu. 
Chakra is a device or instrument that facilitates both these 
movements.

II SRI-VIDYÄ AND SRÏ-CHAKRA

The significance of the prefix ‘Sri’ in the expression Srl- 
chakra denotes that the instrument employed is auspicious, 
bénéficient, salutory, conducive to prosperity. ‘Sri’ is the name 
of the mother-goddess who rules over the universe: ‘tvam sri«* 
tvam ïsvarl’ (Durgâ-sapta-satï, 1, 79). She is so called be
cause all living beings depend upon her for being, for happi
ness, for the fulfilment of their destiny (sriyate sarvair iti 
irth). The conception and employment of SrI-chakra are rele
vant only in the framework of an esoteric discipline known 
as SrI-vidya, which is variously interpreted as ‘the vidyä of 
the nature of Sri’ (the ultimate benefit, viz-., mukti) ,- ‘the vidyä 
that yields srl (prosperity)’ , the vidyä of Sri (the mother- 
goddess), and ‘the vidyä and Sri (in the sense of the path 
and the goal)’ .

Vidyä usually means knowledge (from vid, ‘to know’), learn
ing, discipline, system of thought. But in the täntrik context, 
it has an extended meaning, and it signifies a female divinity, 
(which is the personification of the essential process of con
sciousness) or her power (which is actualized when conscious
ness is focussed). The mother-goddess, Durgä, is described as 
stationed in all beings in the form of vidyä (‘yä devï sarva-
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bhüteshu vidyä-rüpena samsthitä’) ; and the form of vidyä is 
explained as the primordial prakrti (ßdi-prakrti), viz., the 
mother-goddess Lakshmi, whose other name is Sri. Vidyä also 
signifies the wisdom that leads to liberation (‘sä vidyä paramä 
mukter hetu-bhütä sanätanl/ Durgä, 1, 57) ; and in this sense, 
she is the highest divinity (‘Vidyä si sä bhagavat! paramä 
hi devi’, ibid., 4, 9).

The täntrik texts speak of ten vidyäs or cultic goddesses 
whose worship is commended for health, happiness, wealth and 
welfare here, and liberation from phenomenal bondage here
after. The ten divinities are classified into (1) the extra
ordinary vidyäs’ (mahä-vidyäs), Kâli and Tärä; (2) the 
‘ordinary vidyäs’ (vidya), Shodasi (or Tripura), BhuvaneSvari, 
Bhairavi, Chinnamastä and Dhömävati; and (3) ‘adept vidyäs’ 
(siddha-vidyäs), Mátañg!, Kamalâ and Bhagaîâmukhï. The ‘ex
traordinary’ vidyäs presuppose on the part of the devotee great 
rigour, austerity, persistence and detachment; the practice is 
filled with grave risks. The ‘adept vidyäs’ are likewise to be 
propitiated by the would-be adepts, and therefore involve 
rituals of a kind that the common man would find extremely 
arduous and hazardous. The ‘ordinary’ vidyäs are suitable for 
ordinary aspirants, and they are safe. Each of these vidyäs 
has a characteristic form and particular dhyäna, mantra, 
kavacha and other details of täntrik ritual.

The first among the ‘ordinary’ vidyäs, viz., Shodasi, is 
technically known as Sri-vidyä. Shodasi literally means ‘the 
damsel of sixteen years’, and her form is identified with deities 
like Lalitä, Räja-räjesvari, Sundarï, Kämesvari and Bälä. But- 
the texts explain that the vidyä is called ‘shodasi’ because the 
mantra of this vidyä consists of sixteen seed-syllables. We 
read in Vämakesvara-tantra

erfwFcf I
srfiRilUîitè'TT if n

This sixteen-lettered vidyä is here described as the wisdom
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concerning the absolute (brahma—vidya), and its rewards are 
said to be both .devotion (bhakti) and liberation ( rri.uk ti). 
Another text, Jñámrnava-tantra, explains why it is called 
SrI-vidyâ :

#ÍF§(H i
sfffàsHd h

8 '
The fifteen-lettered mantra is known as Kämaräja-mantra 

or Kädi-vidyä (the sacred formula beginning with the syllable 
‘ka’) . The fifteen syllables are accommodated in three groups 
(kütas) called Vägbhava, Kâmarâja and Sakti-kütas respec
tively:

Group I. *  Ç t  or

Group II. ?  îf ï  ?  ôî |

Group III. % 5f $

The texts add that the syllables in three groups are like 
beads in a rosary to be recited one after the other (Varivasyä- 
rahasya, 1, 21). This mantra! which is the verbal form of the 
mother-goddess is known as paficha-dasäkshari (fifteen-let
tered’) . By adding the secret syllable ‘srïm’ it becomes shodasi 
(sixteen-lettered’). ‘¡§rim’ is the original and own form of the 
mother-goddess. It is implicit in the ‘fifteen-lettered’ mantra: 
and it becomes explicit in the sixteen-lettered mantra. Hence 
the mother-goddess is herself called ‘Srî-vidyà’ ; and the body 
of knowledge concerning her is also ‘Sn-vidyâ’. The chief in
strument through which the mother-goddess is propitiated and 
the knowledge concerning her as put into practice is Sri-chakra. 
The fifteen-lettered (or sixteen-lettered) mantra is meant to 
transform the wisdom Srî-vidyâ into a concrete form (‘vidyä 
sarïra-vattâ mantra-rahasyam’, Pratyabhijnä-sütra).

The mantra is itself the body of the mother-goddess; it 
describes the body by its power of inward intuition ( vimarsä-
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the effective consciousness of the devotee that it is called a 
vidyä. The verbal expression of this vidyà is the mantra 
(pañchadast or shodasï), and the visual expression is the 
y antra (Srî-chakra). The two are essentially identical.

The three groups of letters in the fifteen-lettered mantra 
are called ‘peaks’ (küta) or sections (khanda). They denote 
respectively Fire (agni), Sun (sürya) and Moon (soma) ; 
creation, preservation and dissolution; volition (icchä), cogni
tion (jñána) and action (kriyä) ; sativa, rajas and tamas-, 
wakefulness (jägrat), dream (s vapna) and deep sleep
(sushupti) ; the knower ( jñátr), the knowledge ( jnäna) and 
the known (jñetya) ; the individual self (ätmä) , the inner self 
(antarätmä) and the supreme self (paramätmä) . The triad is 
usually represented in the y antra as a triangle (trikona). Srï- 
chakra is basically an elaboration of the triangle.. When we 
speak of the sixteen-lettered mantra, we add ‘Srîm’, the secret 
dimension of the mother-goddess to the above triad. This de
notes the transcendental aspect: Brahma (or the absolute) 
described also as the mother-goddess herself who is the great 
essence of the triad (Mahâ-tripura-sundarî), and represented 
in the y antra visually as the point (bindu) in the center of 
the triangle.

Srï-chakra is thus basically a triad. We read in Kälikä- 
pwräna : •

ajcfç “ëT Î5A»sf* I

ïPÎrsfô 3 ^ :  îTKfi: WT !JT: U

fsrfwT SWSSft ÎTf%>: fsrèsTFTt ^ I 
m  spf 5PT 2T9TRWTP1 JTcïï II

There are three dimensions of the Srî-chakra correspond
ing to the three sections of the mantra, and each of the 
dimensions has a further division into three units. Each of 
these nine units is called a chakra; and this has correspon-
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dance with the nine letters of the mantra called navärna. The 
basic triangle has its apex downward, signifying the feminine 

' aspect of the mother-goddess. There are four other triangles 
of similar nature (viz., feminine). These are called sakti-tri- 
konas, and represent five forms. of feminine energy. There are 
also four triangles with their apeces upward, signifying the 
male aspect. They are Agni- or Siva-trikonas. In the täntrik 
ideology, male is passive and female is active. There are four 
‘male’ triangles and five ‘female’ triangles, thus constituting nine 
triangles in all, corresponding to the navärna ideology.

fw Ä s r  9rRr¡̂ %sr i 
çrfèng ftnírlg: il

The symbolism of Sri-chakra is prominently in terms of 
the numbers three and nine (‘tridhä chaiva navadhfi chaiva 
chakra-samketakam punah’, Yoginï-hrdaya, 1, 73). But the 
four ‘male’ triangles and the five ‘female’ triangles are repre
sented in the y antra as mutually intersecting, thus bringing 
into being as many as forty-three triangles. It is customary 
to regard the central point (bmdy) also as a triagle and speak 
of forty-four triangles in all. However, the enclosures in the 
yantra are nine only (navävarana) , arranged in three groups, 
corresponding to the three sections of the mantra. The täntrik 
text dealing especially with the worship of Sri-chakra, Nityä- 
hrdaya, says that Sri-chakra is produced when the five forms 
of Sakti and the four forms of Siva get united.

There is a two-fold way of looking at the yantra. I f we 
start from the outer-most enclosure (ávarana) which is in the 
form of a square (called bhüpura) and move inward until 
the central dimensionless point (bindu) is reached, the move
ment suggests progressive implication, and contracting of the 
dimensions leading finally to dissolution in the point. It is 
described as the way of enfoldment, (samhrti). If, on the other 
hand, we begin with the central dimensionless point (bindu) 
and move outward until the all-enclosing square (bhüpura) is
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reached, the movement suggests progressive explication and 
expansion. It is described as the ‘way of unfoldment’ (srshti). 
In either case, there are nine enclosures.

I l l  THE STRUCTURE OF SRÎ-CHAKRA

f  The nine enclosures have characteristic forms, names, mean
ings, symbolisms 'and correspondences with the aspects of human 
constitution. If we follow the ‘way of enfoldment', the nine 
enclosures successively are as follows:

Group 1. (Inner Group symbolising absorption or samhära)

(1) The central dimensionless point (bindu), representing 
the transcendental aspect of the mother-goddess, de
noted by the secret syllable ‘Srïm’. In fact, it is this 
point (coloured red) that is really the Sri-chakra. 
Everything else is only a manifestation of aspects 
thereof. The point is identified with Lalitä or Räja- 
räjesvarï the chief deity of the täntrik cult;

(2) The primary triangle with its apex downward and 
coloured white immediately around the central point. 
It may be seen that this triangle does not intersect 
with any other triangle, and stands independent in 
structure. Other triangles in the yantra are formed by 
extending the three sides of this primary inverted tri
angle. The triangle is feminine in character, and is 
said to represent the three fundamental manifestations 
of the mother-goddess: Kämesvarj (presiding over the 
Kâmarûpa-pltha, symbolizing the moon, and repre
senting creation), Vaj res vari (presiding over Pürnä- 
giri-pitha, symbolizing the sun, and representing pre
servation), and Bhaga-mâlinï (presiding over Jälan- 
dhara-pitha, symbolizing the fire, and representing dis
solution). The three comers of the triangle stand for 
the three ‘peaks’ (kata) of the fifteen- lettered mantra.



The triangle itself is regarded as the abode of the 
mother-goddess (köma-kalä) ;

(3) The figure of eight-comers (ashta-kona), surrounding 
the primary triangle consisting of eight triangles, 
coloured red;

Group II: (Middle Group, symbolising preservation or sthiti)

(4) The figure of ten angles (called ‘inner’ or antar- 
dasära) consisting of ten triangles, coloured blue, sur
rounding the eight-coloured figure;

(5) Another figure of ten angles (called ‘outer’ or bahir- 
dasara) surrounding the above, also consisting of ten 
triangles, coloured red;

(6) The figure of fourteen angles (consisting of fourteen 
triangles) (called chatur-dasära), surrounding the 
above ;

Group III: (Outer Groupt symbolizing extension or srshti)

(7) The ‘eight-petalled lotus’ or the circle with eight petal
like projections, red in colour, on the outside (called 
ashta-dala-'padma) enclosing whole of Group II (which 
in turn encloses Group I) ;

(8) The sixteen-petalled lotus (shodasa-patmka), or the 
figure with sixteen petal-like projections on the out
side, surrounding the above; and

(9) The square field (chaturasm) in which all the above 
units are positioned. It is imagined to be the ‘earth- 
stretch’ (bhüpara), all inclusive, bound by three ram
parts.

Of the above units, units 2 to 6 are regarded as Sakti-aspects 
and the units 1 and the last three are §iva-aspects. While the

xii
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above nine constitute the main pattern of ârï-chakra, it is 
usual to introduce between 9 and 8 three concentric, circles 
(known as tri-vrtta), representing the three worlds {bhv, 
bhuvah and svar), the three gunas (sattva, rajas and tamos), 
and the basal centre (mülädhära) in the living beings.

Each of these nine units (called chakras) has its own name, 
characteristic form, and significance. Their names are respec
tively: (1) Sarvänanda-matya (being the aperture of the ab
solute or brahma-randhra on her head) ; (2) Sarva-siddhi- 
pradä (being the top of her head) ; (3) Sarva-roga-ham (being 
her forehead) ; (4) Sarva-rakshä-kara (being the middle of her 
eye-brows) ; (5) Sarvärtha-sädhaka (being her neck) ; (6) Sarva- 
saubhägya-däyaka, (being her heart) ; (7) Sarva-saiiikshobhana 
(being her navel region) ; (8) &arväsä-pari-püraka (being the 
svädhishthäna-chakra of the mother-goddess) ; (9) Trailokyu- 
mohana (the outermost line being the feet, the middle line 
thighs, and inner line knee of the mother-goddess).

Lalitopäkhyäna (43, 2-13) identifies the prevalent religious 
disciplines with these chakras. The highest täntrik discipline 
viz., ââmbhava, áaivism, Säkta cult, Vaishpavism, Bhägavata dis
cipline, solar cult, Vedic religion, Jainism and Buddhism. Cor
respondances with the chakras of human constitution have also 
been suggested: mülädhära, svädhisthäna and näbhi in the 
outer group (Extension), manipüra, anähata and visuddha in 
the middle group (Preservation) ; and äjfiä and sahasrära in 
the inner group (Absorption) of the chakras (Yogint-hrdaya).

The three groups of chakras mentioned ealier are imagined 
to constitute the body of the goddess: the first [vägbhava con
sisting of five letters, representing Moon) is her head, the 
second (kämaräja, six letters. Sun) below her neck up to her 
hip, the heart or torso; and the third (sakti, four letters, Fire) 
the part of the body of the body below the hip (mülädhära). 
She is therefore called (müla-küta-traya-kalevarä).

Besides the forty-three triangles involved in the design of 
Sri-chakra, there are also twenty-four sandhis (where two
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lipes meet) and twenty-eight manna-sthânas (where three lines 
meet), which have their own significances. During the worship 
ritual, these spots also receive attention. The meeting of two 
lines indicate the union of Siva and Sakti, while the meeting 
of three lines suggest the explicit presence of the harmony bet
ween Siva and Sakti (described as sämarasya). And the seed- 
syllables in the fifteen-lettered «mantra are identified with the 
chakras in Srï-chakra: La (prithm-bija), with the four-sided 
figure outside, sa (chandramä) with the sixteen-petalled lotus, 
ha (äkäsa-bija) with the eight-petalled lotus, i (bhuvapesvarï- 
bija) with the fourteen cornered figure, e (Vishnu-bija) with 
the outer ten-cornered figure, ra (vahni-bija) with the inner 
ten-cornered figure, and ka (Siva-bija or Kama) with the eight
angled figure. The primary triangle and the central point are 
represented by the crescent-moon and the bindu.

The background philosophy explains that the bindu is Sri 
or Mahä-Kämesvari, and its initial manifestation is näda or 
sound (half-syllable or crescent moon). Thereafter, the primary 
-triangle (trikona) takes shape as the organ of generation of 
the universe (yomi). The bindu is Kämesvara, the ground of 
the universe; the trikona is Kâmesvari, the mother of the uni
verse. The union of these two is Srï-chakra, which represents 
the entire phenomenal pattern including the underlying unitary 
principle.

IV THE PATTERN OF SRl-VIDYA

The Ôrï-vidyâ lore, in which the worship of Srï-chakra 
occupies the central position, counts among its pioneers both 
gods and sages. A list of twelve teachers is usually given: 
Manu, Chandra, Kubera, Lopämudrä, Manmatha, Agastya, 
Nandïsa, gürya, Vishnu, Skanda, èlva and Durväsa. It is said 
that each of them started a school of his own with regard to 
the worship and significance of Srï-chakra. However, only two 
came to be current : the school started by the demigod Man- 
matha (also called Kàmarâja, hence the name of the school,
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‘Kâmarâja-vidyà’, ‘madhumatï-mata’ or ‘kâdi-mata’) and con
tinued by the sage Agastya; and the school started by Agastya’s 
wife Lopämudrä (called ‘hadi-mata’) .

Of the two schools, the ‘kâdi-mata’ (so called because the 
fifteen-lettered mantra begins with the letter ‘ka’) is not only 
earlier but more important than the ‘hadi-mata’ (so called 
because the mantra begins with the letter ‘ha’)- Among the 
teachers of this school are counted Parama-siva, Durväsa, 
Hayagrlva and Agastya. And among thé source-books of this 
school are Vâmakeêvara-tantra, Tantra-räja-tantra, Yoginï- 
hrdaya, Tripurârnava, Paränanda-1antra, Svacchanda-tantra, 
Lalitä-irisati, Tripurä-rahmya and Sakti-mmgama-tantra.

There is also a view that the first group (vägbhava-küta) of 
letters in the mantra ( ^ tf f  gï ) is ‘kâdi—vidyfi’ (as it 
commences with the letter ka), the second group (kâmarâja- 
küta) is ‘hädi-vidyä’ ( f  \ 5T ), and the third group 
(Sakti-kflta) is ‘sädi-vidyä’ ( ^ 5! f f  ).

Among the three schools, the five sandhyäs are devoted to 
different divinities. In the ‘Kâdi-school’ (also called Kâlï- 
krama), Kâmakalâ-kâli is worshipped in the morning, Bhuva- 
nesvar! in the afternoon, Châmundâ in the evening, Samaya- 
kubjikâ at night and Kádi-pañchadasi at midniglit. In the ‘Hädi- 
school’ (also called Sundarl-krama) the divinities worshipped at 
the aforesaid five times are respectively: Âdyâ-kàlï, Tärä, 
Chinna-mastä, Bagalä and Hádi-pañchadaál. This worship is 
not recommended for house-holders. In the ‘Sâdi-school’ (also 
called Tärä-krama), the divinities worshipped are respectively 
Dakshinâ-kâlï, Tara, Bâlâ, Jnâna-sarasvatï, and Sádi-pañcha- 
daêï. The“ Kädi-school’ is said to be sättvik, the ‘Hädi-school’ 
r&jasik, and the ‘Sâdi-school’ tämasik.

There are three major procedures in the worship of SrJ- 
chakra: (1) Hayagrïva-sampradâya, where worship is con
ducted according to ‘dakshinächära’ (‘southern recension’) em
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ploying Lalitâ-mhasra-mdma and Laiüà-tmati, and offering 
kumfowi ; (2) Ananda-bhairava-sampradaya where worship is 
conducted according to ‘vämäehära’ ( ‘the left-handed* school) ; 
and (3) Dakshinâmûrti-sampradâya, where worship is con
ducted according to ‘samayäehära’ { ‘the doctrinal school') ' The 
third procedure is supposed to be the best. Here the ‘extension 
mode’ (srshti-kmma) comprehends the nine chakras from the 
central point to the outer-square; the ‘preservation mode’ 
.(sthiti-hmma) extends from the outer square to the eight- 
petalled lotus and from the central point to  the fourteen-comered 
■figure; and the ‘absorption mode’ (mmhära-krama) from the 
outer square to the central point.

The ‘extension mode’ is adopted for worship in the morning, 
the ‘preservation mode’ in the afternoon, and the ‘absorption 
mode during night. In addition to the nine-cAaferas, worship 
in this procedure is conducted to the three concentric circles 
{tri-vrtta) between the outer square and the sixteen-petalled 
lotus. This detail is present in the Sri-chakra design adopted 
by the Änanda-bhairava-eampradäya, but worship to it is not 
conducted. And in the design accepted by the Hayagrlva-sani- 
pradäya, this detail is altogether absent.
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The Tantrik Background
1. ATHARVA-VEDA

*

Bhävamparmhad is a short text dealing with the sym
bolism of Sfl-chakra and bringing out the importance of medi
tation on this symbolism. It is described as an upanishad 
in the sense of ‘secret doctrine’ and ‘higher wisdom’. It is 
included in the classical collection of 108 upanishadic texts 
(enumerated in Myktikopmishad, 1, 5), and more specifically 
in the collection of texts known as ‘Sakta.-upanishads’ viz., 
the upanishads that emphasize the tantrik outlook and seek 
to reconcile this outlook with traditional Vedantic approach.

Such upanishads are usually affiliated to the Atharva-veda 
corpus. Mnktikopankhad, itself a minor upanishad, suggests the 
existence of as many as 1,180 upanishads, but provides a list 
of only 108 upanishads, arranged in five groups: 10 o f them 
belonging to Jlg-veda, 32 to  Yajpr-veda o f the ‘Krshna’ divi
sion, 19 to the same veda of ‘sukla’ division, 16 to Sâma- 
veda, and 31 to Atharva-veda. The classification is rather 
arbitrary.

The classical upanishads, regarded as the major texts that 
constitute the first dimension of the pmsthSmtraya ( ‘ founda
tional triad’, the Gïtâ and the Brahma-sütras being the other 
two dimensions), number about thirteen. The master, Samkara, 
has written commentaries on ten of them and has cited the 
other three as authoritative. They are all integral portions 
either o f the ‘brahmana’ or of the ‘samhita’ parts o f the Vedic 
complex. And they are recited in Vedic ‘säkhäs’, and so are

I
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of doubtless antiquity. They also project a thought-structure 
that is fresh and fundamental to Indian thought.

In contradistinction to them, there are numerous minor 
upanishads that are in vogue among students and scholars. 
Most of them have little in common, either in style or in con
tent, with the major upanishads; they appear to be obviously 
recent in composition. The thought that they project is 
neither fresh nor fundamental, neither original nor universal. 
Often, the words of the older upanishads are borrowed, with 
no attempt to conceal or alter. Most of these texts are sec
tarian in approach, and theistic in spirit. It is possible there
fore to group them as Saiva, Vaishnava, Sakta, Yoga and so on.

While they claim to be ‘upanishads’ (for they uniformly 
reject the gross ritualism of karma-kända, and emphasize the 
mystic aspect of the rituals), they tend to approach the style 
of the ‘sütras’ (aphorisms). It is not seldom that the state
ments in them are too concise to be clear, too enigmatic to 
the dependable. We, however, find this trend already in 
evidence when we consider the style in which Mändükya- 
upanishad (classed among the classical or major upanishads), 
has survived. 1

The ‘upanishads1, which are in fact independent composi
tions, are generally affiliated to the Atharva-veda; which it
self was undoubtedly a later addition to the traditional Vedie 
corpus, which was only a triad: Rg, Y a jus, and Saman. This 
affiliation is understandable for it would have been impossible 
to graft these texts on any of the other vedie divisions, which 
were not only well-defined in structure but precise in scope 
and spirit. The ‘upanishads’ that have found affiliation to the 
Atharva-veda number over a hundred. Most of them are ac
commodated in the ‘charana-vyüha’ section of Atharva- 
parisishta, which is itself supplementary in character.

Affiliation of these ‘upanishads’ to the Atharva-veda is justi
fied on another count. The celebrated Vedie commentator,
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Säyana, in the prefatoiy essay to his commentary on the 
Atharva-veda discusses at length the problem of the validity 
and authenticity of this veda. It may be gathered from his 
arguments that even then there prevailed a view which denied 
the vedic status to the Atharva corpus. The ‘seers’ of the 
Atharvan hymns do not figure in the traditional lists of Vedic 
seers (anukramams). The three collections (Rg, Yajus, and 
Säman) are not only referred to collectively as trayï in all 
the early works bearing on vedic knowledge (and even in 
the täntrik works), but are themselves comprehensive and 
consistent.

Säyana, however, argues that the Atharva-veda is as 
authentic as the other three vedas, and that it has rightly 
been accorded a higher place than the other three as the 
‘brahma-veda’. The vedic sacrifice involved three kinds of 
priestly participants, each of whom specialized in one of the 
vedic triad: the'hotr’ in Rg-veda, the ‘adhvaryu’ in Yajwr- 
veda, and the ‘udgatr’ in Särna-veda. The ritual needed another 
priest who coordinated the activities of these three, and was 
in the nature of a master of ceremonies. He was called ‘brahma’ ; 
he had to be proficient in all three vedas, and in addition in 
the Atharva-v&da, which was his own speciality. It was his 
responsibility to guide the ritual as a total affair, to be alert 
throughout the conduct of the sacrifice and prevent errors and 
lapses. It was also his function to forestal by corrective rituals 
the undesirable consequences of the errors in the utterance 
of the mantras or in the performance of the ritual sequences.

The importance attached to the ‘brahma’ priest was also 
derived from the fact that he was expected to know the mean
ing and significance (artha) of the hymns employed in the 
sacrifice, while it was sufficient for the other priests to know 
how to articulate the appropriate mantras and how to per
form the several ritualistic acts in the sequence. According to 
Säyana, the body of the sacrifice which comes into being by 
the proper employment of speech and mind are represented in
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the vedic triad {Rg, Yajus and Soman), while the overall 
import is communicated by the fourth veda, viz., the Athravan 
alone (cf. Gopatha-brähmana, 3, 2, and Aiitareya-brahmana, 
5, 33). Thus the Atharva-veda assumes considerable significance 
in the vedic exegesis. While this was little more than an aca
demic argument in the early stages, the contents of this veda 
did become popular', and prevalent in the folk context. In 
fact, religion o f the masses was guided more by the prescrip
tions of this veda than by those of the other three.

H ie Atharva-veda is characteristically different from the 
Vedic triad, in language, style, structure as well as thought- 
content. It ignores altogether the sacrificial context and the 
other-worldly gains, but focusses attention on magical rites, 
therapeutic measures, and practical procedures calculated to 
achieve specific benefits in this world (like health, longevity, 
wealth, sensual pleasures, political power, elimination of op
position, destruction of enemies and so on). There is also an 
undercurrent of spiritual aspirations (brahmanyäyi) as funda
mental to meaningful living.

Hie sage Atharvan, after whom the corpus got its name, 
is altogether absent from Rg-veda. As many as 175 hymns in 
the Atharva-veda are ascribed to Atharvan, who is identified 
with the sage Bhrgu, who is said to have emerged from the 
perspiration that flowed copiously from the body of Brahma 
while he was engaged in severe austerities (Gopatha-brähmana 
3, 4). The celebrity of Atharvan rested on his skill in curing 
ailments (“ye’thravanas tad bheshajam” ) and thus conferring 
benefits on humanity (such as health, long life and nourish
ment, bhaishajyâni, àyuskyâni and paushtikânï). His counter 
part, Angiras, who has but 15 hymns to his own credit, was 
an adept in black magic and sorcery (äbhichärikäni). The 
corpus in its present form, called appropriately ‘Atharvâùgiras’, 
comprehends both these aspects o f practical life.

The significant «de  that the Atharvan priests played in 
ancient society has been brought out in the two verses, now 
found in Atharva-pariéishta (4, 6)
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“ The kingdom in which resides the Atharvan priest, whç 
is an expert in pacificatory rites, is bound to prosper, free from 
all calamities. Therefore ; the king should especially honour the 
Atharvan priest, who has mastery over his own sense-organs 
and mind” .

While the Atharvan priest was sought after by the princes 
and the people for their own welfare and material gains, the 
priest himself was to be saintly and otherworldly. It is in his 
austerity that his power abides. And he was contantly pre
occupied with austere rites to enhance his own power. It is 
this aspect that dominates the upanishadic texts that are 
affiliated to the Atharva-veda. Some of these texts describe 
themselves as ‘ the head of the Atharva’ (atharva-siras) , viz., 
the culmination of the Atharvanic ideology.

2. UPANISHADIC FRAMEWORK

There is an Upanishad called A tharva-sira-upanishad, mean
ing “ the secret doctrine concerning the head of the Atharvan” . 
The gods approach the terrible Rudra in the heavenly region, 
and ask him: “ who are you?” And Rudra reveals to them his 
identity as the sole reality, all-pervasive and ever-enduring:
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etc.

Hé equates himself with the Brahman of the earlier upanishads, 
responsible for the phenomenal world of multiplicity while re



maining immutably alone. Towards the end of the text, the 
teacher of this pantheistic philosophy; Rudra, is described as 
‘the revered head of the Atharva” (“ ity äha bhagavänatharva- 
sirah” ) ; and his teaching also is called by the same name 
(“ya idam-atharvasiram brähmanodhlte” etc.).

The concluding sentence of the Bhävanopanishad (accord
ing to the recension accepted by Bhäskara-räya) assures that 
one who understands the ideology of this text understands also 
the ‘head of the Atharvan’.

Here is an attempt to identify the Täntric teaching with 
the culmination of thought followed in the Atharva-veda, and 
to reconcile this teaching with the vedântic outlook. It is well 
known that the tantras are aligned with the Atharva-veda. 
Sukra-nïti (4, 3, 27), for instance, mentions that the sciences 
of. medicine (äyurveda), archery (dhanur-veda), music [gan- 
dharva-veda) and the tantras are affiliated to the Rg-veda; the 
.Yajur-veda, the Säma-veda, and the Atharva-veda respectively.

The traditional view is that the tantras are more specifi
cally affiliated to the ‘Saubhägya-kända’ portion of the Atharva- 
veda. The täntrik works themselves claim that the Atharva- 
veda is the source of their ideology, and the authority for 
their prescriptions. Rudra-yâmala, for instance, holds that the 
mother-goddess (devt), who rules supreme in the täntrik con
text, belongs to the Atharva-division of Vedic tradition 
(ätharvana-säkhini). The same text contains an eloquent eulogy 
of this Veda, which in the eyes of the rigorous vedic tradi
tionalists is put of bounds for decent folk (17, 1-26) : this is 
the veda which contains the essence of the wisdom of all the 
four vedas (‘chatur-veda-jfiäna-särah’, 26); from this veda 
emerged the Säma-veda, Yajur-veda and Rg-veda, character
ized by the three ganas, sattva, rajas, and tamas, respectively 
(2-3) ; within its scope (atharva-veda-chakra) is included the 
kundali dynamics (10), and in it resides the great mothèr- 
goddess who incorporates in herself all the gods, and who re
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presents all the sacred hymns (11). Thus this veda would 
render the other vedlas either irrelevant or unnecessary.

It cannot be denied that there was continuing discord bet
ween the täntrik votaries holding fast to the Atharva-veda and 
the vedic traditionalists who recognized only the other three 
vedas. Whatever the causes and nature of the conflict, there 
was a tendency, originally hesitant but gradually gathering 
strength, to integrate the practical aspects of the two rival 
approaches. This tendency naturally assumed many forms. If 
the common belief was that the tantras were derived from the 
Atharva complex, there was also the view (e.g., in NäräyaHtya- 
tantra) that the vedas themselves were dérived from the 
Yämala texts of the täntrik tradition: the Rg-veda from Rudra- 
yámala, the Yajur-veda from Vishnu-yämala, the Säma-veda 
from Brahma-yämala, and the Atharva-veda from Sakti- 
yämala.

Some of the täntrik texts (like Käka-chandesvara-mata) 
taught that the vedic corpus had become obsolete, due to their 
great age, while the tantras have arrived to fill their place. 
Kulärnava-tantra likened vedic wisdom to the common harlots, 
for the vedas made their wisdom readily accessible to all and 
sundry, in contrast to the tantras which, like respectable house
wives, confined their wisdom (which incidentally was regarded 
as the same as vedic wisdom) only to the duly' initiated.

The tantras in due course came to be classed with the 
puränas, as variant versions of vedic wisdom. Aparärka’s com
mentary on Yäjnavalkya-sarhhitä counsels that the tantras 
should not be condemned by the votaries of vedic tradition, 
although the validity of the tantras is restricted to some por
tions thereof.

One of the powerful expressions o f this tendency to inte
grate aspects of vedic orthodoxy with täntrik ideology was the 
composition of täntrik texts in the style of upanishads. -In
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the context of vedic orthodoxy, the portions known as the 
upanishads represent the final stage of vedic wisdom; which 
reject (or restricted the scope of) rituals in favour of the 
mystical intuition of reality, which substituted liberation from 
phenomenal ills (mukti) for the procurement of heavenly re
wards [marga) as the ultimate goal of human life, and which 
advocated knowledge (jñáná) as the royal road to this final 
goal, in preference to ritualistic action (karma). The täntrik 
'upanishads’ have much the same approach with regard to the 
täntrik coptext. They seek to reject the path of action (whether 
the vedic rituals or the magical rites of the Atharvan and 
Añgiras types), and emphasize the symbolical significance of 
the vedic and täntrik prescriptions. While advancing beyond 
the action-oriented tantras, these ‘upanishads’ attempt to re
interpret the vedic message in terms of the täntrik ideology. 
Lakshmîdhara’s gloss on Saundarya-laharï gpes to the extent 
of pronouncing that the performance of external rites is actually 
un-vedic, apd that the genuine teaching of the veda is to 
develop an intuitional understanding of the essential signi
ficance of these rites.

The word ‘upanishad’ means ‘secret teaching’ or ‘direct 
transmission of the liberating wisdom’. The method advocated 
in the canonical upanishads for the realization of the highest 
truth (which was also directly experienced in ones own being) 
is wisdom (jnäna). Verbal understanding (sravana) ,  purpose
ful reflection on the import and significance of the texts 
(niemand)  ̂ and intept, intimate contemplation (mdhidhyâsana) 
are suggested as effective instruments for the acquisition of 
such liberating wisdom. The ‘upanishadic’ texts affiliated to 
the Atharva-veda have the same approach, and prescribe the 
same methods although in a täntrik framework.

With the exception of three major upanishads (viz., Prasna, 
Mundaka and Mändükya), the ‘upanishads’ formally affiliated 
to the Atharva-veda do scarcely any justice to the oosnenela- 
ture of ‘upanishad’. Most of them, for the raost! r part, are
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merely bits and pieces of passages from several major upanishads 
stuck together with little regard for organization of thought or 
unity of import. The better known among these minor upani
shads are elaborate and didactic, but borrowing heavily from 
the vedic corpus: Mahä-näräyatna in 36 khandas; Brhaj-jäbäla 
in eight brâhmanas; Nrsimha-pürva-tâpanïya in eight adhyäyas; 
Nrsiihhar-uttara-täpaniya in nine khandas, an Närada-pari- 
vräjaka in nine upadesas. They are widely read, and frequently 
commented upon, for they do breathe an air that is reminiscent 
of the major upanishads.

But texts like Atharva-siras, Räma-rahasya, Sïtà, Sarabha,, 
Sürya, Krshna, päsupata-brahmi, Hayagrïva, Dattätreya and 
Devi are so obviously cultic and sectarian that their upanishadic 
character is little beyond the suffix ‘upanishad’ added at the 
end. There are texts that deal principally with spiritual prac
tices (especially Yoga) and incidentally with a miscellany of 
topics (e.g., Sândüya and Annapümä). Short text like Atrna, 
Para-brahma, Mahäväkya, Atharva-sikhä and Paramaharhsa, 
attempt at succint philosophical essays in the manner of the 
major upanishads, although with little success. The cult of the 
mother-goddess has occasioned many ‘upanishads’ (like Guhya- 
Shodhä-nyäsa, Shodhâ, Sumukhî, Kälikä, Syämä, and Käli- 
medhä-dtkshüa) which are strongly täntrik in character. They 
are rightly regarded as ‘Säkta-upanisbads’.

' The cult of Srl-Vidya in particular has a few ‘upanishads’ 
like Bhävanä, Tripurä-täprint, Bahvrcha, Sñ-Vidyá târaka and 
Srï-chakra. The last named text is a brief one, affiliated to the 
‘Saubhägya-kända’ portion of the Atharva-veda. But the title 
is misleading^ for it contains little that is relevant to the cele
brated design. It deals wih the nyäsa aspect of worship and 
eulogizes the acquisition of ‘power’ (sakti) without which 
neither knowledge nor emancipation may become a reality. 
The ‘upanishad’ called Srï-Vidyâ-tdraka is also a  short one (in 
four pädas), providing little information concerning the cult. It 
is in the form of a dialogue between Agastya and Hayagrïvâ, 
and deals with four ‘khandas’, which, however, are applied'to
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the syllable aum (interpreted as having six kütäksharas). It 
considers, all too briefly though, the well-known theme of 
Mändukya, viz., the self being ‘ four-footed’ (chatushfipt), pass
ing through the conditions of wakefulness, dream, sleep, and 
beyond. .

Tripum-tâpinï-upanishad and Bhävanopanishad are signifi
cant among the texts that deal with ârî-Vidyà. The former is 
important inasmuch as it seeks to integrate the vedic outlook 
with the täntrik, and also deals with the basic conceptions of 
Sri-Vidyä. Bhäskara-raya, the commentator on Bhävanopani
shad, suggests that the two texts are complementary in charac
ter: the former dealing with the worship-symbolism and the 
latter with the meditational aspect. The full text of this 'upa- 
nishad’ is given in the appendix. While the text ostensibly at
tempts to explain the ritualistic dimension of Sri-Vidyä (Kriyà- 
Kända, 5, 1) it is actually a reinterpretation on täntrik lines 
of three well-known vedic hymns: the gäyatrl-hymn commenc
ing with “ tat-savitur-varenyam” , the hymn commencing with 
“ jätavedase sunaväma” , and the hymn “ Tryambakam yajämahe 
etc” (Yajurveda). In five sections, each of which is called an 
‘upanishad’ , it deals with the external worship of sri-chakra, 
its symbolism, the iconographie significance of the mother- 
goddess, meditation on the sacred design, and the employment 
of Srî-vidyâ to pragmatic ends. It contains a description of the 
nine enclosures of the sri-chakra (3, 3). The account is con
cluded with the assertion that the innermost point (hindú) 
in the central triangle is the real Sri-chakra.

fï^sÇTPÎté cT̂ iafri;
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...

Bahvrcha is another upanishad that is directly concerned 
with the cult of Srî-Vidyâ. It is short, and is affiliated to 
Rg--veda (according to Muktikopani-shad, 1, 1). It substitutes
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‘devï’ for brahman, and explains the emergence of the pheno
menal world from her, called variously Tripura-sundari, Lalitä, 
Bâlâmbikâ etc. She is the sole reality, “ the transcendental 
brahman, impartite and without a second” . The text provides 
the characteristic vedäntic flavour to the cult of Sri-Vidyä. 
It even incorporates the four mahäväkyas (“prajfiänam 
brahma” , “ aharii brahmä’smi” , “ tat-tvam-asi” , and “ ayam- 
ätmä brahma” ) into the eulogy of the mother-goddess. The 
text concludes with the vedic hymn “ Rcho parame vyoman... 
however with no attempt to suggest its relevance to the text.

3. BHAVANOPANISHAD

Bhävanopanishad is a short collection of aphoristic state
ments (väkyas), affiliated to the Atharva-veda. It occurs in 
three recensions: (1) the one adopted by the commentator, 
Bhäskara-räya, consisting of 36 sentences; (2) the one adopted 
by another commentator Upanishad-brahma-yogi, substantially 
identical with the above but with a few additional sentences; 
and (3) the text that is included in the collection of 108 
upanishads, Upanishat-samgrahah (ed. by Pandit Jagadisa 
Sastrin, Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi 1970, Part I, Serial No. 87, 
pp. 548-550), consisting of 67 sentences.

The text in its first recension was published as early as 
1896, along with Bhäskara-räya’s commentary (ed. by A. Malia- 
deva-Sastrin and K. Rangacharya, Govt. Oriental Libraiy, 
Mysore). The text in its second recension was published from 

„Adyar, along with the commentary of Upanishad-brahma-yogi 
in 1925 (ed. by A. Mahadeva Sastrin, Adyar Library Bulletin, 
Adyar, Madras). The text alone was printed in Bombay in 
1917 (ed. by W. L. pansikar, Nimaya-sagar Press).

The text consists of exceedingly cryptic statements in the 
style of the sütras, with no suggestion of any thematic classi-
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fication of these statements.. The main purpose of the text is 
to delineate the correspondence between the details of ârî- 
chakra with the details of human constitution, êrî-ehakra is the 
design that is worshipped in the cult of Srï-Vidyâ to the ac
companiment of elaborate and precise rituals, or by contem
plation on conceptual and symbolic representation. The former 
aspect is dealt with in the Tripur â-tâpinï-upanishad, while the 
latter is the theme of Bhävanopanishad. Sri-chakra is a pro
jection of the essential dimensions and also of unity of the 
entire universe (brahmända) and also of the basic aspect« of 
the human constitution, in its structure as well as function 
(pindända). The essential correspondence or identity between 
the two aspects (sämarasya or tädätmya) as represented by 
this psychocosmogram is the focal interest of Bhävanopanishad.

It begins with the usual täntrik acceptance of guru as the 
indispensable gateway for the liberating wisdom, and proceeds 
to define human constitution in terms of the forms assumed 
by the guru. Then the nine-fold energy represented by the 
Sri-chakra is sought to be related to the human constitution 
in its physical, vital and mental aspects. The bulk of the text 
is occupied with the enumeration of the nine chakras that enter 
into the composition of Sri-chakra, and their diagrammatic, 
cultic and psychophysiological details. The method of enumera
tion follows the samhära-krama ( ‘the procedure of absorption 
or dissolution’) , viz., commencing from the outer-most enclosure 
and proceeding inwards until the central point is reached.

The text is closely associated with the täntrik treatise of 
great repute, Tantra-mja-tantm. The sentences in the Bhäva- 
nopanishad have exact correspondances with verses in the 
Tantmr-rdja-tantra ; and the commentator Bhâskara-ràya al
most exclusively relies on the latter for interpreting the former. 
The tantra is an elaborate text in three distinct parts contain
ing the three divisions of ârï-vidyâ: kädi, hädi and kahâdi. 
The content of the Bhävanopanishad, which is a text belonging 
to the Kadi tradition, is to be found in the first division, 
which consists of thirty-six sections, with a hundred verses
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in each section. It forms the thirty-fifth section or pa tala. 
There is an excellent commentary on this text, known as Mano- 
ramä, ascribed to Subhagänanda-nätha.

The commentary, which crystallizes the viewpoint adopted 
by the Kädi- tradition of ârï-vidyà mentions nine manuals which 
are core-texts of this tradition: Vämakesvara-tantra, Chandra- 
jnäna-tantra, Sammohana-tantra, Nityä-shodasikärnava, Mät- 
rkä-tantra., Sundarï-hrdaya, M eru-prastäror-tantm, prastära- 
chintämani and Bahwrwpäshtaha. It is, however, doubtful, if 
all these are in fact independent works. We know, for instance, 
that Sundarï-hrdaya is the name given to a portion of Nityä- 
shodasikärnava. And, we have it on the authority of Bhäskara- 
räya, Nityä-shodasikärnava is itself a part of Vämakesvara- 
tantra. The text named Sammohana-tantra that is available to 
us now does not deal with the Kädi-tradition, nor do some of 
the other texts mentioned above. Important core works that 
project the Kädi-tradition, therefore, are only two: Vämakes
vara-tantra and Chandra-jüäna-tantra.

Bhäskara-räya’s commentary, however, mentions several 
works that are regarded as authoritative for the Kädi-tradi
tion. Besides Tantral-raja-tantra, the works cited here include 
Siva-sütra with Värttika, Nityä-shodasikärnava, Bahasya-näma- 
sahasra (i.e., Lalitärsahasm-näma), Màlinï-tantra, Yoginï- 
hrdaya (probably the same as Sundarï-hrdaya mentioned in 
Manoramä), Nityä- hr day a (perhaps a part of Tantra- räja), 
Bindu-sütra, Ratna-traya-parïkshâ and Saundarya-laharï.

Bhâskara-râya, whose commentary on Bhâvanopanishad has 
been included in this edition, was a celebrated authority on the 
philosophy and practice of the tantra, especially of the cult of 
Sn-vidyä, during the early part of 18th century. His exact 
dates are uncertain, but he mentions that his commentary on 
Vämakesvara-tantra (called Setu-bandha) was completed on 
Sivarätri in the saka year 1655 (corresponding to 1733 A.D.), 
and that his commentary on Lalitä-sahasmr-näma (called 
Saubhägya-bhäskara) in the Samvat year 1785 (corresponding
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to 1728 A.D.). His father was Gambhira-räya belonging to 
Rg-veda-sâkhâ and Visvämitra gotra, was a scholar and 
minister in the court of the ruler of Bijapur. He is said to 
have rendered Mahäbhärata into Persian, and earned from the 
ruler the title of ‘Bhärati’. Bhäskara-räya’s mother’s name is 
given as Konamämbä. His birth place is given as Bhäga-nagara 
(present-day Hyderabad in the Deccan).

During the family’s visit to Varanasi on a pilgrimage, the 
upanayanam ceremony of the boy Bhäskara-räya was per
formed in Varanasi, where he resided for some years ac
quiring the knowledge of eighteen branches of learning from 
Nrsimhâdhvarï (who was a täntrik initiate under the name 
Nrsirhhänanda-nätha, and who was the author of a täntrik work 
Sämbhavänanda-kalpalatä, and of the ‘paribhäshä’ verses for 
Lalitä-sahara-näma). Initiated into the täntrik worship of the 
mother-goddess even as a boy by his own father, Bhäskara- 
räya- bhärati-dikshita obtained formal initiation and final con
secration (pürnäbhisheka) from the täntrik master of Surat in 
Gujarat, Sivadatta-sukla by name (whose initiatory name was 
Prakäsänanda-nätha). Bhäskara-räya’s initiatory name (dikshd- 
närna) was Bhäsuränanda-nätha. He married Änapdi-bäi, and 
initiated her in SrI-vidyä (giving her the initiatory name 
Padmävatyaihbikä).

Bhäskara-räya recognized the oblivion into which the 
Atharva-veda was falling, and resolved to resuscitate scholarly 
interest in it. He studied the entire corpus of the Veda (along 
with the Brähmana texts) and began teaching it to students. 
He was also responsible for popularizing Devî-bhâgavata and 
Adbhuta-kända-Rämäyam-. He was a great votary of Srl- 
vidyä and wrote many manuals explaining its philosophy, 
symbolism, practice and relevance. He was a prolific writer in 
several branches of learning, like veda, vedänta, mimämsä, 
nyäya, literary criticism, grammar, ritualistic issues, devotional 
hymns, and mantra-sastra. His celebrity rests on his works in 
the last category, among which well-known are his commentary 
on Lalitä-sahasra-näma known as Saubhägya-bhäskara, his
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commentary on Vâmakeêvara-tantra called Setu-bandha (deal
ing with the bahiryäga and antaryäga of the goddess Tripura- 
sundarl), his commentaries on three upanishads, (Bhävanopa- 
nishad, Kaulopanishad and Traipuropanishad), his gloss on 
Parasuráma-kalpcu-sütra known as Ratnäloka1 and an indepen
dent poetical work called Varivasyä-rahasya.

After spending many years in Varanasi, he returned to the 
South, initially settling down on the banks o f the river Krishna 
at the behest of the ruler Chandrasena (who was his admirer) 
and finally moving down to Tiruvalangâdu on the Southern 
banks of Kâverî in the Chola country. What motivated him 
to choose this place was the desire to live near his teacher 
Gangâdhara-vâjapeyï, under whom he had learnt Nyäya of the 
Gauda type. The Mahratta ruler of the region honoured him 
and bestowed a village on him on the northern banks of the 
river, facing Tiruvalañgádu. He lived to be a very old man, 
and passed away at Madhyärjuna-kshetra (Tiruvidaimarudur). 
One of his disciples, Umänanda-nätha wrote Nityotsava, an 
important manual on Srî-vidyâ.

His commentary on Bhävanopanishad, called merely ‘bhä- 
shya’, is brief but suggestive. He relies mainly on texts like 
Tmtra-rdjfb-tantra, Mâtrkârnava, Tñpurürnava, Ycginï-hrdaya 
and Päränanda- tantra. His explanations are cryptic and pre
supposes a familiarity on the part of the reader with the 
ideology basic to Sri-vidyä.

Upanishad-brahma-yogi, the author of the second commen
tary included in this edition, was a prolific writer in Advaita 
during the 18th century. His Paramädvaita-siddhänt(i-pari- 
bhäshä was completed in 1709 A.D.; and his commentary on 
Muktikopanishad is dated 1751 A.D. Efiown in lay life as 
âivaràma of Vädhüla gotra, he hailed from Brahmapuram on 
the banks of the river Pälär. He was initiated into samuyäsa 
by Väsudevendra in Káñchípuram, where he settled down and 
founded his own monastery (extant even to this day, known 
as ‘Upanishad-brahmendra matham’). Although his initiatory
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name was Rämachandrendra, he was better known as Upani- 
shad-brahma-yogi, on account of the commentaries that he 
wrote on all the traditional 108 upanishads (published by the 
Adyar Libraiy, Madras, in different collections 1920-1953).

Although an Advaitin by conviction, he was a great devotee 
of Rama and preferred the bhajana form of worship. His 
works have the distinct flavour of devotion (bJitikti). He also 
evolved the method of contemplation on the pranava (om), 
and concentrating on the esoteric quality of sound (nada). 
Besides commentaries on the three Vedäntic prasthänas (the 
Upanishads, the Gîta and the Brahma-sütra) and several in
dependent treatises on Vedanta (prakaranak) , he composed 
many musical pieces (divyanàma-samkïrtanas). He was a con
temporary of saint Tÿâgarâja (1767-1847 A.D.), with whom 
he was acquainted. .

4. THE MEANING OF BHAVANA

The orthodox approach to divinity assumes four progres
sive stages; (1) worshipping Godhead in an external image 
having a recognizable form (pratïkopâsanà) ; (2) worshipping 
Godhead in the image with the understanding that the image 
represents the adorable aspect of the all—pervasive divinity 
(pratirüpa-pratimopäsanä) ; (3) meditating on the significant 
attributes of divinity, which really abide in opes own heart 
(bhäva-pratimopäsanä) ; and (4) worshipping the abstract 
divinity by symbolic offerings (nidänopäsanä). The last stage 
culminates in the rejection not only of external props like the 
physical image, things of worship like flowers etc., but also 
of the duality between the devotee and the Godhead, which 
underlies the previous approaches.

The täntrik tradition has a similar arrangement. Broadly, 
worship is two-fold; ‘external’ (bahir-yäga) and ‘internal’ 
{antar-yäga). In the former, a concrete representation of the
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divinity is resorted to, and worship is conducted through offer
ing of the upachäras (as to an adorable human being), praises 
(stuti), repitition of powerful names of the divinity or seed- 
syllables communicated by the guru (ja,pa), and contemplation 
on the greatness and glory of God (dhyäna). The rituals em
ployed here may be vedic or täntrik in character. And the 
representation of the divinity would be so as to inspire feel
ings of reverence for Godhead, and so as to be relevant for 
the ritualistic details. This worship is described as 'gross’ 
(íithúla).

The latter form of worship falls into two stages: with ex
ternal props’ (sädhära) and ‘without such props’ (nirädhSra). 
The ‘props’ refer to the implements used; but the emphasis 
is on the mature outlook of the devotee, who will not mistake 
the props as absolute in their value. The devotee in the first 
stage understands the symbolisms involved in the physical re
presentation of the divinity and in the ritual sequence. He 
also knows that the props are only incidental and not indis
pensable; he must, however, depend upon them until wisdom 
dawns in him. As he progresses in this stage he will find the 
props increasingly unnecessary, and will finally dispense with 
them. .

Bhaskara-räya in his Setu-bandha speaks of these stages 
thus:

*n3lFW.fo-M-hdi-14, gcfhi siten cH% JJHPRTT

The devotee in the first stage looks upon the divinity as having 
a human form, which the eyes can behold and the hands can 
touch; this is the gross (sthüld) form of the mother-goddess 
who is thé object of adoration and worship. In the second 
stage, thé form of the deity is subtle (sükshma), in the form

2
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of the powerful sounds of a mantra, which the tongue can 
utter and the ear hear. In the third stage, which is transcen
dental (para), the form can be visualized only by the mind, 
for it consists of the sustained dispositions arising out of ac
cumulated impressions (väsanä) left in the mind of the de
votee who has dedicated his entire life to the worship of the 
mother-goddess.

The meaning of väsanä in the täntrik context is more than 
mere impressions deposited in the mind by experience during 
waking life, which the word ordinarily means. The explanation 
in the texts calls attention to the culturing of the mind as the 
result of a ritual; the culturing in which the spirit of man is 
invigorated by directed mental processes (‘väsayati, karmanä 
yojayati jîva-manâmsi’) . The level of transactional conscious
ness is heightened, owing to such culturing. The mother-god
dess who has been worshipped so intently by the devotee is 
actually identical with the devotee’s own spirit; only the de
votee had no clue to this until the third stage is reached. 
The objects of his search and adoration is now recognized in 
the deepest layers of his own being; and the object appears 
before him in the shape of his own intentional consciousness 
(väsanä or ohaitanya). External rites, outward search and con
ventional conduct have no meaning for the devotee any longer.

The devotee’s consciousness undergoes a transformation by 
the discovery that he has made of the divinity in his own 
being. Such transformation is known as bhävanä. The word, 
derived from the root bhü (‘to be’) means ‘to cause bring some
thing into being’, ‘to effect’. It also means ‘conception’ or 
‘thought’ in the sense that a mental process brings into exis
tence an idea as a reality; conceiving causes the emergence 
of a concept which has correspondence with truth. In an ex
tended sense, the word means ‘contemplation’ or ‘meditation’, 
a deliberate activity which is directed towards the reification 
and crystallization of a mere mental construct. Bhävanä, as 
the method of meditation prescribed to explore the hidden
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depths of ones own being, figures prominently when the devotee 
has gone beyond the stage of gross worship of materialized 
divinity through external rituals (bahir-yäga). It is the tech
nique that is effective in 'internal worship’, especially when 
the 'props’ are about to be dispensed with.

The use of the word is not confined to the tântrik context. 
We find it used extensively in the Buddhist texts of both thera- 
vâda and mahäyäna persuations in the sense of contemplative 
exercises. Bhagavad-Gïtâ (2, 66) takes the word to mean the 
immediate precondition for tranquility: “ there is no inten
tional consciousness’ (byddhi) for one who has not ‘yoked’ his 
senses (ayukta) ; and he who has not ‘yoked’ his senses cannot 
be meditative (bhävanä), and without meditation there can be 
no peace (éánti)” . Texts like Vishnu-pumna (6, 7) speak of 
three types of bhävanä: (1) contemplations on the absolute 
reality in terms of abstractions (brahmäkhya), (2) contem
plations on the import of rituals (karmäkhya), and (3) con
templations that relate the absolute reality with the ritualistic 
import (ubhayätmika). The devotees who resort to the first 
type deliberate thus: “ We shall meditate on Brahman alone” 
(‘brahmaiva bhävayämah') ; the devotees who prefer the second 
type deliberate: “ We shall perform the rituals only”  (‘karmaiva 
kurmah’) ; and those who choose the third type deliberate: 
“ We shall meditate on Brahman as well as perform the rituals” 
( ‘ubhayam anusandadhma’) . The three types are together called 
bhäva-bhävanä (‘deliberating upon a theme’).

However, the tântrik employment of the word has connota
tions which are peculiar to the tântrik ideology. For instance, 
the mother-goddess (devt) is said to have three forms:
(1) subtle (sükshmd), viz., the fifteen-lettered mantra (pan- 
chadasi) ; (2) more subtle (sûkshma-tara), as ‘käma-kalä’
which is the universal reality, and (3) most subtle (sükshma.- 
tama), as the principle of kundalin! in the psychophysical con
stitution of the devotee himself. Bhävanä is to meditate on the 
perfect correspondance among these three forms and thereby

/
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to realize the utter identity between his own individuated self 
(pvätmä) and the mother-goddess as the transcendental Self 
(:paramätmä). It takes the form of figuring out the import 
of three ‘secrets’ (rahasya) : the symbol of worship (püjä- 
sañketa), the symbol of the fifteen-lettered mantra (mantra- 
sañketa), and the symbol of ârï-chakra (chakra-sänke ta). The 
first is on the physical or gross plane (käyika or sthüla), the 
second on the verbal or subtle plane (vächika or sukshma)> 
and the third on the mental or transcendental plane (manas 
or para). The three are obviously inter-related. The firs* two 
are taught in the texts like Tripurär täpim-upanishad, while the 
third (known as bhävamä) is sought to be taught in texts like 
B hä vanopanishad.

Bhâskara-râya opens his commentary on Bhävanopanishad 
with sentences that reflect the foregoing observations:

15 ^  «flfàSigaWT: fàfàiJWT : w W lW : I
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Of the three methods taught, the first one is supposed to 
be proper for lay devotees with little intellectual or spiritual 
involvement (mandädhikäri) ; the second for devotees who are 
more evolved intellectually and spiritually and with greater 
commitment to the worship mode (madhyädhikäri) ; and the 
third for the most highly evolved aspirant (uttamädhikäri). 
Kylärnava-tantra (9.37) goes so far as to condemn the first 
two methods accommodating them in three modes in a four-fold 
classification.
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The realization of the absolute is the most excellent or 
superior; the mode of contemplation comes next in merit; repi- 
titions of mantras and symbolic worship are inferior; and ex
ternal worship by rituals is the worst. What is here referred 
to as ‘brahma-sadbhäva’ is bhävanä.

The reason for this preference of bhävanä lies in the dis
tinction made both in the tantras and in the upanishads bet
ween two kinds of knowledge, ‘transcendental’ (parä) and the 
‘transactional’ {arpará). The former is called vidyä, represent
ing the power that liberates, while the latter is avidyä or the 
power that binds. The goal set before the former is emancipa
tion (mukti) by the non-dualistic approach (advaitopäsanä) , 
and the goal set before the latter is virtuous life (dharma) by 
rituals prescribed in scriptures (püjä etc). In the context of 
practical spiritual discipline, the distinction corresponds to the 
distinction made in Vedanta between intuitional realization 
(vitti) and devotional and ritualistic worship (upästi) (cf. 
Brahma-sütra, 4, 1, 1: Samkara’s comments thereon).

The insistance on bhävanä as the highest path was moti
vated also by another consideration, which probably was rele
vant during the time when the täntrik outlook was getting 
chastened and crystallized. The täntrik path of external rituals 
involved several practices which were antinomian and outlandish 
in character, such as the use of five things forbidden in decent 
society (liquor, meat, fish, promiscuous sexual congress, and 
mudrä), sexual mysticism, religious debauchery, licentious living 
in the name of religion, pious rejection of all conventional norms 
and constraints, black magic, and revulsive sorcery. Approval 
of these practices has entered even such texts as Rudra- 
yämala and Kulärnava-tantra, which incidentally also contain 
praise of bhävanä. Getting inebriated in the bhairavi-rhahra 
and indulging in uninhibited camal satisfactions to the accom
paniment of wierd rites in total defiance of social prescriptions, 
nocturnal adventures in the crematoria with strange rituals as
sociated with corpses and goblins, resorting to perilous practices 
of witchcraft and sorcery such as ‘the six occult deeds’ (shat-
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harma, viz., gaining possession, causing obstructions, sowing the 
seeds of hate, driving out by force, killing in a violent manner 
and pacification of disease or misfortune), and employment of 
mantras and mandatas towards covetuous and unrighteous ends 
characterized the tantra in practice during that period. There 
was naturally a revulsion among the laity towards the tântric 
cults in general; and even among the täntrik devotees a need 
was keenly felt to eliminate the evil influence and set the 
house in order.

It was in this context that the täntrik ideology was sought 
to be pruned, and cleared of occult encrustations. An attempt 
was made to reinterpret the details of täntrik practices in 
terms of abstract symbolisms; so as to keep away the grossly 
licentious vagabonds and the wicked adventurers seeking to exert 
their evil influence by occult means. The texts began to caution 
that the täntrik path was by no means easy or attractive. 
The Kulärnava-tantra, for instance, proclaimed that the Kaula 
path was more arduous than clinging to the neck of a tiger, 
walking on the edge of a sword, or holding a venomous viper 
in bare hand (2,117-119). The same text provides symbolic 
reinterpretation of the five ma-käras in terms of yogic bene
fits: ‘ liquor’ (madya) is actually the oozing out of nectar 
from the centre on top of the devotee’s head (sahasrära) ex
perienced in Khecharl-mudrä; ‘meat’ (mämsa.) is the animal 
nature of the devotee consisting of merit and demerit; ‘fish’ 
(matsya) is the breath that goes in the twin-channels tdä and 
píngala (rivers Ganga and Yamuna) ; ‘sexual congress’ 
(maithuna) is the union of Siva and Sakti in ‘sahasrära’ or 
the mingling of the breath with the sushumnä channel ; ‘parched 
grain’ (mudra) is the drying up of our base and mundane as
sociations. Further, liquor was identified as the element of fire, 
meat as wind, fish as water, dried grains as earth, and sexual 
congress as äkäsa. They constitute the hula or family (group 
of elements).

The sublimation of such coarse concepts into fine sentiments 
which help perfect the spiritual preparation of the devotee ap
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pears to be the common concern of the tantras. The substitu
tion of contemplation for crude rituals brought the tantras 
closer to the vedäntic approach, especially of the Advaita type. 
Elaborate symbolism to facilitate sublimation was also an effec
tive device employed in the tantras. Many of the minor upa- 
nisbads, affiliated to Atharva-veda and having a täntrik frame
work, resort to symbolisms and advocate meditation as the 
sole effective technique for reaching the fulfilment, which, like 
the Qne accepted in vedänta, is held out to be liberation (mukti), 
especially in this very life (jivan-mpkti). Thus the advocacy 
of meditation (bhävanä) in the täntrik context rendered the 
tantras acceptable to the people. It also helped reconcile the 
täntrik outlook with the vedäntic approach.

The täntrik sects (ächäras) that evolved in the wake of 
this rapproachment were seven in number, in accordance with 
the consideration that human temperaments and needs were 
manifold. Regarded as the highest in the hierarchy of these, 
according to vedic protogonists, the ‘Vedächära’ , prescribes non
violent vedic rites, on contemplation of the divinity in ones 
body (the ‘thousand-petalled lotus’), and on the repetition of 
the seed-syllable ‘Aim’— all these being performed only in day
time. The ‘Vaishnavächära’ is an extension of the first one, 
but relying to a greater extent on the sacred mythology con
tained in the puränas, advocating the observance of vratas 
(like fasting, vegetarian diet, celibacy, avocation that is free 
from violence, restraint in speech etc.), worship of personal 
gods ( ishta-devatä, mostly Vishnu) during daytime and repeti
tion of sacred formulae (japa) during nights. The ‘Saivâchâra’ 
is likewise an extension of the ‘Vedächära’, with a sectarian 
variation; relying on the smrtis as well as on puränas which 
glorify Siva, it advocates the observance of vratas, and wor
ship of personal gods (mostly male).

The ‘Dakshinächära’, popular in the Southern region of the 
country, accepts female forms of divinities (bhagavatï) but 
conducts worship in accordance with the prescriptions of the 
Vedächära’. It permits worghip in the night in cemetaries,
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on the banks of rivers, under the bilva-trees or in sanctified 
public places (e.g., where four roads meet), but prohibits the 
use of liquor, meat etc.; and no sexual rites are allowed in 
any manner. Sometimes, however, garlands of human skulls are 
worn, and rituals which are dark in import are conducted. This 
latter tendency is more conspicuous in the ‘Vämächära’, where 
the female form of divinity is worshipped with the five rna- 
käras (liquor, meat, fish, sexual congress and parched grains) 
in the dead of the night, and in communities of initiated male 
and female devotees (chakras). The conduct in this sect is by 
no means acceptable in the social context and, therefore, the 
devotee is advised to keep his sect-behaviour an esoteric secret. 
The devotee seeks to realize the transcendental feminine principle 
in his own body and by his own antinomian conduct.

The ‘Siddäntächära’ adopts the Saivite philosophy, and while 
the usual täntrik rites are performed, great importance is at
tached to Bhairava (a terrible form of Siva), the form which 
the devotees seek to assume. The ‘Kaulächära’ , while incor
porating the details of ‘Vämächära’, defies all rules and restric
tions pertaining even to the sectarian rites. There is nothing 
that is barred for the devotee here; no place, no time and no 
conduct. Sometimes they are decent folk (sishta), at other 
times they are outlandish (bhrashta) ; some of them are wont 
to move about like madmen, ghosts and goblins. They appear 
as belonging to various sects, while their loyalty to the Kaula 
ideology is guarded as a dread secret. A verse in Syäina-rahasya 
tells us that the Kaulas roam about in various garbs: in pri
vate, they follow ‘Vämächära’ ; outwardly they adopt. ‘Saivä- 
chära’ ; in assemblies they pass for devotees of ‘Vaishnavä- 
chära’.

3W: rtrtRt 5r|: ¡ffaT: iTUrtïï Uriï I

While according to the votaries of the vedic tradition, the 
order in which the seven sects have been mentioned above is
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in terms of decreasing respectability, the Kulärnava-tmtra 
(2, 7-8) would reverse the order, and hold that the ‘Kaulächära’ 
is most excellent and the ‘Vaishnavächära’ least meritorious; it 
is silent about the ‘Vedächära’.

A related conception concerns the dispositions of the de
votees (bhävd), which can be of one of three kinds: •'animal' 
(pasv), ‘valiant’ (vira), and ‘divine’ (divya). Vämakesvara- 
tantra explains that the disposition is a quality of the mind 
which is invariably involved in the religious practice

The ‘animal’ disposition consists largely of instinctual urges 
and physical inclination; tamos is the guna that dominates 
over this disposition, and hence ignorance and bondage charac
terize the persons belonging to this group. The devotees with 
this disposition tend to follow the ‘Vedächära’, the ‘Vaishnavä- 
chära’, the ‘Saivächära’ or the ‘Dakshinächära’ ; and they are 
benefitted only by one of these paths. The nomenclature 
‘animal’ , however, does not suggest that the disposition is mean, 
irreligious or inhuman; it only means that it is the lowest of 
the three groups of aspirations. But the devotee here has re
straint over his senses and passions, studies the scriptures, and 
engages himself in rites and rituals.

The ‘valiant’ disposition is domianted by rojas, and there
fore exertion characterizes the devotees of this group. They 
are by no means violent or impulsive in their normal life; 
the religious path they choose involves adventures, effort, per- 
severence and steady progress. The vital force (kundalint) is 
well-developed in them, and they are masters of themselves. 
The paths that attract them, and benefit them, are ‘Siddhäntä- 
chära’ and ‘Vämäehära’. They would find no merit in the study 
of scriptures, or in conventional piety; and they would be 
inclined rather to defy social norms and expectations. The 
path is more täntrik (ägama-ja) than the previous path, which 
is determined by the veda (veda-ja) . —
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The ‘divine’ disposition is characterized by sattva or purity. 
The devotees with this disposition are hig;hly evolved morally 
and spiritually; they have perfect equanimity, and are entirely 
free from passions, ignorance, and ill-will. They are mature 
enough to dispense with the external forms of worship and 
resort to meditation. While the earlier two dispositions benefit 
only from physical and concrete modes of worship fbahir- 
yäga) , this disposition is eligible to ‘ inner worship’ (antar- 
yaga). The path of ‘Kaulächära’ is sometimes claimed to be 
appropriate for this disposition; but usually ‘Samayächära’ 
(the path of wisdom and the method of meditation) is men
tioned as an illustration of this disposition.

Some texts suggest that human constitutions are three
fold, according to the prevalence of sattva, rajas, or tamas; 
and the dispositions are to be chosen in accordance with the 
constitutional peculiarities. Other texts, however, suggest that 
the three dispositions must be resorted to in a sequence, first 
‘animal’ (in the early stages of life, till 16 years), then ‘valiant’ 
(during middle age, from 17 till 50 years), and finally ‘divine’ 
(during old age, after fifty till death). A text would even 
prescribe that the three dispositions must constitute the three 
phases of life each day: ‘'animal’ from morning till noon, 
‘valiant’ from noon till night-fall, and ‘divine’ from night-fall 
until midnight. Night is the time for deep contemplation on 
the identity of the individuated self with the absolute con
sciousness, with constitutes the ‘divine’ approach (Rudra- 
yámala, 11, 32-38).

Päränanda-sütra formulates only three spiritual paths: 
‘dakshina’, ‘väma’ and ‘uttara’. These three are accommodated 
to suit the three dispositions mentioned above. The ‘uttara’ 
(“ beyond” ) is the best of paths, and bhävanä plays an im
portant role here.

Paraéuràma-kalpa-sütra is even more explicit in its recom
mendation of meditation as the best among the methods.
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B h ä v a n ä  is interpreted here as the contem plation  on the idea 
that one (Self) is the consciousness energy ( c h i t - s a k t i ) , d if 
ferent from  the three conditions (w akefulness, dream  and sleep) 
and the five sheaths (physical, v ita l, m ental, conscious and 
b lissfu l). It  facilitates rejection  o f  the m ode o f  the corporate 
existence o f  the self ( j l v a - b h a v a ) , and helps in the identifica
tion  o f  oneself w ith the m other-goddess. T h e  prescription o f 
this text is :—  '



The Text
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“ The auspicious-Master ia-the all-causative power” .

The guru, (the word derived from root gri, ‘grl krgrorncha, 
Unädi, 1, 14), is one who instructs religious lore to a student 
(‘grnäti upadisati-vedädi-sästräni’), or one who is adored because 
of his greatness in wisdom or austerity (!gïryate stüyate-sau 
mahattvât jnâna-tapo-vrddhatvât’) . Another explanation takes 
the first syllable, gy., to mean ignorance or darkness, and the 
second, ru, to mean its removal or destruction ( (gus-tvandha- 
kärah syäd ru-käras tan-nivartakah’) ; and hence the guru 
signifies one who, regulating from within, helps destroy the 
ignorance which binds the student to the transmigratory cycle 
(‘girafci ajñánam antrayämi-rüpena, avidyâm näsayati’). Alter
nately, gu is made to signify reality, and ru knowledge thereof 
(‘gu-kärah sad-iti prokto ru-käro jnänaväehakah’) .

While the vedic tradition takes ‘guru’ in the sense of pre
ceptor or elder (as, e.g., Manu, 4,162, where three persons 
are looked upon as gtirus: preceptor, father and mother 
cf. also Vi.smHi, 32, 1), the täntrik tradition distinguishes bet
ween the preceptor (sikshâ-gum), who imparts scholastic wis
dom, and the master (dïkshâ-gum), who communicates mystic 
power which brings about the intuitive and all-penetrating wis
dom. The vedic tradition also had the notion of initiation (e.g., 
the rite of upanayana, cf. Yâjmvalkya-smrtî, 1, 34; and 
dxksha, Taittitrïya-mmhitâ 6, 1, 1, 1, Satapatha-brähnmna, 
7, 3, 12, Aitareya-brähmcma 1, 4, 10 etc.) which was a magi
cal rite in the nature of necessary prelude to the acquisition 
of scriptural knowledge. The vedic passages also contain the

II
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mystic import of the sacred words imparted by a competent 
master (e.g., mantra as related to manman, RY, 1, 147, 4; 
4, 5, 6 etc., ‘powerful word loaded with supernatural might and 
influence, possessed of extraordinary weight’, ‘mantro guruh 
punarastu so asmai’). But the integration of the idea of im
parted knowledge with the acquirement of power was charac
teristically täntrik in origin.

The täntrik traditions (in India, Tibet, China and Japan) 
attach great importance to the role of the guru in the spiri
tual career of an aspirant. His guidance is considered alto
gether indispensable^ for the knowledge acquires power only 
when communicated by him. He is not only a ‘giver of the 
powerful word’ (mantra-data) but he protects the disciple 
from all impediments to the continuing power of this word 
by his vigilance and grace. The concept of initiation involves 
this sustained influence of the master.

A täntrik text says: “ Without initiation, there can be no 
release from the phenomenal bondage; and there can be no 
initiation without a master. Hence the succession of masters” .1 
The Indian word for initiation is ‘dïkshâ’ ; the first syllable 
(di) signifies the imparting of the true import of knowledge 
(‘diyate jfiäna-sadbhävah’) , and the second (ksha) the des
truction of all impediments to progress (‘kshiyate päpa-sam- 
chayah’). In the orthodox texts like Satapatha-brähmana (11, 
2, 1, 1,) a man is said to have three births: the first, when he 
is delivered from his mother’s womb; the second, when he 
begins to perform the prescribed rituals and acquire knowl
edge; and the third, when he dies and is consigned to fire. 
The word dïkshâ is cognate with the root ddh (‘to bum’), and 
signifies the desire to bum. By being burnt, one is not only 
cleansed, but assumes a better state of existence. The täntrik 
texts speak of dïkshâ as re-birth. Under the powerful impact 
of initiation, the ordinary constitution of the aspirant is trans
formed into an extraordinary assemblage of bodily and mental 
energies.
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. There are several kinds of initiation depending on liow 
the master’s  power is communicated; and accordingly the 
masters also differ. Initiation by physical touch (sparka) is 
considered the lowest of initiations, initiation by word of mouth 
(väg) higher than that, initiation by mere look (drk) still 
higher, and initiation by penetrating into the very being of 
the aspirant (vedha) highest. It is extremely difficult indeed 
to come across the master who can accomplish the last type 
of initiation; only the fortunate aspirants get access to such 
an one.2 The initiation that he gives is technically known as 
‘perfect consecration’ (pürnäbhisheka).

Such a master is hailed as ‘sri-guru’, the honorific prefix 
‘Sri’ suggesting unrivalled excellence3 and perfect prosperity 
of transcendental bliss when all restraining and limiting fac
tors are overcome. The aspirant regards the gum from whom 
he lias received complete consecration as a veritable godhead, 
indeed as superior to the gods. A text says “ Should the god 
be wrathful against you, the guru will guard you; but if the 
guru himself is displeased with you, no one can save you !”4 
Another text warns that one should not look upon bis master 
as a mere human being, nor the mantra that he gives as 
merely words.3 The master’s divine character is emphasized 
by the prescription that as soon as one gets up from his bed 
in the morning, he should meditate on the sacred feet of his 
own master (gunt-pädukä-chintana). This he must do even 
before he thinks of his chosen deity (devatd-chintana) . And 
during the formal worship of SrI-chakra, the ritual of ‘symbolic 
placement’ (nyäsa) involves identifying the midmost point of 
the sacred design (bindu) as the mother-goddess herself, and 
visualizing behind her ‘the three-fold currents of the masters’ 
(oghcif-trayd), to be explained later.

The master is precious inasmuch as he can metamorphose 
an ordinary and even indifferent individual into an eager 
aspirant, by precepts, counsel and arguments. “Even a com
mon flow'er can thus be transmuted by him into a lovely lotus;
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and having thus transmuted, the master also shines upon it 
like the w elcom e sun to help the bud open up in all its glory, 
instantaneously” ,6 T h e spiritual awakening o f the aspirant is 
an im portant event. It involves three details, which need to  
he integrated: the m aster (guru), the sacred w ord (mantra), and 
the chosen deity  (devata), in addition  to the aspirant’s own 
self {ä lm ä ) in which the identification must be accom plished. The 
sacred w ord acquires its sancity and pow er on ly  when it is 
correctly and w illingly com m unicated b y  the m aster;7 and the 
m ystic evocation o f the deity in front o f  the aspirant is 
achieved only by  the proper em ploym ent o f the sacred word. The 
final upliftm ent o f the aspirant is possible on ly by  the grace 
o f the deity thus evoked.

T he tântrik texts frequently m ention the identity o f  the 
master with the deity , the sacred word, and the devotee's own 
self. “ The goddess acquires the form  o f  the sacred w ord; the 
sacred w ord acquires the form  o f  the m aster; the master 
acquires the form  o f  the devotee’s se lf; and the 
devotee, while em ploying the sacred word, (manu)., becomes 
his own self” .8 T he P ä r ä n a n d a -s ü tr a  (38! prescribes that one 
must contem plate on the idea that the master is higher than 
everything; that, the sacred w ord is higher than the m aster; 
that the deity is higher than the sacred w ord ; and that ones 
own transcendental self is higher than the deity .1*

T he three details mentioned above (viz., the master, the 
sacred w ord and the chosen deity) are in fa ct one. À  text 
says: “ Even as the w ords ghata (p o t ), kalaki (ja r ) and kitm- 
bha. (pitcher) m ean the same thing, so the mantra, the devatâ 
and the guru are essentially the sam e” .10 T h e mantra sym bolizes 
manan (m in d ), the âmatâ stands for  the prana (v ita l fo rce ), 
and the guru represents the aspirant’s own se lf ( a tman). T he 
tântrik discipline prescribes the unison o f m ind and the vital 
forces in the order to  realize the inner self.11 It is impartant that 
the mind must be cleansed and strengthened before, it can be
com e the effective m eans o f realization. D evotion  to  the human
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master is in this context meant to purify  the mind and .fortify  
it with the spirituality of the master. But the m aster is in 
reality ones own inner self that regulates the mind, and not 
outside the aspirant. T hat is why the aspirant is asked to 
meditate upon the g u ru  in the ä jn ä  centre (between the eye
brow s), and in the tw o-petalled lotus; the g u m  as the regulat
ing principle ( ä ß ä p a k a )  is said to reside there, and his func
tion o f awakening the aspirant takes place at this centre.12

It  is significant that the g u m , who is the sole means to 
self realization (u p & ya ) is equated with the aspirant’s goal 
(u p e y a ) viz., supreme and transcendental reality, in its re
flexive aspect or energy dynam ics ( r im a r m  as the m other-god
dess).1* In  the tantrik  ideology, the two aspects are not in 
reality distinct.14 The custom ary invocation to  the g u ru , in 
cluded in T a n tr a -r ä ja  tom tra  (1, 96-100), and repeated in Srt~ 

v id y ä r n a m - t m t r a  1, 382-386), illustrates the role the g u ru  
plays in the aspirant’s spiritual unfoldm ent: '
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The gu ru  is the lord, master, Siva himself. H e assumes numerous 
forms for the sake o f transmitting the liberating wisdom . H e 
is ever new, and he consists o f  nine aspects; but his transcen-
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dental form is one only. He is the sun that tears asunder the 
darkness of all ignorance; he is a mere mass of consciousness. 
He is free, the highest; but his mercy constitutes his form. 
However, he yields to his devotees and to the mature folk. 
He is the sense of discrimination in all men of discrimination; 
he is the expression in all modes of expression; he is the light 
in all things that shine; and he is the knowledge in all know
ing mortals. The devotee seeks that his own mind be the 
guru’s seat.

It does not, however, mean that the guru is a mere abstract 
conception. The täntrik devotee is very much committed to a 
human guru, with whom he has personally come into contact 
in the transactional world. The guidance that he gets from 
the master is by no means imaginary; it is concrete and prac
tical. While the guru is an individual, he also symbolizes the 
theme of personal transmission of the secret of realization in 
a succession of masters. This succession is known as sampra- 
dâya which is defined in the täntrik texts as whispering into 
the ears of the prepared disciple the highest truth so as to 
awaken him spiritually.15 The never-failing successive trans
mission of the täntrik wisdom constitutes the tradition, the 
origin of which goes back to the moment when creation took 
place. The purpose of this transmission is to finally awaken 
the aspirant (mahäbodha-rüpa) to the truth beyond space, 
time, and forms. The human guru represents this hoary tradi
tion; and he is the contemporary master, who has descended 
in an unbroken line of masters beginning with Siva himself.18 
He not only reveals to the aspirant the transcendental reality 
but helps him realize his own essential reality (‘svärtha-para- 
märtha-prakatana-paro guruh'). .

The täntrik tradition not only explains the evolution, pro
liferation, and projection of the phenomenal world of thirty- 
six categories alongside the entire world of verbal expressions, 
but also teaches the utter unity of all presentations in the 
transcendental consciousness (para-prakäsa). The power of the 
sacred word (mantra-vïrya) consists in its evocation of the
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perfect awareness of the subjective factor, and thus it helps 
in the realization of unity. The realization of the unity of 
the aspirant’s real nature (ätmä), the power of phenomenal 
projections (sakti), and the principle of pure consciousness 
(siva) is first accomplished by the gur;u, and then communi
cated to the disciple. In this sense, the guru is regarded as 
identical with tradition. The power of tradition, which is greater 
than the individual master, finds expression in his teaching17

The täntrik tradition began with the First-Master (ädi- 
nätha), Mahäkäla, who is in the nature of the primordial 
shadow (chhäyä) cast by the all-pervasive principle of pure 
power (Siva) at the moment of creation. He is described as 
the mental emanation of Siva. When he got formed, the power 
of the parental Siva discended into him (sukti-päta or snktya- 
vatära). This descent of power is the origin of the guru prin
ciple. The projection of the phenomenal world (which binds 
the devotee) and the presentation of the sacred word (mantra, 
which releases the devotee) were coeval. The succession of 
masters from Mahäkäla till our own day symbolizes the trans
mission of the liberating wisdom, which is ageless.18 Each 
täntrik master represents Mahäkäla, the original giver of the 
liberating mantra. The Mâlinï-tantra identifies the gy.ru with 
the primordial revealer of the potency of the mantra (mantra- 
virya) ,19

And owing to the potency of the mantra, the four-fold 
values of life (punoshärthas, viz., ‘dharma’ or virtuous living, 
‘artha’ or wealth, ‘käma’ or pleasures of life, and ‘moksha’ or 
final liberation) are accomplished. The master who reveals and 
transmits this source of all achievements with regard to pheno
menal welfare and spiritual beatitude is looked upon as the 
‘means’ (upäya). Hence the aphorism in Sivoj-sütra (2, 6) :

P M :  1

It is precisely in this sense that the first sentence of the



Bhävanopanishad describes the master as ‘source-energy’ for 
all accomplishments. Tantra-räja-tantra (35, 1) says:

The master is also the ultimate cause of all phenomenal 
processes, when he is identified with the category of sa k t i . It 
may be recalled that in the täntrik system, the universe con
sisting of thirty-six categories evolves in three strands, originat
ing from the p a r ä -s a m v it  or the pure being ( s a t ) ,  devoid of 
all limitations, differentiations, obstructions, inclinations and 
urges. This p a r ä -s a m v it  is, therefore, represented as a point 
devoid of dimensions (b in d ¡d ). From this emanate the principle 
of subjective consciousness (as T  or ‘a h a m ’) known as âiva 
(symbolising the c h it  aspect) and the principle of objective 
consciousness (as ‘this’ or ‘ id a m ’ ) ,  known as Sakti (symbolis
ing the ä n a n d a  aspect). The two principles are in reality, one: 
undifferentiated and unmanifest in the p a r ä -s a m v it .  However, 
in the phenomenal context, the Siva principle is the first evolute, 
followed by the Sakti-principle, which has three modalities of 
energy viz., inclination ( i c c h ä ) , awareness ( jn ä n a ) and action 
(k r i y ä ) .

The modality of ‘inclination’ initially occurs as the prin
ciple of Sadäsiva (or sädäkhya3 where the first experience of 
individuated being is had), involving the dichotomy between 
the ‘I ’ and the ‘This’, with emphasis on the subjective aspect of 
experience; the modality of ‘awareness’ occurs initially as the 
principle of isvara (‘lord of the phenomenal presentations’), 
with emphasis on the objectiye aspect of the ‘I-This’ dichotomy; 
and the modality of ‘action’ manifests originally as êpddha- 
vidyä (also called sad-vidyä, ‘true knowledge’), representing 
complete recognition of the dichotomy involved in all experi
ence, without emphasis either on the subjective or on the 
objective aspect. While the modality ‘awareness’ (isvara) first 
becomes aware of ‘this’ and subsequently of the ‘I ’ the modality 
of ‘action’ (suddha-vidyä) first becomes aware of the T  and
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subsequently of the ‘this’, thus occasioning movement. But 
s u d d h a -v id y ä  is characterized by the basic awareness that the 
‘I-ness’ and the ‘This-ness’ are identical while it is distin
guished by m ä y ä  which sees them as distinct.20

These five categories constitute ‘the pure path’ (sud- 
d h ä d h v a )  characterized by the modalities of consciousness only 
(c h id -r ü p a ). The p a rä sa rh v it  thus acquires five-fold powers:
(s a k t i ) : enduring (n i t y a )  as consciousness (s iv a ) ; pervasive 
( v y ä p a k a j  as bliss ( s a k t i )  ; complete (p ü rn a ) or ever content 
(n i t y a - t r p t a ) ; inclination (m d â ê iv a ) ( omniscient ( s a r v a jñ a )  as 
awareness (I sv a ra ) ; and omnipotent (s a r v a -k a r t r ) as pure 
knowledge ( s u d d h a -v id y ä ) .  Their original direction is towards 
non-differentiation and unity.

Owing, however, to the influence of the primordial veiling 
power ( m ä y ä - s a k t i ) , which represents the complete separation 
of the ‘I-ness’ (a h a n tä )  and ‘This-ness’ ( id a n t â ) , and thus a 
negation of s u d d h a -v id y ä , these five characteristics get limited 
or contracted (and hence the expression k a ñ c h u k a )  : endurance 
becomes limited and defined by the time factor (k o la )  ; per
vasion gets defined by spatial restriction (n iy a t i ) ; completion 
becomes specified by individual desires ( r ä g a ) , omniscience is 
particularized by circumscribed aspects of knowledge ( v i d y ä ) ,  
and omnipotence is limited by restricted activity ( k a lä ) .  These 
five modes of contraction are fundamentally aspects of con
sciousness ( c h id -r ü p a )  and pure in their nature ( s y d d h a ) ,  but 
are subject to the impact of the principle of obscuration (viz., 
m ä y ä - s a k t i ) , which is inert (a c h id -r ü p a )  and impure (a s y d d h a ) . 
Therefore, the group of these five modes is called ‘the pure- 
and-impure path’ (s u d d h â é u d d h a ) , which is the second strand of 
evolution. Here the split between the T  and the ‘This’ be
comes complete.

The third strand of evolution consists of twenty-six cate
gories, all of them representing ‘the impure path’ (a su d h ä d h v a ) , 
and characterized by non-consciousness (a c h id -r ü p a ) . The power 
of obscuration (m ä y ä -s a k t i )  is the fundamental principle operat
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ing here, and the entirety of phenomenal transactions is occa
sioned by it. The categories, besides the power of obscuration, 
under this head are the twenty-five categories postulated in 
the Sâmkhya system: the five ‘bare-details’ ( ta n -m ä tr a s : form, 
taste, sound, smell and touch), the five ‘formed elements’ 
(m a h ä b h ü ta : earth, water, air, fire and âkâsa), the five ‘cogni
tive organs’ (ß ,ä n e n d r iy a s : eyes, ears, nose, tongue and skin), 
the five ‘organs of action’ (k a r m e n d r iy a s : organs of prehen
sion, locomotion, speech, elimination and reproduction), the 
mind (m em a s ), the ego (a h a m k ä r a ) , the potential but unfor
mulated awareness (m a h a t), the primordial nature (m ü la - 
p r a k r t i ) ,  and the individuated being (p u r u s h a ) . The last two 
categories represent ' the objective (‘This’) and subjective (‘ I’) 
counterparts of the dichotomy inherent in phenomenal experi
ence.

Thus the universe is composed of five categories in the 
‘pure’ strand (symbolising percipient consciousness), twenty- 
six in the ‘impure’ strand (symbolizing the presentational world 
of inert matter), and five in the ‘pure-and-impure’ strand 
(symbolizing the representational aspect or the transaction bet
ween the two extreme categories mentioned above), altogether 
making thirty-six (shat-trimsat-tattvätmaka). This entire 
phenomenal context is the projection of the principle of uni
versal energy (sakti-tattva) , the second evolute representing 
the bliss (ânanda) of pure and transcendental consciousness 
(para-samvit) . It is undistinguished in its essence from the 
first evolute, viz., the principle of universal awareness (siva- 
sakti). However, the universal dynamics is better understood 
by referring to the causative principle as power or energy, 
which is here identified with the idea of ‘master’ (guru).

Finally, the grace of the master is the foundation for all 
efforts on the part of the aspirant. When the texts prescribe 
that one must concentrate upon the identity of ones own self 
with the master and with siva, they insist that the aspirant 
must be ‘devoted’ to the master.21 The reason is that a mere 
kindly look from the master is capable of rending asunder all
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the obstacles on the aspirant’s path and revealing before the 
aspirant instantaneously the real nature of all phenomenal 
projection.22

: II 3. II

2. ‘By him is the body constituted of nine outlets’.

Tanta-mja-tantra (35, 1-2) brings out the idea that con
nects this sentence with the previous one:

*rr frnrW t pht i
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‘The master is the primordial power; he is regarded as deli
beration. The nine-fold character of his body is revealed by 
the nine apertures in the body’.

The master identified with the principle of sakti, being the 
first emanation of siva, and being ‘mind-form’, represents the 
principle of deliberation {vimarsä), as differentiated from siva 
himself, who is mere illumination (prakäsa). The relation bet- 
wen siva and iakti is the great theme of all tantra, and this 
has already been referred to. It bears recapitulation.

The principle of siva, as the first evolute, is differentiated 
from the ultimate principle of pure and transcendental con
sciousness (pam-samvit) in that it is the principle of active 
consciousness {chit), providing the subjective framework in all 
experiepce (viz., the notion of T ,  aham) , without however any 
involvement of the objective context. The principle of sakti, 
on the other hand, evolving directly from the principle of siva, 
is the cosmic energy which defines the objective context (viz., 
the notion of ‘This’, idam). The phenomenal projection actually 
proceeds from the principle of iakti (who is, therefore, des
cribed as the mother-goddess, mata) as the three modalities 
of energy: ‘inclination’ (icchä), ‘awareness’ (jnäna) and ‘action’ 
{karma) .
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The principles of s iv a  and S a kti are undistinguished, and 
occur in perfect harmony in the ultimate state of cosmic dis-, 
solution (sa m h ä ra  or p r a la y a ) .  During creation (s r sh ti), how
ever, the bipolarity of the ‘I ’ and the ‘This’ (the functions 
respectively of the principles of s iv a  and the principle of iakti) 
tends to become maximized; and during preservation (s th i t i) 
the dichotomy is steadily maintained. The twin functions re
sulting from this polarity are ‘illumination’ (p r a k ä s a ) and 
‘deliberation’ (v im a r s ä ) ,  which pervade the entirety of pheno
menal reality as well as the transactional experience of all 
living beings. The relation between the two principles is likened 
to that of the lamp 'and its light. The rays of light proceed
ing in all directions are responsible for the cosmic evolution 
in terms of thirty-six categories.23

The function of ‘deliberation’ (vimarsä) is explained as 
the principle of ‘ illumination’ becoming aware of the processes 
in its own being as active consciousness (‘percipient’, pramälr), 
more specifically, becoming conscious of itself as the subject. 
An extended meaning of ‘deliberation’ is also drawn out: “ It 
renders even an extraneous thing its own ; it renders itself 
alien to itself; it unifies the two processes24 (identification and 
alienation) ; and separates what is thus united” . Principally, 
‘deliberation’ signifies dichotomization in the act of awareness 
in terms of ‘self-awareness’ (ahamtä) and ‘object-awareness’ 
(idamta).

The commentary on Tantra-räja-tantra, and following its 
lead Bhäskara-räya, take ‘deliberation’ to represent the central 
‘channel’ in the human constitution known as su&humnâ. The 
idea of ‘channels’ (nâdï) in the body, gross and subtle, is pre
valent not only in the tantras and yoga, but even in the vedie 
thought. The upanishads speak of one hundred and one ‘ channels’ 
that originate in, and ramify from, the very core of human 
existence, viz., ‘the heart’ (hrdaya, as the seat of the soul).25 
They are described as extremely subtle and minute, like unto 
a single hair split a thousand-fold. Each of these channels carry 
and convey the vital force (präna), and all of them together
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not only sustain life but are responsible for all physiological, 
mental and spiritual functions. One of them, the one that in
clines upward, is the most important one. It enables one to 
accomplish the highest objective of human existence, viz., im
mortality (amrtatva). While hundred channels bind the indivi
dual, this one liberates him. The early upanishads, however, do 
not name this ascending and liberating ‘channel’ ; we find the 
first reference to it by name in Maitrï-upanishad (6, 21).

The idea of ‘channels’ of energy figures prominently in 
the täntrik texts and in yogic practices. The number of channels 
that support life and sustain the organism is given here as 
three crores and a half. The subtle body of man is composed 
of one hundred and one channels, which ramify from the ‘heart’ , 
the ‘basal pit’ and other centres {chakras). Each of these is 
said to branch out into a hundred lesser ‘channels’, each of 
them in turn branching out, and making an elaborate net
work of 700 million ‘channels’, through whiclr the vital cur
rents flow.

The central ascending ‘channel’ known as susumnâ has 
already been referred to. It occurs inside the most minute 
channel (called chitrini, representing the lunar energy in the 
body), enclosed within another channel (known as vajrint, re
presenting the solar energy in the body), which runs inside 
and along the backbone (called meru-danda). It represents the 
principle of fire (ag-ni), and is composed of the three gunas 
(sattva, rajas and tamas). It originates in the basal centre 
mülädhära, also called kandu-yoni; or adhara-kunda repre
senting the earth element in the body), and reaches upto the 
subtle opening on top of the head (brahma-randhra), which 
represents the seat of pure consciousness, passing through 
regions representing the other elements (viz., svädhisthäna- 
water, manipüra-fire, anähata-air, vUuddha-ether and äjüä- 
mind). *

Thus the syskumnä is the most fundamental chord in human 
existence, comprehending as it does the three basic strands
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(viz., the tfumas), the three regions (sun, moon and fire), and 
the five elements, and also providing the possibility of pushing 
on to the highest goal, It symbolizes the prakrti as parti
cularized in the human being. To its left but outside the meru- 
danda is another channel, called idä, originating from the same 
source as the sushumnä, but ending in the left nostril: and to 
its right, also outside the meru-danda, is the channel known an 
píngala, originating as idä does but ending in the right-nostril. 
If sushumnä represents the principle of fire, idä (masculine 
and white in colour) represents the lunar principle, and pin
gala (feminine and red in colour) the solar principle. The 
three channels are united in their origin in the basal center 
(mülädhära), and hence they are called (yukta-trivent, three 
streams united), and symbolize the new-moon (ämäväsyä, when 
sun and moon meet). They branch off ordinarily as separated 
streams (mukta-triveni). The streams referred to here are im
agined to be the subtle and organismic representatives of the 
river Ganga (idä) , the river Yamunä (píngala) and the hidden 
river Sarasvati (sushumnä). .

The central channel is closely related to the cosmic energy 
that lies dormant in every living being, kundalinï imagined to 
be like a coiled serpent slumbering in the basal center and 
blocking the central channel. It is the representative of the 
principle of iakti in man ('deliberation’ , vimarsä) removed 
from the principle of siva (‘illumination’, pralcäsa), which is 
located in ‘the thousand-petalled lotus’ (sahasrära) on the 
crown of the head. The central channel being blocked is res
ponsible for the separation of the two principles in transaction, 
although they are united in reality. The prescribed discipline 
in tantra and yoga is to “ to arouse” the kundalinï, which, un
coiling itself, would ascend along the central cannel and reach 
‘the thousand-petalled lotus’. The dichotomy between the twin 
principles is thus eliminated. The deliberation of sakti is ac
tualized in the central channel.

The central channel is thus ‘the means’ (upäya) , like the 
master, of the highest goal before man. It is in this sense
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that the gu ru  is identified with su sh u m n ä  or the actualized 
power of v im a rsâ . The comparison is further worked out. The 
central channel, functioning in several regions, is responsible 
for different bodily functions, broadly grouped as follows; the 
organ of gustation (tongue, in the sv ä d h is th ä n a  region), the 
two organs of vision (eyes, m a n ip ü r a ) , the organ of elimina
tion and the organ of reproduction (anus and penis, a n ä h a ta )  
and the two organs of audition (ears, v is u d d h ä ) . These are the 
nine outlets in all, for the deliberative function oí the central 
channel. They function as gateways or apertures for the vital 
force to establish contact with the physical world outside.

Corresponding to these nine outlets for the central channel 
in the body, the master (who is identified with the central 
channel) has nine forms through which his teaching and grace 
flow out to liberate the devotee. In conformity with the general 
täntrik emphasis on the numbers ‘three’ and ‘nine’, the master 
(who is identical with the principle of siva) is said to flow 
out in three 'currents’ (ogha, so called because of the con
tinuity in succession and of the speed with which the devotee 
is prepared), each current having three forms, thus providing 
nine ‘guides’ to lead the devotee to enlightenment and libera
tion. The first current is described as ‘divine’, (divyauglia) 
for the three forms of masters in it are beyond the ordinary 
transactional plane and share the characteristics of the very 
principle of siva. The third current is that of the ‘human’ 
forms (mänavaugha) , which are within easy reach of the de
votee, for they appear as human individuals and live amidst 
us. The second current is that of the ‘adept’ forms (siddhaugha), 
which are half-way between the ‘divine’ and the ‘human’. 
They are in reality divine (viz., transcendental) forms, but 
may appear amidst the human folk for providing guidance.2* 
Conventionally, the three names in each ‘current’ represent 
the hierarchy of ones own masters in three generations: ones 
immediate master (guru), his master (parama-guru) , and his 
master (p a r a m e s h th i -g u r u ) . Beyond these three, the names of 
the earlier masters are not usually remembered, and so not 
recited,
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Different traditions provide variant lists of these nine 
guides; but the names are all symbolic and suggestive. The 
list accepted in the /cadi-tradition (to which the B h ä v a n o p a -  

nishad belongs gives the names of the nine masters as fol
lows : I ‘the divine current’, 1. Prakâsa (‘illumination’, viz., the 
principle of H v a )  2. Vimarsâ (‘deliberation’, viz., the principle 
of s a k t i )  ; 3. Änanda (‘bliss’, viz., awareness or p a r ä -s a m v it )  
II 'the adept current’, 4. Jfiäna (or Sri-jfiäna, ‘knowledge’ con
cerning essential identity, between the ‘I-ness’ and the ‘This- 
ness’, corresponding to the principle of s u d d h a -v id y ä ) ; 5. Satya 
(or Sri-satya, ‘truth’ concerning the illumination and its deli
beration, corresponding to I s v a r a )  ; 6. Pürna (or Srl-püroa, 
‘ fulfilment’ or contentment, corresponding to sa d ä s iv a )  ; III ‘the 
human current’ , 7. Svabhäva (‘nature’ or ‘ constitution’, corres
ponding to the restricted principle of n iy a t i )  ; 8. Pratibhä 
(‘intuitional understanding, v id y a )  ; and 9. Subhaga (‘well- 
equipped’, k a l a ) . The names as recited usually terminate with 
‘änanda-nätha’.

The nine outlets of the central channel, mentioned earlier, 
have been identified with these nine forms of the master (cf. 
p r a y o g a -v id h i  of Bhäskara-räyä) : I the right ear with Prakâsa, 
the left ear with Vimarsâ, the tongue with Änanda; II the 
right eye with Jnäna, the left eye with Satya, the penis with 
Puma; III the right nostril with Svabhäva, the left nostril 
with pratibhä, and the anus with Subhaga. It may be recalled 
that these nine outlets are so many expressions of the central 
channel’s deliberation ( v im a r s â ) ,  and that the master has been 
identified with the central channel.

The central channel is also the pathway through which 
the primal and eternal sound arising in the ‘basal pit’ (ä d h ä r a ) 
travels upwards, as through a hollow reed. The channel has 
ten ‘joints’ ( p a r v a ) ,  representing ten stages of ascent, thus 
providing nine hollow spaces (a v a k ä s a )  which are called 
‘apertures (r a n d h r a )  ,27

The idea of apertures has been pressed for further impli
cations, The Sanskrit word ra n d h ra  may mean, besides out-
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let, ’aperture’, ‘exit’ or ‘opening’, comprehending the idea of 
‘inlet’ also. Apertures are passages through which the desirable 
or wholesome things (upädeya) from outside are taken in, 
and through which the undesirable or unwholesome things 
(anupädeya) which are within are thrown out. The role of 
the master with regard to the accomplishment of the devotee’s 
welfare consists in encouraging him towards the objective 
(artha-pravrtti) and in restraining him from going astray 
(<anarthâd-juparati). This is how the master’s look of compassion 
(katäksha) works.28 These inlet-outlets are really the expres
sion of the master’s deliberation.

II 3 II

3. ‘árichakra is of the form of nine-fold assemblies’.

There are two variant readings for this sentence:

d'RlIwi'H

as read by  U panishad-brahm a-yogin, and

accepted by Bhäskara-räya. The latter reading has been 
adopted here. It is significant that the Tantra-räja^tantra 
(35th patala) on which the Bhävanopanishad is entirely based, 
does not contain this sentence in any form; nor does it refer 
to this idea explicitly anywhere. It is probable, therefore, that 
this sentence was a later addition by way of annotation. The 
texts used by Upanishad-brahma-yogi, in fact, makes the sen
tence read:

? 4<K«!&h?hI H'niRníPT çfl-qwi, II

This is obviously a very satisfactory reading, for it neatly
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■and directly formulates the central idea of the whole upan- 
ishad, the idea that the human body itself illustrates the 
design of Srï-chakra ; the nine outlets of the body correspond
ing with the nine units of srï-chakra, each of which is a 
power (sakti).

B häskara-räya ’s reading emphasizes that the Srï-chakra is 
an auspicious arrangement of nine individual patterns, five 
of them representing the feminine power (sakti) and four the 
masculine power (§iva or agni). Each pattern is technically
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designated a chakra (e.g., traHokya-mahana-chakra, Sarva-sid- 
dhi-prada, Sarva-roga-hara) . The individual patterns denote 
aspects or details of the composite pattern familiar as ‘Srl- 
cbakra’, which is “ auspicious” by virtue of its integrated 
arrangement (samashti). The real Sri-ehakra, however, is the 
central point (bindu, called ‘Sarvânanda-maya-chakra’) , sym
bolising the union of the two-fold power, masculine and feminine 
(siva-íakti) . The rest of the pattern is but an explication of 
its power. If the point is the proper power, the nine-fold ar
rangement is the form (rüpa) it assumes.

Bhäskara-räya points out that the reference here is to the 
devotee’s own body (‘deha ity anu vari ate; svakiyo deba eva 
trailokya - mohanädi-navaehakra-samashti-rüpa - Srîchakrâbhin- 
nah’) . The body as a total organism corresponds to sri-chakra 
as an entire pattern. The details of the correspondance, how
ever, are matters of secret instruction, according to him. He 
notes that the source-book for this upanishad, viz., Tantra- 
räja-tantra, does not spell out the identity of the human body 
with the Sri-chakra; and he explains that it is because Nityá- 
shodasiMärnava deals with this issue at length. Probably he 
had in mind the ‘ehakra-sañketa’, (‘symbolism of the chakra’) 
portion of the ‘Yogni-hrdaya’, which constitutes the con
cluding part of this text. In any case, the body, like Sri- 
chakra, is a nine-fold arrangement of outlets (randhra) , as 
formulated in the previous sentence ‘nava-randhra-rüpo dehah’. 
The present sentence, therefore, would assume the form:

q r a W T ïfcraî Il

The concept of chakra in Indian literature is varied. The 
word is derived from the root kr (‘to do’) , and etymologically 
it signifies an instrument of action. The potter’s wheel, which 
helps the production of pots, is called a ‘chakra’ in this sense; 
the wheel of the cart is also a ‘chakra’, for it enables the cart 
to move. The diagrams, implements, and machines that are 
meant to accomplish certain pre-determined effects are also
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chakras. An extended use of the word is in the sense of as
semblage (samüha, vraja), army (send), or empire (räshtra). 
We thus have stellar constellations (nakshatra-chakra) , plane
tary arrangements (räsi-chakra) letter groupings (mätrka- 
chakra) and expressions like chakra-vyüha, meaning the crucial 
deployment of army-units on the battle field, and chakra- 
■vartin meaning emperor as one who can move about freely in the 
realm. In the täntrik context, well-defined congregation of de
votees for characteristic ritualistic ends is called a chakra', 
hence expressions like sädhaka-chakra (‘the assemblage of 
practitioners’), chakm-püjä (‘ritualistic worship in secret 
groups’), yaginl-chakra (‘the assemblage of esoteric help
mates’), and so on.

A special connotation of the word is to be fou,nd in the 
idea of the human constitution being composed of several 
channels of vital force (nädt-chakra). ‘Chakra’ here means a 
vortex, or plexus of forces, physical as well as psychic. They 
connect the subtle body (made up of the sensory organs and 
functions of mind, ego and consciousness) with the physical body 
(made up of the five elements). About thirty of them are listed 
in the Yoga manuals: the nädts situated at the toe of the foot 
(pädängushtha) , the heel ( prshni) , the ankle (gulpha), the 
knee (jâiyu), anus (gudu), the mülädhära, the sacral plexus, the 
perineum (yoni) , the testes (mushka), the penis (medhra), 
the groin (varhkshna), the svädhisthäna, the idä and the piñ- 
gat ä in the kanda-yoni, the navel (näbhi) umbilical region), the 
manipüra, the thumb (añgushtha), the elbow (aratni), the arm
pit (iksha), the anahata, the tip of the tongue (jihvägra), 
the visuddha, the soft palate (ghantikä), uvular ( tälu), palate, 
the nose-tip (näsägra), between the eye-brows (bhrü-madhya) , 
the äjnä, below this region (lalanä), the mind (manas), and 
the middle region of the cerebrum (soma).

Of these channels, six (shap-chakra) are regarded as espe
cially important in Yogic practice and hence designated brahma- 
chakras: (1) mülädhära or the foundational chakra in the form 
of a triangler space in the midmost portion of the body, re
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presenting the earth element and sym bolising the source of 
physical desires: (2) the svädhishthäna situated below the 
navel and in region around the root o f the penis (medhra), 
representing the water element; (3) the manipüra (the nirmäna- 
chakra of the Buddhists) situated in the navel region, and 
representing the fire element; (4) the anähata (the dharma- 
chakra o f the Buddhists) situated in the region o f the heart, 
and representing the air element; (5) the visuddha (the sam- 
bhoga-chakra o f the B uddhists), situated behind the throat, 
and (6) the äjüä ( ‘param a-kula ’ in the tantras) situated behind 
the eye-brows, and representing the sun and the moon.

In addition to these six, three more chakras are recogn
ized as significant: (7) the manas-chakra ( ‘the m ind centre’), 
situated just above the äjm-chakra, and responsible for all 
sense-cognitions, thoughts, and dreams; (8) the soma-chakra 
( ‘the lunar centre’) situated above the manas-chakra, and 
representing the emotional and spiritual aspects o f  life (six
teen in number) ; and (9) the sahasrdra-padma ('the thousand- 
petalled lotus’ , called Ushnïsha-kamala, in Buddhist texts), 
situated about four finger-breadths above the crown o f the 
head (thus located outside the body although regulating all 
bodily  and mental fu nctions). The last mentioned centre is 
the seat o f consciousness (siva), and there is an aperture 
on top  o f the head (called brahma-randhra) leading to  it.

T he central channel, sushumnä, (about which we have a l
ready spoken at length ), springs up at the foundational centre 
(viz., mülädhära), runs along the back-bone (called meru- 
danda), and finally reaches this aperture leading to ‘the thou- 
sand-petalled lotus’ . And along its course, all the above 
chakras are located. These chakras are so many open spaces 
(avakäsa) within the organismic structure, kept open in the 
constitution for the descent o f pure consciousness (siva) into 
the system through the brahma-randhra (the fissure on the 
crown o f the head), and for the ascent o f the kundo.linl (sakti) 
through the brahma-dvära (the gateway at the base o f the 
sushumnä, where the chitrinï channel opens u p ). The ascent
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o f the kundalint, which is the purpose o f m any yogie and 
tin trik  practices involves breaking through three knots {gran- 
t h i ) ,  named after the three principal divinities, Brahma (at 
the base, m ü lä d h ä ra ) , Vishnu (at the heart, a n ä h a ta ) and 
Rudra (between the eye-brow s, â jn à ) , before it passes out of 
the brahma-randhra to reach ‘ the thousand-petalled lotus’.29

The principle o f open space (äkäsa) represents pure con 
sciousness (siva) while the principle o f energy (kundalint) re
presents power (sakti). The former provides the foundation 
for the latter; and the two are related to each other as mean
ing (artha) and sound (mbda) ,  the form er generating forms 
(rûpa) and the latter names (mama). T he human body (as 
all other structures in the universe) is a projection  o f the 
siva principle, and the processes involving intentions (icchä) ,  
cognitions ( fM n a )  and behaviour (kriyä) are manifestations 
o f the soldi principle. The latter consists essentially o f  arti
culations, T h e Sanskrit alphabet ranging from  ‘a’ to ‘ha’ con
tains forty-nine30 letters, excluding the com posite letter 
‘ksha’ which is counted as the fiftieth. The entire alphabet is 
represented in the identifying activity o f consciousness as ‘a
ham’ ( T ) .  This constellation includes the sixteen phases o f 
the m oon, the tw enty-four phases o f the sun, and the ten 
aspects o f fire.31 A nd corresponding to  the articulation-units, 
we have the channels o f  circulations in the body which carry 
fifty  Vital currents (vâyu) bringing into being the nädt-chakra. 
Forty-nine o f the currents are distributed thus in the six 
chakras; the mülädhära-4 ; the svädhishthäna-G; the mani- 
püra-8; the anähata-12; the vis.uddha-16; and the ájñá-3. Add 
to this the central channel (svshumnâ) ; and we have fifty 
currents.

Parallel to the mätrkä-chakra and the nädt-chakra, we have 
the SrI-chakra, also composed o f fifty  units (according to the 
Kailäsa-prastära tradition ). T he letters o f  the alphabet as 
well as the vital currents in the body m ay be reduced to nine 
units (navârna). and this is what the nine chakras o f  Sri- 
ehakra sym bolize. T he mtuction is on the basis o f the three-



fold groupings (trkkhanda) , in terms of the sun, the moon 
and the fire, mentioned above.
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The details of Sn-chakra have been elaboratelly dealt with
in an earlier publication, Sri-cfuakra; Its  Yantra. M antra and• . ' U«'- ■■
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Tambra, (Kalpataru Research Academy Publications, No. 1). 
The main features may here be recounted. The expression Srï- 
. chakra consists of two words, Sri (meaning ‘prosperity’, ‘wealth’, 
‘auspicious’) and chakra (the meaning of which has already 
been explained). The two words are used here conjointly in 
the sense of ‘auspicious configuration of powers’ (saktl-samifha) 
and the plan or design (yantra) of the liberating knowledge 
(vidyä), which brings about the welfare (‘sriyam mäti’) of all 
those who attend to it (‘sriyate sarvair itii’) . As it is the dia
grammatic representation of the interplay of the principles of 
pure consciousness (siva.) and primordial power (saktii, the 
two principles stand in the relation of ‘illumination’ (prakäsa) 
and ‘deliberation’ (vimarsä). It is the aggregate (chakra) of 
varied powers (sakti) belonging to consciousness (Hva), as 
Saubhägya-bhäskara (1, 30) points out. It represents the essen
tial aspects of the entire universe (brahmândà) as well as 
essential constitution of the devotee’s own body-mind complex 
(pindända). It is in this sense a psychocosmic plan, compre
hending the objective space (mahäkäsa) subjective space 
(cittäkäsa) ,  and the higher space of pure consciousness which 
reconciles these two (chidäkäsa). While it is a symbol of inte
gration of energies, it provides the necessary guidance for trans
formation of energies towards enlightenment and emancipation.

Sn-chakra projects the image of the apparent differentia
tion of the deliberative aspect from the aspect of illumination, 
and ,also the actual union of the two aspects. Even as the 
soul (jtva) is contained in the physical body, the union of 
siva and sakti are contained in Sn-chakra.32 The plan of Srî- 
chakra is said to have been unfolded when the primordial 
power, by its own inner and free impulsion, not only deli
berated to assume the form of the extended universe, but be
came aware of its own identity in the context of objective 
presentation.33 The presented universe is of the nature of know
ing processes ( jñana) and actions (kriya), the intention (techa) 
being the sole reserve of the primordial power, which deliberates.

- *
In the mätrkck^iakrn, the articulate sound is the basic
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structure over which all our thoughts, emotions, aspirations, 
fears and pleasures are woven as fabrics. Nothing really can 
go beyond the articulate sound, which has all the potentiality 
to evolve into an extremely complex apd immense universe of 
sentences to meanings, meanings to mental images, and mental 
images to pleasures and pains. This is known as mätrkä- 
sakti.si It can spread out externally by way of object-denota
tion, cognition, intentions (räga), emotions like sorrow, sur
prise, pleasure, envy etc., memory traces, mental constructions 
(vikalpa), and finally the world of endless differentiations. 
This is outward emanation (vikäsa) , standing for creation 
(srshti-kramai). It can also contract (sañkocha) and withdraw 
the world of differentiations into ones own mere being and 
pure awareness (samhära). This follows an inward trend.

án-chakra delineates both these trends. The midmost point 
(bindu) represents the initial deliberation of the primordial 
power without dimensional projections whatsoever (nishkalâ). 
It spreads out into a triangle of the subject (mätr) , object 
{meya) and the process of the subject apprehending the object 
(prama). The subject differentiates itself four-fold: outward 
and transactional self (ätmä), inner and isolate self (antar- 
ätmä) , higher and uninvolved self (pamm-ätmä) , and the self 
as pure consciousness (jnänätmä). The object splits into foun
dation of welfare (dharma) and negation of this (adharma). 
Thus, we have in all nine dimensions in the presentational 
world (sakalä) which are all founded in the one point which 
is utterly devoid of dimensions.35

, ârï-chakra is an interwoven pattern of nine chakras, five 
of which are identified as representing the primordial power 
of deliberation (sakti) and four as representing the principle 

/ of illumination (siva). The chakras that represent power tend 
Í to be downward in orientation, while those that represent con- 
j sciousness are upward. The texts give another symbolism for 

the nine units of the Srï-chakra : the factor of time (käla), the 
five elements that enter into the composition of all things
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{bhüta), and the three states of existence for all living beings 
(dhäma, viz., wakefulness, dream and sleep).36

The nine chakras that enter into the composition of Sn- 
chakra are as follows:

I. The outer four-sided figure (bhüjnira), called ‘Trailokya- 
mohana-chakra’, consisting of three lines, in the first of which 
are accommodated the ten 'attainment-divinities (siddhis) , in 
the second the eight ‘mother-goddesses’ (mâtrkas), and in the 
third the ten 'authority-endowing spirits’ (mudrä-devatäs).

The triple—girdle (trivrtta), consisting of three concentric 
circles within the above; in the first circle twenty-nine 'mother- 
divinities’ beginning with Kâlarâtrï are accommodated; in the 
second, sixteen ‘mother divinities’ beginning with Amrtä; and 
in the third, the sixteen mfyä-spirits beginning with Kämesvan.

(Note: This triple-girdle is omitted from Sri-chakra in 
the Hayagrïva-tradition ; and in the Ananda-bhairava-tra- 
dition, it is present but not worshipped; in the Dakshinä- 
mürti tradition, however, it is present and is also wor
shipped; but it is not counted as an enclosure or as a 
chakra. The Bhävanopumshad, following the account in 
Tantra-mja-tantra, does not mention this triple-girdle as 
a detail of ârî-chakra).

II. The sixteen-petalled lotus (shodascu-dala-padma), called 
‘Sarväsä-paripüraka-chakra’ within the triple-girdle; in each 
of the petals of this lotus, one of the sixteen kalä-deities 
(Kämäkarshini etc.) is accommodated.

e

III. The eight-petalled lotus (ashta-dala-padrm), called 
‘Sarva-samkhobhana-chakra’, within the above; in each of the 
petals, one of the eight divinities (Anañga-kusumá etc.) is 
accommodated.

IV. The fourteen-sided figure (chatwr-dasära), called ‘Sarva-
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saubhägya-däyaka-chakra’, within the above; fourteen divini
ties (Samkshobhini etc.) are accommodated.

V. The outer ten-sided figure (bqhir-dasära), called ‘Sarvartba- 
sädhaka-chakra’, within the above; ten divinities (Sarva-siddhi- 
pradâ etc.) are accommodated.

VI. The inner ten-sided figure (mtar-dasära) ; called ‘Sarva- 
rakshä-kara-chakra’, within the above; ten divinities (Sar- 
vajñá etc.) are accommodated.

VII. The eight-sided figure (ashtära), called 'Sarva-roga- 
hara-chakra’ within the above; the eight speech-divinities 
(Vasini etc.) are accommodated.

VIII. The triangle (trikona) ,  called ‘Sarva-siddhi-pradä-chakra’ 
within the above; the three goddesses Eiâmesvarî, Vajresvarl 
and Bhagamâlinï are accommodated.

(In the space between the eight-sided figure and the tri
angle the row of masters in three currents or ogha: ‘divine’, 
‘adept’ and ‘human’, are accommodated). (

IX . The central point (bindu), called ‘Sarvananda-maya- 
chakra), within the triangle; it represents the great mother- 
goddess Mahâ-tripura-sundarï herself.

The above account follows the order of absorption (safa- 
hära-krama) accepted in the Dakshinä-mürti-sampradäya. If 
this order counts the outer-most enclosure (bhüjncm) first and 
closes with the central point (bindu), the order of preserva
tion (sthiti-krama) counts the enclosures from the outer-most 
enclosure till the eight-sided figure (ashtära) and again from 
the central point (bindu) till the fourteen- sided figure (choiur- 
dasära) ; and the order of emanation (srshti-kmma) from the 
central point (bindu) till the outer four-sided figure (bhüpura) .

The nine chakras are said to have the corresponding parts 
of the human body.
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I. The outer four-sided figure: the first line-feet; the second 
line-knees; the third line-thighs.

The triple-girdle—the midmost portion of the body.

II. The sixteen-petalled lotus (the region below the navel
and in the region around the root of the penis). .

The circle that is enclosed by this—the loin (kali) .

III. The eight-petalled lotus—the navel region (näbhi).

IV. The fourteen-sided figure—the abdominal region (Kukshi- 
vrtta).

V. The outer ten-sided figure—the neck (kantha).

VI. The inner ten-sided figure—the region between the eye
brows (bhm-madhya) . ,

VII. The eight-sided figure—the forehead (laläta).

VIII. .The triangle—the top of the head (mastaka).

IX. The central point— the opening on the crown of the head 
leading to ‘the thousand-petalled lotus’ (brahma-randhm).

There is another account which works out the correspon
dances between the details of the nodi-chakra, (the six cen
tres along the central channel or sushumna) and the parts of 
Sri-chakra.

1. the mülädhära-chakra : the bhüpura;

2. the svädhisthäna-chakra : the shodasa-dala-padma ;

3. the manipüra-chakra : the ashta-dala-padma ;

4. the anahata-chakra: the chatur-dasära;

5. the visuddhä-chakra: the bahir-dasära ;

6. the äjfiä-chakra: the antar-dasara ;

7. the manas-chakra: the ashtâra;
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8. the soma-chakra: thetrikona;

9. the sahasrära-padma : the bindu.

'IbA'fcïl *nïïl II ' *  Il

4. “Vârâhî is the father-divinity, and the propitiatory divinity
Kurukullâ is the m other” .

The exact significance of this sentence is obscure. Bhäskara- 
räya merely recounts the contextual reference in Tantra-räja- 
tantra (35, 3). The commentary on the Tantra text, Mano- 
ramä, attempts briefly to explain the suggestions contained in 
the expression ‘father’ and ‘mother’, the former arresting the 
defeat of the aspirant, and the latter providing whatever the 
aspirant seeks. It adds that these powers are “ what lead one 
astray (“ unmärga-pravarttikä saktayah” ) , creating in the indi
vidual misconceptions (‘atasmimstad-buddhim janayitvâ’ ) . Fur
ther, it identifies the father-figure with dharrm (which sustains 
the practitioner), and the mother-figure with adharma (which 
makes for worldly involvements) .37 Thus the commentary is not 
of much help in understanding why only these two divinities 
have been chosen for the honour of jointly producing the 
human body or Srï-chakra, or what the relevance of Vârâhî 
and Kurukullâ are in the meditation on Srï-chakra.

It is well-known that the two divinities are folk in character, 
and that they are invoked chiefly in the context of magical rites 
of a violent and wicked type (e.g., causing the arrest of normal 
functions in an enemy, stambhana, killing the enemy maraña, 
driving the enemy out, ucchâtana etc.). Both these divinities 
figure in täntrik rituals in the Himalayan regions (especially 
in Tibet and also in Assam), in association with many another 
more important divinity (like Tärä, Sabarï, Mahämäyüri, 
Marîchï, etc.). But they are never regarded as important enough 
to merit the primordial parental status.

Of the two feminine divinities referred to here, Vârâhî 
figures frequently aa the fifth (pañehami) among the seven
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‘mother-like divinities’ (mätrkä, ‘mätä iva’) : Brahmán! (or 
Brâhmî, spouse of Brahma, principle of immanence and being), 
Mâheévarï (or IsanI, spouse of Isvara, principle of absolute 
domination), Kaumârï (or Kârttikeyï, also known as Mâyûrî, 
spouse of Kumâra, principle of everlasting youth), Vaishnavi 
(spouse of Vishnu, principle of pervasion), Vârâhl (spouse, 
of Varäha, principle of recovery), Indräril (or Aindn, spouse 
of Indra, principle of might) and Yam! (spouse of Yama, prin
ciple of death). It is usual to substitute Chämundä (principle 
of destroying demons) for Yami. Varähapuräna (Section on 
the emanation of the host of Mätrkas), however, enumerates 
eight of them (ashta-mätrkä) including Yami and adding 
Mâhendrî instead o f Chämundä. Kurukullä figures less fre
quently, but is listed as one of the nine-family-divinities (kula- 
devi) o f the täntrik practitioners: Nnrasimhi, Chämundä, 
Vârunï, Kalâpï, Kurukullä, Näräyani, Kaumäri, Paräj itä and 
Aparäjitä. She is classed among the sixteen nityâ divinities; 
and Nityä-tantra has a section (patala) for her. Srividyârnava- 
tantra includes her as a mätrkä (3, p. 47) and gives an ac
count of her form and value.

Tantm-räja-tantra has a separate section devoted to each of 
these two divinities: the twenty-second for Kurukullä and the 
twenty-third for Väräh!. It may be noted in passing that the 
usual order followed in the täntrik works is to mention Värähl 
first and then Kurukullä, often in immediate succession. Tantra- 
räja-tantra lists Kurukullä and Väräh! at the end of elaborate 
accounts of the sixteen nífyñ-divinities (beginning with Kämes- 
varî, ch. 7).

Kurukullä is regarded here as the deity chosen to receive 
the offerings on behalf of the sixteen juir/d-divinities.83 The 
commentator explains that she is thus undifferentiated (aprtha- 
gbhüia) from each of these rwit/d-divinitifes. Väräht is regarded 
as the very part and parcel (añga-bhüta) of the sixteen nityä- 
divinities.83 The sixteen nityäs represent the full moon of which 
SrI-chakra is a symbol. Kurukullä represents the full-moon (as 
a receiver of the offerings), and Vârâhï, and new-moon (for
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Varäha etymologically means ‘devourer’). That is why Mano- 
ramâ describes Kurukullä as responsible for 'endowment of 
gifts’ (abhimata-pradä) and Vârâhï as an ‘arrestor’ (stambhana- 
kart). In fact, in the täntrik rituals, Yäräh! is invoked for 
paralysing the enemy (stambhana), and Kurukullä is invoked 
for 'fulfilment of all desires’ (sarväbhtshta-sarhsiddhyai sula- 
bho’yani).

Bhäskara-räya suggests that Yârâhî represents the bones 
etc., (viz., the hard parts of the body), which the child receives 
from the father, and that Kurukullä represents the muscle 
etc,, (viz., the soft parts) which the child receives from the 
mother.40 Usually, however, both bones and muscles (along 
with blood and fat-tissue) are said to be derived from the 
feminine principle (sakti), while, marrow, semen, breath and 
vitality are derived from the masculine principle (siva) .41 It 
is, therefore, uncertain what exactly the commentator had in 
mind. In any case, he clearly identifies the principles of 
‘father’ and ‘mother’ within the devotee’s own constitution. 
And significantly enough, the ‘father-figure’ Vârâhï is also a 
feminine divinity, although the boar’s snout has a masculine 
form.4*

Actually, Varäha symbolizes the prakäsa (‘illumination’) of 
the maculine principle (siva), and Kurukullä the vinaria 
(‘deliberation’) aspect of the feminine principle (Saktij. The 
former is represented by the central point (bindu) in Srï- 
ehakra and the latter by the triangle (trikona). It must be 
remembered that the triangle is the expansion or deliberation 
of the central point. Having assumed a concrete form with 
dimensions (sakala) , the triangle is in a position to receive 
the attention of the devotee. There are references to Kurukullä 
being regarded as ‘deliberation’. In Lalitä-sahasra-näm a the 
name of Kurukullä is given to the supreme mother-goddess 
(1, 144). The commentary on it by Bhäskara-räya explains that 

this divinity resides in the auspicious city (Srt-pura, viz., Sri- 
chakra) in the well of ‘deliberation’ (‘vimarsä-maya-väpyäm’) , 
between the ramparts of ego (ahamkäna) and individualized 
consciousness (chitta) ,4*
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A few details about these two divinities that would be of 
interest outside the context of ârl-chakra may now be given. 
Värähi, it was said, is counted among the seven ‘mother-like 
goddesses’ (mätrkäs) as representing the power of Varäha, an 
incarnation of Vishnu. Värähi (also called Pañchami and 
Värtäli.44) is iconographically represented as a goddess with the 
head of a boar (koläsyä), with three eyes, and eight arms carry
ing a discus, a conch-shell, a lotus, a noose, a mace, a plough 
in each of the six hands, the other two hands showdng gestures 
of assurance (abhaya) and boon-bestowal (vara-dä). She is 
seated on the sacred eagle (garuda), or alternately on a tiger, 
a lion, an elephant or a horse. In Trvp^rä-siddhänta this is said 
to be the form in which the mother-goddess appeared before
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the täntrik adept Varähänanda-nätha.48 She is described in the 
täntrik texts as of frightful appearance (mahäghorä mahä- 
bhlmä bhairavî) with terrible tusks, but smiling charmingly, 
invincible, and bestowing confidence and victory on her devotee. 
Her worship is prescribed in magical rites to compel paralysis, 
stupor, involuntary gaping, destruction, obstruction, and at
traction.48

Vârâhï in &rï~vidyâ is identified with the commander of the 
forces of the mother-goddess (danda-näthä) and also the chief 
counsellor to the mother-goddess (mantrinl) ; she is also re
presented as the dark-coloured tutellary goddess (Räja- 
syämala) in the tantras. As the commander of the forces, she 
is described as moving in a chariot drawn by boars.

Vârâhï is also one of the yogims, an attendant on the mother- 
goddess,47 having the form of a boar, being similar to the wild 
boar in prowess, and being the mother of the boar.48 She is 
said to have lifted up the earth with her tusks to confer bene
fit on all creatures.49 She is sometimes described as the wife 
of Vishvaksena, the commander of the forces of Vishnu (Vish- 
vaksena-käntä). But it is more usual to regard her as the power 
of Vishnu himself in his incarnation as Varäha. In Märkan- 
deya-puräna, it is stated that when the mother-goddess went 
out to fight with the wicked demons, the powers that emanated 
from all the gods accompanied her. The seven mätrkäs took 
their forms thus. Vishnu’s power that accompanied the mother- 
goddess on this occasion was Vârâhï.80

Kurukullä is represented as a deity of lower ^tatus than 
Vârâhï, for she is only a deputy to receive the offerings of the 
devotees (bali-demtä) . She is described as red in body-colour, 
naked, with hair loose and dishevelled, eyes reddened with in
toxication, jubilant, and having four hands carrying an arrow, 
a quiver, a bow, and a noose. She is invoked to antidote poison, 
especially snake-poison. She is eulogized as the ‘mother of the 
universe’, as verily the universe itself, as composed of the three 
gunas (sattva, rajas and tamos).81 When she is worshipped, 
she is surrounded by her own saktis, especially the four 'en-
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closure-spirits’ all quivering with passion, excitement and 
happiness (ävarana-devatä), Her formula for invocation con
sisting of twenty-five letters is known as ‘trikhançlâ’ (in three 
sections). She is a composite divinity o f being, consciousness 
and bliss (sacchidänanda-vigmhä). She is associated with 
Tara, and is said to ferry the devotee across the ocean of 
transmigration in her boat.

The two parental figures, Vârâhï and Kurukullä, are fre
quently worshipped together, as they are said to reside on the 
shore of the ocean of sugar-cane juice (ikshu-sägara), Vârâhï 
facing the mother-goddess (Lalitä) who holds her court in the 
island of nine jewels surrounded by four oceans (to be ex
plained later), and Kurukullä facing the devotee.52

p q iq f; ^pprj; II n II

5. “  The objectives o f life are the oceans ”

Bhiskara-räya writes in the prologue to his commentary on 
Nityär&hodasikärnava: The only objective of human life here, 
which all people alike desire, is obviously pleasure. But then, 
pleasure is two-fold: artificial and natural. They are designated 
by the expressions, love of pleasure (katna) and freedom from 
phenomenal bondage (moksha). The means to achieve both of 
them is virtuous living {dharma) , and the means to achieve 
virtuous life is wealth (artha). Thus, wealth is desired by all. 
One leading to the other, the objectives are only four and are 
arranged in a hierarchy. Freedom from phenomenal bondage 
{moksha), being natural happiness, is the highest and beat 
among the objectives; and this does not go against the state
ment in Kalpor-sütra: “ Deliberation on oneself is the human 
objective” .68 »

The objectives of human life {ßurushärthas) are tradi
tionally four: Life in accordance with «scriptural injuctions and 
social norms (dharma), wealth in order to fulfil one s normal
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functions and duties (artha) , pleasures of life ( kâma) , and 
emancipation from the commitment to transmigration (moksha). 
Intelligent beings seek to fulfil these objectives, and hold them 
as the values of their life. All human aspirations, impulses and 
behaviour patterns are neatly and adequately comprehended 
under these four categories. The objectives are here spoken of 
as ‘oceans’, for the word ocean is a symbolic expression for 
the number ‘four’ (chatus-sägara) . The objectives are also 
likened to the oceans, because of their inexhaustible mass and 
imponderable depth (‘teshäm agädhäpära-vistäratvät’) . The 
word ‘sägara’ is also used for the highest count of numbers: 
vinda, kharva, nikharva, samkha,, padma and sägara, each in
creasing tenfold the previous count.

The four objectives limit the existence and the conduct of 
human beings, in isolation and in groups, even as the four 
oceans mark the limits of the earth-stretch. The four oceans 
in classical imagination are: ‘the ocean o f sugar-cane juice’ 
(ikshu) in the West, ‘the ocean of wine’ (ira) ’ in the South, 
‘the ocean of ghee (‘ghrta’) in the East, and ‘the ocean of 
milk’ (kshïra) in the North, corresponding to dharma, artha, 
käma and moksha,64

That the human body is an island in the midst of these 
waters is the idea contained in the next sentence. The rela
tionship of these waters with the primordial parental figures 
mentioned in the previous sentence is that these parental 
figures are ‘shore-guardians’ (Urapälikä) , Vârâhï the father- 
figure facing the great mother-goddess who rules over the island 
as well as the waters (identified*, with the spirit or soul in
habiting the body and regulating the objectives of life), and 
Kurukullâ facing the devotee. Vârâhï orients the objectives of 
life in the direction of the mother-goddess, while Kurukullâ 
involves the mother goddess in the objectives of life. The 
former leads to the highest objective in life, namely, libera
tion (moksha); and the latter leads towards enjoyment of 
life (bhoga) .
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I t  m ay  be recalled that the tantras d o  n ot deny the value 
o f  enjoym ent in life. T h ey  plead fo r  equal attention to all the 
four ob jectives o f  life , for  it is the m other-goddess w ho has 
brought into being not on ly  the b od y  (the island) but the 
objectives o f  life  also (the oceans). Thus the impulses repre
sented b y  V ârâh ï and K urukullâ are inseparable; their func
tions are com plem entary to  each other, although the directions 
o f  their w orking are contrary. T h is  is the significance o f  the 
two divinities being invoked together.

f̂?r il % II

6. “ T he b od y , equipped with the seven body-constituents, 
skin and hair, is the island o f  nine gem s” .

T he text as read b y  B hâskara-râya splits this sentence into 
tw o separate ideas:

àgr ïFTOïïgÏT 11 H

B ut it is obvious b y  the m anner o f  ending o f  the latter sen
tence (singular num ber and nom inative case) that it refers to  
‘dehah’ ( ‘the b o d y ’) . There is thus hardly any reason for keep
ing the descriptive part apart. On the contrary, the significance 
o f  the first part gets enriched b y  the enum eration o f the nine 
parts o f  the bod y  to  correspond with the nine gems o f  the island.

T he text as read as U panishad-brahm a-yogi, however, not 
on ly  splits the sentence as B hâskara-râya has done, but in tro
duces another sentence inbetween (w hile B häskara-räya makes 
it occur much later, as sentence 12) ;

3TO IW *>gíl: 3TW : II .

His interpretation o f  the sequence is: “ T he objectives o f  life, 
which constitute attributes dependent upon the body  are oceans
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in the sense they are immense, unfathomable, and vast. Amidst 
these oceans, the human body is an island of nine gems, the 
island being located in the midst of waters. What now are the 
powers that sustain this island? In answer, it is said—the 
nine mßdräs beginning with yoni-mudrä and ending with sarva- 
sarhkshobhini-mudm correspond with the nine powers begin
ning with Mahâ-tripura-sundarï and ending with Tripura” .54

And, he reads the next sentence as:

tffvqT: II

“The intentions that are conjoined with the seven varied con
stituents of the body and skin, are the wish-granting trees’. 
He interprets the expression ‘anekaih’ as meaning “ by internal 
and external modifications” {antar-bähya-vikäraih), and takes 
intentions to be thus manifold (nänä-vidha-samkalpäh). The 
interpretation is tardy, for it is unnatural to associate inten
tions, which are purely mental, with physical bodily consti
tuents. Bhäskara-räya’s reading separating the idea contained 
in the latter part of the above sentence (i.e., 'Bamkalpâh kal- 
pataravah’) and tagging it on to the next sentence dealing with 
the mind being the garden (‘tejah kalpakodyânam’) is, there
fore, to be preferred. This is also justified by the verse in 
Tantra-räja-tantra (35, 4) which is the source for these sen
tences:

'txrua<A: Ç4TËTRJ ’ijd 'i: h*idi: II

The individual body is an island in more senses than one. 
It is narrowly confined to a concrete structure; its functions 
also are severely limited to structural constraints. But all 
around stretches an unending world of space and time, presented 
to the individual as the field for transaction. It reaches through 
goals set for him as the ocean reaches the land by way of a
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shore; and these goals (p u m s h ä r th a s ) bring the delim ited body  
into contact with the im m easurable w orld around.

The rich  and significant im agery o f t in tr ik  ritual is best 
illustrated in the cosm ological speculation given in T a n tr a -  
r ä ja - ta n t r a  (Section 2 8 ). W e  live on the earth-stretch ( b h ü m í ) 
which extends for  about five thousand y o ja n a s  (a  yo jan â  is 
the distance equal to  four k r o ia s  or eight thousand cubits) 
from  the central m ount, M era, made o f  solid gold. Outside this, 
are the seven seas. E nvelop ing the entire mass is ‘the wheel o f 
tim e’ ( k ä la - c h a k r a ) , which is ever m oving round the stationary 
earth-stretch in a clock -w ise fasion ( p r ä d a k s h in y a -k r a m a ) , being 
set into m otion  b y  the w ill-pow er o f  the great m other-goddess, 
who resides in the center o f  M eru, spreading her light alround. 
The nine planets w hich regulate the activities on  the earth- 
stretch are located  in ‘the wheel o f  tim e’ . O utside ‘this wheel 
o f tim e’ (v iz ., n ot being under its influence) is ‘the great v o id ’ 
(m a h ä -v y o m a ) ,  where the sixteenth n i ty ä ,  v iz ., Chitrâ, resides. 
T he other fifteen n i t y ä s  reside in the seven seas surrounding the 
earth-stretch— salt, wine, sugar-cane ju ice, ghee, curds, m ilk, 
and w ater.58 Inside this great void , there are four oceans 
(sugar-cane ju ice , wine, ghee, m ilk  and w ater). On .the shore o f 
these oceans (strictly  on the shore o f the ocean o f  sugar-cane 
ju ice  ( ik s h u -s ä g a r a ) , resides the boar-faced  div in ity  Y ärähi, 
and in the waters the com panion d iv in ity  Kurukullä, both a t
tendants o f  the great m other-goddess. In  the m idst o f  these 
oceans is the great island o f  nine gems ( ‘nava-ratnäm  m ahä- 
dvlpam ’) .

T he hum an b od y  is identified with this island o f  nine gems 
in which the m other-goddess resides in all her splendour (m ore 
specifically in the garden known as K a l p a k o d y ä n a ) . There is 
an in junction that along w ith  the garden, the seasons also 
must be thought o f.67

»
M ention m ay here be m ade about the ph ilosophy o f  ‘the 

wheel o f tim e’ ( k ä l a r c h a k m ) , fo r  the sym bolism  o f  án -ch akra  
is dependent upon it. In fact, B häskara-räya in  his introductory
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com m ents refers to 'the secret m editations on Sri-ehakra which 
is incorporated in the ‘K äla -chakra ’ ( ‘rahasya-bhütam  Käta* 
chakrintargata-àrï-chakrasya bhavanâ-nâm nïm '). T h is  ideology 
equates the ‘ tim e-cycle ’ (kala-chakra) with the ‘w orld -cycle ’" 
(loka-chakra). T h e equation is m ade possible b y  the sixteen 
units (sh o d a s ï) ,  which are com m on to  them. Our transactions 
depend upon these tw o dimensions.

T h e division o f tim e into years (a b d i ) is sim ilar to the 
division o f  the w orld-space into islands (dvîpa). The stretch 
o f  tim e traditionally is divided in terms o f the sixteen phases 
o f  the m oon (the fifteen lunar days or tithis, and the sixteenth 
phase comprehending all o f  the other phases, and m arking 
continuity am ong them ). These are characterized as nüyäs, or 
m ore specifically tithi-nüyäs. T he sixteenth nityä, known as 
ChitrS, is n ot involved in the phenomenal presentation o f  the 
space-tim e world. She is said to reside, as was said earlier, in 
'the great v o id ’ (mahâiryoma) outside the tim e-cycle ’ { käla- 
chakra) , which in turn is outside the w orld-space (b h û m i ). 
The nüyäs are so called because o f their recurrent continuity, 
despite the periodical w axing and waning o f  the moon.

It m ay be recalled that the m other-goddess indeed is the 
m oon o f whom  the sixteen phases are but her individualized 
aspects. She resides in the island which is nothing other than 
the lunar orb.

T im e is transactionally divided into nine parts: (1) ghatika: 
span o f  tw enty-four m inutes; (2) yâina: duration o f  three 
hours; (3) aho-rätra: day-and-n ight; (4 ) vara: w eek -day ;
(5 ) tithi: lunar d a y ; (8) paksha: fortn ight; (7) mäsa: lunar 
m onth ; (8) rtu: season extending to tw o lunar m onths; and 
(9 ) abda: year.

T h e w orld-space is correspondingly divided into nine gems, 
representing the nine planets or ‘graspers’ (graha) of the 
transactional w orld : (1) topaz (pushpa-râga) ; (2 ) sapphire 
(ntla) ; (3) cat’s eye {vaidärya) ; (4) coral (praväla or vid-
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ruma) ; (5) pearl (muktä) ; (6) emerald (marakata) ; (7) dia
mond (vajra) ;  (8) cow’s fat-stone (gomeda) ; and (9) ruby 
(padrna^räga) . They are arranged in the nine directions from 
West to South.

The nine gems are associated with the ,nine ‘ladies Of the 
realm' (chakresvarï) : topaz with ‘the lady of the time’ (hala-- 
chakresvarï), sapphire with ‘ the lady of seals of authority’
( mu Ara) , cat’s eye with ‘the lady of mother-like forms’ 
(matrkä-), coral with ‘the lady of precious-stones’ (ratna), 
pearl with ‘the lady of world-space’ (desa- ) , emerald with 
‘the lady of the masters of traditional wisdom’ (tatva-), cow’s 
fat-stone with ‘the lady of the planets’ \graha- ) , and ruby 
with ‘the lady of concrete forms’ (mürti-).m Each of these is 
in nine units. The nine units of the time have already been 
mentioned. The nine mudrâs are ‘samkhsobhana’, ‘Sarvâ- 
karshana’, ‘Sarva-vasaihkara’, ‘Sarvonmädana’, ‘Sarva-mahän- 
kusa’, ‘Sarva-khechari’, ‘Sarva-yoni’ and ‘Sarva-bija’. The nine 
mâtrkas are the nine groups of letters of the alphabet accom
modating vowels and consonants. The nine ratnas have been/ 
mentioned above. The nine desas are in accordance with the 
nine ratnas. The nine gurus are Prakäsänanda.-nätha etc., (men
tioned in connection with the nine ‘outlets’ of the body). The 
nine tattvas are the three-fold grouping in each of the three 
aspects of knowledge: subject (jñátr), object (jñeya) arid com
munication between the two ( jnäna). The nine grahas are Sun, 
Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, the ascending 
node (Râhu) and the descending node (Ketu). The nine mürtis 
are the nine bodily constituents: skin, blood, muscle, fat, bone, 
marrow, vitality (ojas) and the life-force (prana).

The nine gems are made to ■ correspond with the nine bodily 
constituents: (1) topaz—muscle; (2) sapphire— hair; (3) cat’s 
eye— skin; (4) coral—blood; (5) pejirl—semen; (6) emerald— 
marrow; (7) diamond— bone; (8) cow’s fat-stone— fat tissue; 
and (9) ruby— vitality. There is an alternate version which 
makes ruby correspond with chyle (rasa), pearl with muscle, 
coral with skin, cat’s eye with blood, topaz with semen, diamond
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with bone-marrow, cow’s fat-tone with fat-tissue, and emerald 
with hair.60

Seven of these bodily parts (excluding hair and skin) are 
considere'd as ‘constituents’ (dhätu) in Indian Medical litera
ture; and the position is accepted by all schools of thought in 
India. It is, therefore, a little strange that the sentence in 
B h ä v a n o p a n is h a d  speaks of ‘bodily constituents beginning with 
skin’ (‘tvagädi-sapta-dhätu’) . It is understandable that they had 
to have nine parts of the body to correspond with the nine 
gems. As we have only seven bodily constituents (sapta-dhätu) , 
two were added; skin (tvak) and hair (loma). The idea of 
d h ä tu  comprehending to seven constituents was well-known and 
well-defined, and thus the expression ‘dhätu’ was enough to 
suggest the seven bodily parts. The two newly added parts 
(skin and hair) had to be mentioned separately. This is what 
the sentence does. .

But the expression ‘tvag-ädi-sapta-dhätu’ is difficult to ex
plain. However, Bhäskara-räya attempts to explain away the 
difficulty by pointing out that it is a case of ‘atadguna-sam- 
vijñána-bahuvríhi’ compound, where the first ‘ tvak: ( ‘skin’) 
is to be taken separately, and the following expression 
‘ädi’ (‘beginning with’) is to be taken in the sense of ‘and’. 
The whole compound would mean, thus, “ Skin, hair a n d  the 
seven d h ä tu s” .61

The imagery of correspondence between the nine gems and 
the nine parts of the body is perhaps derived from -a ritualistic 
detail during consecration, when the nine gems are put into 
the medicated water of one k h a n  measure (equivalent of 4096 
p a la s )  ( T a n tr a -r ä ja - ta n t r a , 2.63). In the worship of SrI-ehakra, 
names of the nine gems are recited and invoked as ramparts 
that protect the ‘great garden of wishing trees’ ( k a lp a k o d y ä n a )  : 

‘pushpa-räga-ratna-präkäräya namah’ and so on.
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7. ‘Intentions are the wish-granting trees; the lustre of mind 
is the garden of such trees; and the tastes perceived by the 
tongue, viz., sweet, sour, bitter, pungent, astringent and salty, 
are the six seasons’. ■

The three sentences constitute a single theme: the devotee’s 
mind is the most excellent garden, out of the ordinary, and his 
intentions can be effective instrumente of spiritual fulfilment, 
veritably the fabled trees of the heaven that grant the desires 
of those who resort to them. The previous sentence spoke of the 
body itself as the ‘island of nine gems’ (navaratno<-dvlpa). 
Having procured a body of this excellent opportunity, it is but 
proper that one should exercise his mind in the right direction, 
so that the objectives of life are fulfilled. The mind, function
ing within the bodily framework, is likened to the celestial 
garden, where all the six seasons are ever and together present. 
Each intention arising in the mind partakes of the celestial 
quality, when it is nurtured by the master’s grace.

The three sentences paraphrase the cryptic statement in 
Tantra-räja-tantra (35, 4) :

= ivN o Tt: ÇTORT W f :  Ç*ïcïï: II

The imagery conjured up in the täntrik texts dealing with 
the worship of the mother-goddess Lalitä (or Râja-râjesvarî) 
involves her residence in the grove of wish-granting trees. The 
wishing tree (kalpa-tani, from the root klrp, ‘to frame’, 'to 
intend’) is the fabled tree in the Paradise (svarga) , which has 
the power to fulfil all that one wishes (‘kalpasya samkalpasya 
data’), and which has the power to endure til! the end of 
the kalpa (‘kalpa-sthâyï’) which is the period of time equi
valent to a day of Brahma (covering one thousand mahäyugas, 
a mahä-yuga being the measure of four yugas in a series, and 
the present kaliyuga being a total of 432,000 solar years).

The ‘island of nine gems’ (ratna-dvïpa) has already been 
referred to. In that island is a great garden (mahodyâna) con-
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siating of many species of trees, especially the trees of plenty 
like santäm, kalpaka, hari-chandam, mamdäm, pârijâta, bilva 
and kadamba. The garden is fenced by four ramparts of the 
nine gems. The central area of the garden houses a large hall 
made of coral (mmikya-mandapa). The hall is supported by 
one thousand pillara made of gems isahasra-ratna-stambha- 
mandapa,). Inside this vast enclosure are three tanks (väpikä, 
lit. ‘wells’), ‘the tank of immortality (amrta) ’, ‘the tank of 
bliss (änanda) ’ and ‘the tank of deliberation (vimaréà) In the 
midst o f these tanks is ‘the great grove of lotus flowers’ 
(mahâ-padmâtavï), in which ‘the mansion of the wish-grant
ing jewel (chintämmi-grha) ’ is, located. The mansion has an 
entrance (ävtnäya) in each of the four directions. Inside the 
mansion is a great platform made of jewels (mahä-mani-niaya- 
vedikä) , on which the great throne (mahà-mhhâsana) is placed. 
The throne supporte a cot (mancha), the four legs of which 
are Brahma (the God of creation), Vishnu (the God of pre
servation), Rudra (the God of destruction), and fsvara (the 
Lord ,of all creatures). The plank (phalaka) o f the cot repre
sents ßadäsiva (the ever-auspicioüs but inert principle of pure 
consciousness), eorpse-like hence also called Sadäsiva-preta. 
On the cot sits Laliti surrounded by nine guardian-spirits 
(nava-êaktî) : Vibhüti (‘splendour’) , Unnati fupliftment’ ) ,
Kánti ( ‘lustre’), Hrshti (‘satisfaction’) ,  Kirti ( ‘celebrity’), San- 
nati ( ‘courtesy’) ,  Vyushti (‘prosperity’), Utkrshta (‘excellence’) 
and Riddhi (‘supremacy’ or ‘accomplishment’) .

The seat of Lalitä (or Mahä-tripura-sundar!) is described 
as the yoga-jMtha, in the form of a red lotus impressed by the 
Srï-chakra design ( ‘êrïchakrânkitam aruna-tämarasa-padma- 
rüpam yoga-pîtham’) , symbolizing the very heart-lotus 
( hrdayäravinda) o f the devotee.

The- symbolism of the foregoing account is obvious. The 
mother-goddess who is worshipped in Srl-chakra is indeed the 
entire universe in all its modalities. The devotee has to identify 
that principle in his own body, for his body itself is in real
ity SrI-chakra, and the universe in miniature (pin(ßnda). He
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is helped in this identification through devotion  to  his m aster 
as the very  representation o f the m other-goddess."8 T h e  ‘ great 
grove o f lotus flow ers’ (m a h ä r p a d -m a -v a n a )  is ‘the thousand- 
petalled lotus’ (m h a s m r a ) which is located a t the aperture on 
the crown o f his ow n head.64 The correspondance o f  the parts 
o f  árí-chakra with the c h a k r a s  o f  the hum an constitution has 
already been noticed. T h e  im agery is pressed here m ore 
pointedly, for the devotee m ust stir up his intentions before 
he can contem plate on this identity  o f  the m other-goddess, Srl- 
ebakra, and the human constitution.

Intentions that are constructed or properly  form ed (sa th -  

k a lp a )  can indeed be the fabled trees o f  plenty. T he expres
sion ‘sam kalpa’ m eans basica lly  the bringing about o f  ‘ desire’ 
( ‘kalpayati sarva-käm am  sam pädayati’ ) , producing an effect, 
causing a m ovem ent, or m aking som ething. W ith  the prefix 
‘ sarn’ added, it signifies the w 'ell-ordered intention tow ards an 
accom plishm ent. I t  is on ly  when intentions for  resolutions) 
precede the undertaking, the undertaking is successfully com 
pleted ; actions w ithout such reinforcem ent -are not fru itfu l.65

Intentions arise in the lum inous field w ith potentia lity  
( t e j a h ) .  B häskara-räya cites a v ’edic text as the authority for 
his interpretation o f  ‘te ja h ’ as m ind.66 U panishad-brahm a-yogin , 
how-ever, takes the w ord to mean the soul o f  m an (jïva), for 
it is the soul that can construct m any kinds o f  images ou t
side of itself; it is soul again that can be delightful like a 
garden.87 B ut, in the tfintrik context, the w ord ‘te jah ’ refers 
to  the product o f  ‘the bod ily  fire’ which shines on its own 
and illumines the ob jective  w orld around ( ‘sârïrâgni-sam bhûta- 
padärtha-viseshah’) . I t  is consciousness that encounters the 
phenom ena. I t  m ay m ean m ind in a general sense, and soul 
in a  specific sense.

A  m ore relevant interpretation in the textual context is 
suggested b y  the m eaning offered in the m edical texts. Suiruta, 
for instance, takes ‘ te ja s ’ to  mean the essence ( m m )  o f  all 
the seven bodily constituents, signifying strength or vigour
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(bala).®8 It strengthens, according to him, the eyesight, en
hances bodily energy, facilitates the digestive power, improves 
complexion, and brings about glow on the face. It is directly 
related to the metabolism in the bodily constituents. The first 
of seven constituents is ‘chyle (rasa), which is formed as the 
food that is ingested is properly digested and equitably as
similated. Digestion of the food is dependent upon the tastes 
(rasas) that constitute the essential aspect of food. And the 
tastes are traditionally given as six in number, and they are 
differentiated initially by perception at the tongue.

The six tastes are sweet (madhura) , sour (amia), bitter 
(tikta), pungent ( kat;u) , astringent (kashäya) and salty 
(lavana), nourishing the following bodily constituents respec
tively: semen, marrow, fat-tissue, muscle, chyle and blood, and 
bone. It is well-known that the bodily constituents are as
sociated with the chakras, with the mätrkas, and the presiding 
deities: (1) mülädhära (at the base)—  bone; six letters from 
va; däkin! and Ganapati; salty taste; (2) svädhishthäna (at 
the penis)— fat-tissue, letters ba to la; Sàkinï and Brahma; 
bitter taste; (3) manipüra (at the navel)— muscle, letters da 
to pha; Läkin! and Vishnu; pungent taste, (4) anähata (in 
the heart)— blood; letters ka to tha; Räkint and Siva: astrin
gent taste; (5) visyddhâ (at the throat)—  skin (tvag) (?) ; 
the vowels a to ah; Dâkinï and Jivätmä (the soul) ; sweet 
taste (?) and (6) äjnä (between the eye-brows)—marrow; the 
letters ha and ksha; HakinI and Paramätmä (the Supreme 
spirit) ; sour taste.

The six tastes are also associated with the six seasons:
(1) vasanta (spring, generally March-April)— sweet taste;
(2) grishma (summer, generally May-Jüne)— sour taste; (3) 
varsha (rains, July-August)—bitter taste; (4) sarad (autumn, 
September-October)—pungent taste; (5) hemanta (winter, 
November-December)— astringent; and (6) sisira (cool months, 
January-February)—salty taste. The seasons, as aspects of 
time, are determined by the union of sun and moon, represented 
in the body by idä and the píngala channels, entwining the
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central channel (sushumnä), which has six centers ( anähata 
to äjnä) , or hollow spaces described as apertures (randhra) 09 
These six centres are, as mentioned above seats of the atten
dant deities, Dakini, etc. The secret teaching of the tantras 
insists on understanding the symbolic import of the corres
pondances between the seasons and their seats (ädhära) , viz., 
the six chakras (anähata etc.) which are controlled by the at
tendant deities.70

The ‘taste’ (rasa) is explained in Yoginï-hrdaya (‘rnantra- 
sañketa’, 41) with reference to its ‘gross’ (sthüla., involved in 
the water element) and ‘subtle’ (sükshma, involved in the 
earth element) aspects, which are determined by the lunar 
units in the several centres of the constitution; its relatedness 
to nectar (amrta) which is the essence of the lunar orb is 
also brought out.71

The expression ‘tejah’ has been explained in Tantra-mja- 
tantra (30, 51-55). In the mülädhära of all living creatures, 
fire (agni) is located; in the anähata (heart), sun (sürya) ;  
and in the ayerature on the crown of the head (brahm,a~ran
dina) , the moon (chandra). All three are shining bodies, and 
they have their own ‘lights’. But the mother-goddess (Lalitä), 
as the primordial and perennial principle of pervasion and con
tinuity (ädyä-nityä) is present in all these sources of light, 
integrating them, and finally unifying them with the mind of 
the devotee. It is in this sense that the text speaks of ‘tejas’ 
(mind or soul) as the pleasure-grove of the mother-goddess.

The text does not, in this context, mention some of the 
details occurring in its source-book, viz., Tantra-räja-tantm 
(5, 24-25 and 27). In the Kalpakodyäna, before the nine gems 
are reached, there are horses and elephants, and after the 
gems, a moat filled with water (parikhä) surrounding the 
central jewelled hall (mänikya-mandapa). The horses repre
sent the ten organs, five of knowledge (ears, skin, eyes, tongue, 
and pose) and five of action (speech, hands, feet, the anus 
and the organ of procreation). The elephants represent the
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ten objects of these organs (sound, touch, form, taste, smell, 
speech, prehension, locomotion, elimination and pleasure).72 
The moat filled with water symbolizes compassion (k a ru n a )  
for all living beings,73 and the jewelled hall in the centre 
symbolizes the gathering up of all the powers so as to achieve 
the identification with the mother-goddess.

f iW r n , wi ffr: urar fim i aWtnm
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8. ‘Knowledge is the respectful reception; the object of knowl
edge is the oblation; and the subject who knows is the offerer 
of oblation. Contemplation of non-differentiation of the Knower, 
Knowledge and the Known (with ones own self) is the wor
ship rendered to Sñ-chakra’.

These sentences wind up the introductory portion of the 
upanishadic text. Worship of Sri-chakra (S r t -c h a k r a -p ü j.in a m )  
the main feature of which is devoted attention (u p ä s a n ä ) , takes 
three forms: (i) ritualistic worship of the y a n tr a  which is 
the visual representation of the mother-goddess, employing 
physical materials and processes of consecration (y a n tr a -p ü jä ) ;
(ii) methodical repetition of the p a n ch a d a é ï, or m o d a s î , which 
is the verbal form of the mother-goddess (m a n tr a - ja p a ) ; and
(iii) meditation on the symbolism of the y a n tr a  as well as 
the m a n tra  (b h ä v a n ä ) .  The symbolism is of three kinds, as 
described in Y o g in ï -h r d a y a  (included in V ä m a k e s v a r a -ta n tr a ) , 
which is one of the basic texts for érï-vidyâ: (i) symbolism 
of the diagrammatic representation (c h a k r a -s a ñ k e ta ) ; (ii) sym
bolism of the m a n tra  {m a n tr a -s a n k e ta )  ; and (iii) symbolism 
of the worship ritual (p ü jä -s a n k e ta )  ,7i

The idea of symbolism suggests the secret form (ra h a sy a m  
r ü p a m ),  as the commentary (S e tu b a n d h a ) points out. The 
significance of Srï-chakra is that it is the secret form of the 
mother-goddess representing a collocation of diversified powers 
( s a k t i - s a m ü h a ) , for the threefold phenomenal processes: emana
tion, preservation and withdrawal. The m a n tra  of Srï-vidyâ
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is another secret form of the mother-goddess, but suggesting 
that the initial power is the sound and identified with the 
kundalinï in all living beings. The mantra not only enshrines 
the mother-goddess but effectively reveals her to the devotee. 
The worship is also a secret form, for it highlights the corres
pondances between the principles involved in the yantra and 
those in the mantra, and identifies the mother-goddess with 
the devotee himself. The secret aspect of worship is brought 
out in the täntrik aphorism : ‘Bliss is the form of Brahman, and 
it is organised in the body’.74

The upanishadic text attempts to explain the secret form 
of worship which involves the understanding of the corres
pondances between the macrocosmic aspects of the power of 
the mother-goddess and the microcosmic aspects of the same 
power. The bulk of the text is concerned with working out 
the correspondances of the details of SrI-chakra as a visible 
design with the principles underlying the constitution of 
the universe and the . individual. The introductory portion 
that is concluded with the above sentences defines the con
text of the symbolism of worship (püjw-sañketa).

The ritual of worship normally involves duality of the 
worshipper (p u ja k a ) and the worshipped (p ü j y a ). The wor- 
shopper is the devotee, who has the power of understanding 
( j n ä r a - s a k t i ) , the power of resolving ( i c c h ä - s a k t i ) , and the 
power of performing the rites ( k r i y d - s a k t i ) . Because symbolic 
worship eliminates the rites and presupposes the will, the as
pect of understanding alone becomes relevant here. That is 
why the worshipper is described as the ‘knower’ (jn a t ä ) one 
who has the power to understand the symbolism of worship. 
The object of worship ( jñ e y a )  is of course Sri-chakra, which 
is both a design ( y a n tr a )  and a m a n tra . The transaction bet
ween the two is the actual process of worship (puja), i.e., 
symbolic worship or contemplation (bhävanä).

The symbolism of worship is the central idea of these 
sentences. Conventional worship has a third modality, in ad-
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dition to the worshipper and the worshipped, viz., the process 
of worship itself, suggested here by the cryptic expression, 
‘respectful reception’ (arghya). This modality is nothing other 
than the understanding of the symbolism, which forms the 
theme of the upanishad.

The word ‘arghya’ (from ‘argha’, arh) generally means 
water that is respectfully offered to an honoured guest as a 
mark of welcome as soon as he arrives. Its etymological mean
ing, however, connotes something that is valuable, ‘a thing of 
worth’ ( ‘arghyate pfljyate’, ‘pujana-yogyam’ ). It may be con
strued to mean, as the author of Manommä has done, any 
article employed in worship (‘püjopakarananr). The knowledge 
of symbolism (jñána) is what is used in the meditation here, for 
this worship is exclusively mental, and dispenses altogether with 
all material implements of worship as well as external rites.

The word ‘havis’ generally means any oblation (like milk, 
ghee, grains, etc.) that is offered into the consecrated fire for 
propitiation of the deity (who is represented by the consecrated 
fire). It means anything that is offered as an oblation. It is 
external to the person who offers (‘bahih sthitam’). In the 
present context, the offering of oblation in a sacrificial fire 
corresponds to the attention that is given to the symbolism of 
ârï-chakra (the object of knowledge, jñeya).

The word ‘hotâ’ (hotr) means the person who directly 
makes the offerings into the fire (‘juhoti’), the offerer of obla
tions. Here, it refere to the individual who is contemplating 
on the symbolism of SrT-chakra. It is the person’s own self 
(avätmä) that is suggested; it corresponds to the worshipper 
(püj'ika) in the triad: ‘worshipper-worshipped-worship’
(püjaka-püjya-püjä).

While the upanishadic text does not mention Sri-chakra as 
the object of meditation (jñeya) or of worship (püjya), Tan- 
tra-râja-tantra (35, 6) from which these sentences have been
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derived, clearly refers to Srî-chakra as the object of knowl
edge,76 located outside the knower.

îctn ird fërarç, i

Why has this idea been omitted in the upanishadic text? The 
, tantra text does not closely follow the imagery of the sacrificial 

ritual as the upanishadic text does; in fact, it does not employ 
the words havih and hotâ. It uses the word ‘arghya’ in the 
general sense; as indicated earlier. Its interest is to reduce the 
transactional world into three basic categories (subject, object 
and mediation between them), so that the three could be 
unified in the meditational exercise. The meditator is the sub
ject who is a devotee; Sri-chakra is the object of his devo
tion; and identification of the object with the subject is the 
actual act of devotion (pujana). The upanishadic text, how
ever, has the constraints of the simile of the offerer of oblation 
{hotâ), oblation itself {arghya), and the offering of the oblation 
(havih). The presence of the deity for whom the oblation is 
offered is but implied. The deity is deputized by the fire, 
which, however, cannot be taken as the ‘object of the oblations’.

Further, there appears to have been some confusion with 
regard to the textual reading. The upanishadic text has bor
rowed the twe words ‘Srï-chakram püjanam’, that occur phy
sically together, in the source-book, and has made a composite 
word out of them: ‘Srï-chakra-püjanam’. And ‘ekikaranam’ in 
the original verse has been paraphrased as ‘abheda-bhävanam’. 
The ‘püjana’ (worship) of the original passage must naturally 
correspond with ‘bhävanä’ ( ’meditation’) in the sentence here: 
but it does not. Hence the omission of reference to Sri-chakra 
as the object of knowledge here.

The idea of non-differentiation (abheda-bhävanä} of the 
subject, object and the mediation between the two does not 
refer to the unity of the three details themselves, but to the 
identity of each one of these details with the devotee’s own
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self.77 The text seeks to point out that the Srl-chakra is really 
ones own body; that the deails thereof can all be identified 
within his own constitution; and that the understanding of 
this correspondance is also within ones own mind. The mother- 
goddess who rules over the design called Srl-chakra is indeed 
the pure consciousness, the potential energy, and the uncon
ditioned will that constitute the basic fabrics of our existence, 
The three-fold powers are her manifestations as she presides 
over the very core of our being.

9. ‘The emotional states like love, along with the normal con
straints, are the attainment like that of minute size etc. Desire, 
anger, greed, delusion, pride, jealousy, merit and demerit are 
the eight powers, Brâhmï, etc. The nine bodily centres are 
the powers with the seals of authority’.

The consideration of the details of Srl-chakra in terms of 
the nine enclosures now begins. An account of Sri-ehakra has 
already been given. The first enclosure is the surrounding square 
within which the entire design is poised. The square is speci
fied by three lines skirting the Srl-chakra on all the four 
directions and having doorways on each of the four sides. This 
enclosure is the first in the procedure of withdrawal (sMhhcra- 
krama) of the Dakshinämürit-tradition. This procedure moves 
from the outermost enclosure inwards till the central point 
(bihdu) is reached. This is the order followed in the upani- 
shadic text, as also in Tantra-mja-tantra (35, 7-13).

I. ' The first line of this surrounding square, the outer-most 
one, is identified with the outward, or superficial, attainments 
of Yoga called siddhis, the power to turn oneself into minute 
size idmmä) etc. These attainments are said to be consequent

THE FIRST ENCLOSURE
(called Trailokya-mohana)
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on ‘gross control over the elements’ (sthülasariiyama) (cf. 
Patañjali’s Yoga-sütra, 3, 44), and are described as so many 
‘powers to lord over the elemental forces’ (aisvarya). They 
are generally enumerated as eight in the Yoga texts: (1) anima 
(the power to become extremely minute, like an atom) ; 
(2) laghimä (the power to become extraordinarily light, so 
that one may float in the air like a blade of grass) ; (3) mahimä 
(the power to swell and magnify, to the size of an elephant, 
of a mountain, or even of a township) ; (4) ïsitva (the power 
to rule over and regulate in a creative manner) ; (5) vasitva 
(the power to subjugate all living beings as weih as inorganic 
matter) ; (6) präpti (the power to extend oneself and reach
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even the moon with his finger); (7) präkämya (the power to 
accomplish efficiently whatever one desires) ; and (8) yatra- 
kämävasäyitva (the power to will effectively, and to reify 
the things according to ones own whim) (cf. Vyâsa’s Bhâshya 
on Yoga-sütra, 3, 44).

The täntrik texts accept the' eight attainments (however 
naming the eighth one as ichhä), but add two more: (9) bhukti 
(the power to enjoy the attainments) ; and (10) sarva-käma- 
siddki (the power to fulfil all that one longs for, and never 
be in want). It may be noticed that the two attainments, 
präkämya of the Yoga account and sarva-käma of täntrik 
account, appear very similar. But the täntrik interpretation of 
the attainment known as präkämya refers to the power to 
assume at will any form whatsoever.

The awmä-attainment is located at the eastern portal, the 
laghimä at the western portal, the mahimä at the southern 
portal, the isitva at the .northern portal, the vasitva at the 
south-eastern comer, the präkämya at the south-western corner, 
the bhukti at the north-western comer, and the icchä at the 
north-eastern comer; of the other two attainments, the präpti 
is located along the line on the east moving towards the 
northern comer, and the safva-kämasiddhi along the line on 
the west tending towards the southern corner. Each of the at
tainments is regarded as a feminine divinity, and hence called 
animä-siddhyambä etc.

The symbolism of these ten attainments has been given 
in terms of the emotional states (called rasa), which are 
nine in number, and with niyati. The expression niyati in the 
first sentence above needs some explanation. The word means 
constraints or that by which one is restrained (niyamyate 
anayä), and the suggestion is to the play of unseen forces 
beyond the control of men, or fate that determines ones for
tune or misfortune (bhägya). Bhäskara-räya interprets this 
word to mean ‘prarabdha’ or the past actions which have 
already begun to bear fruit in this life. In other words, it is
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the natural constraint for an individual. The author of Mano- 
rainä takes niyati to mean the power that is dependent upon 
natural constraints (‘niyati-siddhyä saktyä saha’). Both the 
commentators have ignored the principle of niyati accepted 
in the tântrik philosophy, as a kañchuka (restricting or limit
ing force) for the pervasive power of bliss, owing to the finitiz- 
ing power of mäyä.

The nine emotional states are: (1) srngära (the romantic 
mood), (2) vira (the show of valour), (3) karunä (compas
sion), (4) häsya (wit or humour), (5) bibhatsa (utter disgust),
(6) raudra (terrible indignation), (7) bhayänaka (fear and 
despondency), (8) adbhuta (wonder), And (9) sänta (tranquil). 
With niyati added to the list, they make ten. And they are 
made to correspond with the ten attainments mentioned above. 
It must be admitted that the correspondances suggested by 
Bhâskara-râya in his Nyäsa lack any psychological or esoteric 
significance. He has equated animä with santa, lag himä with 
adbhuta, mahimä with karunä, ïsitva with vira, vasüva with 
häsya, •präkümya with bibhatsa, bhukti with raudra, icchä with 
bhayänaka, präpti with srngära, and sarva-käma-siddhi with 
niyati,
II. The second (middle) line of the square is identified with 
the eight ‘mother-like’ powers (mätrkäs) (Tanlra-räja-tantra., 
4, 68-;69). The puränas describe the origin of these feminine 
divinities as emanations from the seven heroic gods that had 
assembled to help the mother-goddess in her fight against the 
demons. (1) From Brahma emerged Brâhmï (or Biahmânï), 
representing the power of immensity, growth and being, 
(2) from Mahesvara sprang forth Mâhesvarï (or léânï),re
presenting the power to dominate over all things, <3) from 
Kärtikeya (Kumära) came forth Kärttikeyi (Kaumäri or 
Mâyûri), the power of youth, (4) from Vishnu emerged Vai- 
shnavi, the power to pervade and sustain all things, (5) from 
Varäha (Vishnu’s incarnation as boar) emerged Varâhi, the 
power to extricate and protect, (6) from Indra came out 
Indrânï, the power of wealth and might, and (7) from Yama 
emanated Yami, the power of regulation and withdrawal.
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Varähapuräna, however, speaks of eight mätrkäs. and adds 
to the above list Mähendri. Bahurüpäshtaka also speaks of 
eight of them, but inserts Sivadüti as the eighth instead of 
Mähendri. But it is more usual to enumerate seven only, sub
stituting however Chämundä for Yami. While six of the 
mâtrkà had their male counterparts, Chämundä is said to 
have sprung up directly from the body of the mother-goddess 
herself, when she found that the demons were hard to tackle 
despite the six of these forces.78 However, in the täntrik texts, 
the eighth force known as Mahâ-lakshmï (different from Vai- 
shnavi) is added.

It may also be mentioned in passing that the seven mätrkäs 
represent the seven vowels, from which all speech originates; 
they serve as mothers (‘mätä iva’) and, therefore, they are 
‘mother-like’ (mätrkä). Nandi kesvara’s Käsikä and Upamanyu’s 
T at t V a-vim a rsinï explain the initial formulation of vowel sounds 
contained in Mähesvara-sütras in this manner. The seven seed- 
sounds are; the five pure-vowels (a, i, u, r, Ir) and the two 
compound vowels (e and o).

The symbolism of the eight ‘mother-like’ forces which as
sisted the great mother-goddess in her battle with demons has 
been suggested in the puränas.79 The symbolism is in terms 
of the eight evil dispositions of human beings, which corrupt 
human nature and prevent the light of the pure spirit being- 
actualized during daily life. The upanishadic text also men
tions the familiar six classes of unfavourable dispositions; lust 
(käma), anger (krodha), greed (lobhu) , delusion (moho), pride 
imada) , and envy (mätsarya), and adds merit (punya) and 
demerit (jApa). The justification for the addition, however, 
has not been given. Tantrn-rája-tantra (35, 7) mentions the 
six. ‘waves’ or stresses (ürrhis) and merit and merit:

grciMtf ^  *ncH: II

The six ‘waves’ traditionally are: hunger, thirst, old age, death, 
sorrow and delusion.80 Bhäskara-räya rejects that this is the
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meaning of the expression ‘ürmi’ in this context as contrary to 
tradition. But the author of the commentary on Tantra-räja- 
tantra himself gives this interpretation.81 And he suggests that 
merit (punya) and demerit (papa) are two kinds of actions 
(karmäni) that come into being as a result of these stresses.

In any case, the symbolism suggested in the puräna is as 
follows: lust— Yogïsvarï (perhaps the same as Châmundâ); 
anger— Mâheâvarï ; greed—Vaishnavi; pride— Brahmâçî, delu
sion—Kaumarl ; envy—Indrânï, slander (paisuny.%) —  Yamï; 
and jealousy (arvysüya)—Vârâhï.82 In the later täntrik litera
ture, the seven mätrkäs came to be worshipped principally to 
suppress the evil tendencies in the devotee. The group of six 
tendencies (shad-varga) was regarded as obstacles to Yoga.83 
In general, Brâhml was identified with the primordial desire 
to create (käma), Mâheévarï with the tendency to degenerate 
and get lost (krodha) ; Raumârï with the youthful longings to be 
and to enjoy (lobhd) ; Vaishnavi with the power to fascinate 
and delude {moha); Vârâhï with pride and arrogance (mada) ;  
Indrânï with jealousy and envy (mätsarya) ; C-hämundä with 
the urge to sin (papa) and with the desire to hurt others by 
black-magic (abhiehäm) ; and Mahâ-lakshml with the benign 
tendencies (punya). Tantra-räja-tanfra (36, 15-16) explains
that punya is the behaviour of a man prompted by wisdom 
while pupa is the behaviour consequent on delusion.

There is also an identification of the eight mätrkäs with 
the eight bodily constituents, for the Yoginis (attendant- divi
nities) in this enclosure are said to be manifest (prakata). 
The mätrkäs are, therefore, to be regarded as gross in form.84 
The eight bodily constituents are presided over by the eight 
of these powers: skin by Brâhml,: blood by Mâhesvarï, muscle 
by Kaumiârï, fat-tissue by Vaishnvi, borne by Y ârâhï, bone- 
marrow by Indrânï, semen by Châmundâ, the vitality (ojas) 
by Mahâlakshmï; and they are said to be located respect- 
tivély at the meet-of-the eyebrows, breasts, navel, heart, face, 
nose and forehead.85
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III. The third (inner) line of the square is identified with 
ten nmdrä-divinities. The expression mudrä originally meant a 
seal of authority, an insignia, art acknowledged eligibility. Later, 
it came to acquire the connotation of hand-gestures employed 
to express emotions. In the täntrik context, the word meant 
an approach which brings about delight to the divinities.86

The miidräs can be one of three kinds: ‘gross’ (sthüla), viz., 
bodily postures and finger-gestures; ‘subtle’ (sükskma), com
posed of seed-syllables that are appropriate and powerful 
(uksharätmakäh) ; and ‘transcendental’ ('para) , viz., consisting 
purely of mental orientations in an attempt to understand reality 
(väsanätmaka). The four weapons that the human form of 
thé mother-goddess carries in her arms (bow, arrow, noose 
arid goad) are the mudräs belonging to the first variety. The 
nine seed-syllables (dram, dñm, Mim, blüm, sah, kraum, 
hskhphrem, hsaum and aim), are illustrations of the second 
variety. The mudräs that preside over the third line of the 
first enclosure belong to the third group.

**
Tantra-räjcu-tantra (4, 23-25) enumerates twenty mudräs 

commonly employed, five of them used in worship-rituals 
(ävähani etc.), four being symbolic.

The nine powers represented by these mudräs (mudrä- 
sakiis) are: Samkshobhini (‘the power that agitates’), Vidrä- 
vinï (‘the power that drives away’), Äkarshinl (‘the power that 
fascinates’) , Vasi-karani (‘the power that subjugates’) , (Unmä- 
dixii (‘the power that maddens’), Mahäfikusä (‘the power that 
goads’) , Khechari (‘the power that moves about in the void’) , 
Bija (‘the power that is the source’) and Yon! ( ‘the power that 
procreates’). To this group is added Tri-khandinI (‘the power 
that cuts asunder the separation of phenomena into three units; 
knower, known and knowable), also called saktÿutthâpinï ( ‘the 
power that arouses and sustains the power in the devotee’) .87 
This last one is the mudrä employed to invoke the mother- 
goddess, Lalitä.
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The nine ‘powers’ enumerated above are said to be identical 
with the nine bodily centres of power: the .familiar six chakms 
(the mülädhära the svädhisthäna, the manipüra, the anähata, 
the visuddha, and the äjnä) ; the two ‘thousand-petalled lotuses’ 
(sahasm -dala-kamala), one on the crown of the head above 
the ämä, and the other at the base, below the mülädhära ; and the 
tip of the tongue (lambikägra). The configuration of all these 
(samashti) constitutes ’ the tenth ‘power’,88 corresponding with 
the Tri-khandikä, mentioned above.

It may be noticed that the ten mudrä-saktis as well as 
their correspondance with the ten bodily centres have not 
been mentioned in Tantra-räja-tantm in this context. Nor is 
the mention of the 'powers’ connected with the thii'd line of 
the square to be found in this text elsewhere. For instance, 
after the eight mätrkas, the text (4, 71), proceeds to discuss 
the symbolism of the second enclosure (4, 72-73). It is thus 
understandable that the text of the upanishad used by Upa- 
nishad-brahma-yogi does not contain this sentence here.

The first enclosure consisting of these three groups of divi
nities (siddhis, mütrkäs, and mudräs) is called ‘Trailokya- 
mohana’, the three ‘ lokas’ referring to the three planes of ex
perience: attainments, obstructions and powers. The three 
planes are confined to the body-mind complex in its actual 
transaction with the world around. They are sought to be pro
pitiated so that the aspirant may be guarded from the pos
sibility of going astray or failing in his endeavour.

In the iconographie representation of the divinities on these 
three planes, the symbolism is emphasised. The siddhis oh 
the first plane are red in colour, are moon-crested, and carry 
in their right hand a collection of wish-granting jewels (chvritâ- 
mam) and their left hand is in the posture of assurance 
(abhaya). The mätrkäs are dark blue in colour, wear red 
garment, and carry in their hands a red lotus and a bowl 
filled with nectar. The mudräs resemble in their colour the 
morning sun, and carry in their two hands a goad and a noose.
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THE SECOND ENCLOSURE 
(called Sarväsä-paripüraka).

.

10. ‘ (The elements) earth, water, fire, air and äkäsa; (the 
sense-organs) ears, skin, eyes, tongue, nose; (the organs of 
action) speech, feet, hands, anus and penis; and the modi
fications of the mind, altogether constitute sixteen ‘powers’ cor
responding to (the sixteen nityäs) beginning with Kämäkar- 
shiiil’. ,

The second enclosure, calied “ the complete fulfiller of all 
longings” is within the first enclosure. Inbetween the two en
closures, it is usual to have three concentric circles (trivrtta) , 
but they have not been included in the present account. The 
three circles symbolize the three objectives of life; virtuous 
living (dharma), wealth (artha) and pleasures (Imrna). When 
worship is conducted to this detail (as in Dakshinâmûrti-tra- 
dition), the outer circle represents twenty-nine mätrkäs begin
ning with Kâlarâtrî, the middle circle sixteen mätrkäs begin
ning with Amrtä, and the inner circle the sixteen nityä-divi- 
nities beginning with Kâmesvarï. •

It is significant that the second enclosure is in the form of 
a circle with sixteen niches on the outside. Technically, it is 
called a lotus with sixteen petals (shodaéa-dala-padma). In 
the sixteen petals, the sixteen vowels of the Sanskrit alphabet 
are inscribed, symbolizing the sixteen kaläs, or phases, which 
are also called the nityäs. The classical nityäs (who are also 
sixteen) are Kâmesvarï, Bhagamâlinï, etc. But the nityä-kaläs 
of this enclosure are named differently. They are (1) Kämä- 
karshinl (‘ fascinating the desires’), (2) Buddhyakarshini (‘fas
cinating the consciousness’) , (3) Ahamkäräkarshinl (‘fascinat
ing the ego’), (4) êabdâkarshin! (‘fascinating the sounds’),



(5) Sparsâkarshinî (‘fascinating the touch7) , (6) Rüpäkarshim 
(‘fascinating the form’) ; (7) Rasâkarshinï (‘fascinating the 
taste’), (8) Gandhâkarshinï (‘fascinating the smell’), (9) Chit- 
täkarshini (‘fascinating the thoughts7), (10) Dhairyakarshini 
(‘fascinating the fortitude or valour7), (11) Smrtyakarshini 
(‘fascinating the recollections’) , (12) Nâmâkarshinï (‘fascinating 
the verbal mode as name’), (13) Bïjâkarshinï (‘fascinating the 
seed’), (14) Ätmakarshini (‘fascinating the selfhood7), (15) 
Amrtâkarshinï (‘fascinating the immortal7) and (16) Sarlräkar- 
shini (‘ fascinating the physical body’).*9

The text mentions sixteen factors of individual existence 
4(d) ich are sought to Re identified with the above kalä-nitySs :
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/the five elements, the five organs of cognition, the five organs 
of action, and all the modifications of mind as the sixteenth 
factor. The text spells out the cryptic statement in Tantra- 
räja-tantra (35, 8) :

The word hold means an aspect, a phase, a unit. Accord
ing to Nityä-shodäskärnava, it refers to the vibrations of the 
yital force (spandah pränah), which express themselves as the 
five vital currents and the eleven sense-functions. The five 
vital currents (präna, apäna, vyän.a, udäna and samñna) are 
substituted here with the five elements, which enter into the 
formation of the sense-organs in the individual. It is common 
knowledge that in Indian thought, sense-functions are also 
referred to as so many pranas. Thus, the mind, the ten senses, 
and the five elements represent sixteen collocations of vibra
tions of the same vital force (‘shodasa-spanda-sandoha-chama- 
tkrti-mayih kaläh’) .90

And these collocations are * eternal patterns, and in this 
sense they are called nityäs. The word kald is the name of 
each of the sixteen divinities; and by tradition they are pre
fixed with the expression ‘nityä’, says Bhäskara-räya.91 In the 
nyäsa, each of these is addressed as ‘nityä-kalä’. Sometimes, 
the word ‘devi’ is also added at the end.

. The sixteen divinities are associated with the sixteen vowels: «
‘a’ with Kämäkarshini, ‘a’ with Buddhyäkarshini and so on. 
The vowels are inscribed in the petals moving in the anti
clockwise direction. The sixteen vowels are said to represent 
the sixteen nityäs, corresponding to the kaläs.

The sixteen kaläs and the sixteen nityäs are thus associated: 
(1) Kämäkarshini— Kämesvarl; (2) Buddhyäkarshini— Bbaga- 
mälinl; (3) Ahamkäräkarshinl— Nityaklinnä; (4) Sabdäkar- 
shinl—Bherupdä; (5) Sparsäkarshinl—Vahniväsinl; (6) Rüpä-
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karshinï— Mahävajresvarl; (7) Rasäkarshini— Sivadütï ; (8)
Gandhâkarshinî-Tvaritâ; (9) Chittâkarshinï—Kulasundari ; (10) 
Dhairyâkarshinï—Nityâ; (11) Smrtyâkarshinï—Nllapatâkâ;
(12) Nâmâkarshinî—-Vijayâ; (13) Bïjâkarshinï— Sarvamangalâ ; 
(14) Ätmäkarshini— Jvälämälini ; (15) Amrtäkarshini--Chiträ; 
and (16) Sanrâkarshinï— Mahânityâ.

The significance of this enclosure is explained as ‘self
protection’ of the devotees (ätma-raksha). The ‘longings (äsä) 
spring from discontent; and longings are fulfilled only when 
the discontent is eliminated. Discontent can finally be removed 
only when the devotee identifies himself with the transcendental 
Siva, who is ever complete and content.92 The several factors 
.mentioned as kolas above are expressions of the power of 
‘deliberation’ (vÿnarsâ) on the part of this Siva, who is pure 
illumination tprakäsa). The ‘deliberations’ normally flow out 
into the world of names and forms, but within the framework 
of SrI-chakra they are attracted towards the source of ‘delibe
ration’ itself. It is, therefore, that the egression ‘âkarshana’ 
(attraction) is employed, with reference to each of the sixteen 
‘deliberations’.

THE THIRD ENCLOSURE 
(called Sarva-samkshobhana)

11. ‘Speech, prehensions, locomotion, elimination, pleasureable 
feelings, rejection, attention and detachment are the eight modes 
of the mind, corresponding to Anañga-kusumá etc’.

The third enclosure, called “ the agitator of all” is in the 
form of a lotus with eight petals (ashta-dala-padma) located 
in the hollow of the sixteen petalled lotus (viz., the second 
enclosure). The petals represent the eight divinities associated 
with the principle of erotic urges independent of the physical 
body (.manga), and differentiated by the several functions of
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.attraction (äkarshana). It needs to be recalled that the tra
dition of Sri-vidyä has incorporated many details of the cult 
of Cupid or Eros (Manmatha or Kama). We will revert to 
the discussion of this aspect later. It may, however, be men
tioned here that the deities mentioned in this enclosure are 
different forms of Eros.93

In the eight petals of the lotus, eight groups of consonants 
are inscribed, and each group is associated with a form of 
Eros. (1) Anañga-kusumá (‘the flower of Eros’) ; the group 
of five consonants beginning with ‘ka’, on the petal facing 
East; (2) Anafiga-mekhala (‘the girdle of Eros’) ; the five 
consonants beginning with ‘cha’, on the petal facing South;
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(3) Anañga-madaná (‘the intoxication of Eros’) ; the five con
sonants beginning with ‘ta’, on the petal facing West; (4) 
Anaiiga-madanâturâ (‘the urgency of the intoxication of Eros) ; 
the five consonants beginning with ‘ta’, on tlte petal facing 
North; (5) Anañga-rekhá (‘the skirting line of Eros'); the 
five consonants beginning with ‘pa’, on the petal facing South
East; (6) Anafiga-veginl (‘the urge of Eros’) ; the four con- 
conants beginning with ‘ya ’, on the petal facing South-West
(7) Anañgañkusá (‘the goad of Eros) ; the four letters beginning 
with ‘sa‘ , on the petal facing North-West; and (8) Anartga- 
malini (‘the garland of Eros’) ; the two letters ‘la’ and ‘ksha’ 
on the petal facing North-East.

The symbolism of this enclosure has been briefly stated in 
Tantra-räja-tantra (35, 8) as follows:

m  ^  In

“ The objects of the five organs of action along with the three 
doshat constitute the eight powers” . The upanishadic text 
spells out the details of objects of the organs of action 
as speech (of the organ of mouth), prehension (of the 
hands), locomotion (of the feet), elimination (of the anus), and 
pleasureable feelings (of the penis). The organs of action 
themselves have been included in the sixteen factors of the 
second enclosure. Here, these have been described as mental 
modalities (buddhayah).

To this group of five are added three other modalities of 
the mind: rejection (repulsion or withdrawal) ; acceptance (at
tention or approach tendency) ; and indifference (or detach
ment). It is not certain if these three are what are suggested 
by the expression ‘dosha’ in the tántra. For the commentator 
explains that by doshas are meant the three familiar “cor
rupting constituents’ väta etc., and he cites thé authority of 
the 27th patela ôf the same tántra.94 The natural interpreta
tion is that “ väta etc.” , means väta, pitta and kapha; but
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the authority cited by the commentator does not justify this 
interpretation, for the patala referred to deals with different 
forms of väta (as vital current, prcma) , but not with pitta 
and kapha.

The three additional factors mentioned in the upanishadic 
text, viz., rejection {harm), acceptance (upädäna) and indif
ference (upekshä), are no doubt mental modifications (hud- 
dhatyah) ; and they are independent of sensory functions 
(whether cognitive or conative). But it cannot be ascertained 
how they can be classed with the objects of the five organs 
of action to constitute one group. It is interesting in this 
connection to note that Nityä-shodasikärnava explains the eight
fold nature of the third enclosure in terms of eight-fold nature 
(prakrtyashtaka,)95 The eight aspects of nature are the five 
elements (earth, water, fire, air and äkäsa) , or the five tan- 
mätras, ego (ahamkära), individualized consciousness {mohán) 
and primordial nature (prakrti). It is curious that Bhäskara- 
räya, who has commented on this text also, does not notice 
the disparity in the interpretations.

The significance of the enclosure is explained in the Dîpikà 
On Yoginv-hrdaya (1, 81) as follows: The word ‘Sarva-samk- 
shobha’ means withdrawal (samhära) of the principles of real
ity from the earth principle upto the principle of pure con
sciousness (siva), so that the world of plurality is finally dis
solved.96 The final mental modality mentioned in the upani
shadic text is ‘ indifference’ (upekshä), which has been ex
plained as steering clear of the bipolar tendencies of approach 
and aversion, and abiding in perfect composure.97

THE FOURTH ENCLOSURE 
(called Sarva-saubhägya-däyaka)

in p
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13. ‘Alambushä, kuhü, visvodarä, väranä, hasti-jihvâ, yasovatî, 
payasvini, gândhârl, püshâ, samkhinl, sarasvatï, ida, píngala 
and sushumnâ are the fourteen channels of the vital force in 
the body (nñdts) , corresponding with the fourteen powers, 
Sarva-samkshobhinI, etc.’

The fourth enclosure called “ the provider of all prosperity” , 
is in the form of a complex figure having fourteen triangles, 
thus constituting a figure with fourteen corners (hence called 
‘ehaturdasära’) . The fourteen corners represent- the fourteen 
‘powers’ of the mother-goddess beginning with Sarva-samksho
bhinI (‘the agitator of all’), in the corner facing East, .and 
others in the other corners in an anti-clockwise order. These
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‘powers’ are described as presiding over the fourteen principal 
channels in the body. The fourteen triangles of the figure are 
inscribed with the fourteen consonants beginning with ‘ka’ and 
ending with ‘dha’.

The concept of the channels in the body has already been 
referred to. The 27th Section of Tantra-räja-tantra deals elabo
rately with the identity of the life-currents in the body (prana) 
with the aspects of SrI-chakra. The wind that springs forth 
from the mülädhära centre at the base comes to be designated 
as the life-force (präna), The body being made up of the five 
elements (earth, water, fire, air and äkäsa), and each element 
having a predominant role to play in a specific part of the 
body, the life-force assumes five major forms. Our manner 
of breathing is influenced by the five elements present in the 
body; and, in turn, the five elements are influenced by the 
way we breathe. Normally each of us breathes 300 times in 
a period called a nädikä (equal to about twenty-four minutes). 
The duration of a day (dina) consists of sixty of such nädikäs. 
Therefore, in a dayr (of 24 hours), we breathe (sväsa) as 
many as 21,600 times. The collection of all the breaths is the 
mother-goddess herself.98 This is called ‘nädi-chakra’, viz., the 
organization of the winds within the body. The distribution 
of the breaths among the bodily centres is given as follows:

1. mülädhära 600 breaths, taking 40 minutes
2. svädhisthäna 6000 breaths, taking 6 hrs. 40 minutes

3. manifpiera 6000 breaths, taking 6 hrs. 40 minutes

4. anâhata 6000 breaths, taking 6 hrs. 40 minutes
5. visuddha 1000' breaths, taking 1 hr. 6 min. 40 sec.

6. äjnä 1000 breaths, taking 1 hr. 6 min. 40 sec.
7. sahasrära 1000 breaths, taking 1 hr. 6 min. 40 sec.

(Total: 21,600 breaths in 24 hours)

The navel is the central point of distribution for all the 
breaths and the life-force moving along the channels is what
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makes consciousness possible. -Normally the breath alternates 
between the channel reaching the left nostril {idä, representing 
the lunar principle in the body) and the channel reaching 
the right nostril (pingalä, representing the solar principle). 
The former cools and the latter warms the body, and, between 
them, all the body-building and body-breaking processes take 
place. The two channels meet at the mülädhära, close to the 
kundalim, which is the source of the bodily energy (väyii), 
the life-force (bindu), and the expressive tendency (näda, lit. 
sound). The channel that is central (having the idä to its 
left, and pingalä to its right, the two twining round itself) is 
called sushumnä (or avadhütikä), corresponding to the prin
ciple of fire. This is the channel through which the kundalim 
can ascend to ‘the thousand-petalled lotus’ on the crown of 
the head. The kundalim is imagined as a serpent with three 
coils and a half, asleep at the mouth of the sushumnä. She 
is the mother-goddess, having her home in the subtle body 
of every individual.

Around the central channel is the network of 72,000 
channels, of which the most important are the fourteen, men
tioned in the text above, as corresponding to the fourteen 
‘powers’ indicated in the fourth enclosure of Sri-chakra.
(i)  The Alambushä corresponding to the letter ‘ka’ and to 
Sarva-samkshobhinl, (‘the agitator of all’) is the channel start
ing from the base of the central channel and reaching the 
anus (päyu) ; (2) The channel called Kuhú starts from both 
sides of the central channel and reaches the penis (dhvaja) ; 
it corresponds with the letter ‘kha’ and with Sarva-vidrâvinï 
(‘the chaser of all’) ;; (3) The channel known as Visvodarä is 
inside the stomach (jathara), but it reaches alround; it cor
responds with the letter ‘ga’, and with Sarvâkarshinï ( ‘the- 
attractor of all’) ; (4) Vär.anä (sometimes called Varuna) ex
tends upwards and downwards from the same region; it is 
identified by the letter ‘gha’, and with Sarvâhlâdinî (‘the glad- 
dener of all’) ; (5) Hasti-jihvä begins at the eastern side of 
Idä and goes to the left toe; it is the letter ‘ña’, and Sarva-sam- 
mohini (‘the deluder of all’) ; (6) Yasovati (or Yasasvati)
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begins at the same place and reaches the right toe, it is the 
letter ‘cha’, and is Sarva-stam'bhin! (‘the arrestor of all’) ; 
(7) Payasvini is the channel reaching the right ear, and is 
the letter ‘chha’, Sarva-jrmbhinl (‘the releaser of all’) ; (8) Gm- 
dhàrï reaches the left eye, and is identified with the letter ‘Ja’, 
Sarva-vasamkarl ( ‘the subjugator of all’) ; (9) Pûshü reaches 
the right eye, and is the letter ‘jha’ and Sarva-ranjany (‘the 
delighter of all’) ;  (10) Samkhini is the channel reaching the 
left ear, the letter ‘ña’ and Sarvonmidini ( ‘the maddener ' 
of all’) ; (11) Sarasvatï reaches the tip of the tongue and is 
the letter ‘ta’, and Sarvârtha-sâdhanï ( ‘the accomplisher of all 
desires’) ; (12) Ida is the channel to the left of the central 
channel, and reaches thé left nostril; it is identified with the 
letter ‘tha’, and with Sarva-sampatti-püranî ( ‘the provider of 
all wealth’) ; (13) Píngala is to the right of the central channel, 
and reaches the right nostril; it is identical with the letter ‘da’ 
and with Sarva-mantra-mayl (‘made up of all the mantr.w), 
and (14) Sushumnä, the central channel which reaches the 
opening at the crown of the head ( brahma-randhra) ; it is 
identified with the letter ‘dha’ and with Sarva-dvandva-ksha- 
yam-karl (‘the dispeller of all duality’).

The locations and the directions of the nâdîs are given slightly 
differently in different texts. The above account mainly follows 
Tantra-mja-tantra (27, 33-41) and Darsan&panishad belonging 
to Sima-veda. The latter text mentions that Ida and Píngala 
are to the left and right o f the central channel as also Sarasvati 
and Kuhü ; at the back of Ida is Gändhäri) and at the front 
Hasti-jihvd; at the back of Píngala is Püshà and in front 
Yasovati; in between Kuhü and Hasti-fihvä is Viévodarâ; and 
inbetween KvJm and Yasovati is Vanina; Yasasvinï is located 
between Pushä and Sarasvati; inbetween Gändhäri and Saras
vati is Samkhini ; and Alambushä is located in the mülädhära 
stem but extends to the anus. Another text, Yoga-chüdämani- 
upanishad enumerates ten importent channels; and gives their 

, places of function. Besides Sushumnâ, Ida and Píngala, it 
mentions that Alambushä functions in the mouth, Kuhü in the 
genitals, Gändhäri in the left eye, Hasti-Jihvü in the right
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eye, Püihâ in the right ear, Yaéasvinï in the left ear, and 
Samkhini in the anus.

The n-yosa-procedure given by Bhüskara-räya, however, ha* 
different places. According to him, the channels mentioned in 
the upanishadic text are to be located in the centre of the 
forehead (AUmbmhä) , on the right side o f the forehead (Kuhû) , 
on the right cheek (Vüvodarä), on the right shoulder (Väranä) 
on the right side (Haati-jihva), on the right thigh ( Yaéovaii), 
on the right ankle (PaymvinS) ,  on the left ankle (Qandhnri), 
on the left thigh (Püshâ), on the left side (Samkhint) , on the 
left shoulder (Sarasvati) , on the left cheek (Ida), on the left 
side of the forehead (Pmgala), and at the back of the fore
head (Sßskumtfä).

The significance of this enclosure is explained that its sym
bolism is most cherished by all, for it suggests the ultimate 
identity o f the supreme Siva and his powers.9“

THE FIFTH ENCLOSURE 
(called Sarvärtba-sädhaka)

w  *rmr

14. ‘The ten forms of the vital current, präna, apäna, vyäna, 
udäna, samlna, ntga, kürma, krkara, devadatta and dhanafi- 
jaya are the divinities in the ten-comered figure, Sarva-siddhi- 
pradá, etc.’

The fifth enclosure, called “ the accomplisher of all objects” , 
is in the form of a figure with ten corners, enclosed within 
the figure with fourteen comers (viz., the fourth enclosure). 
It is named the ‘outer ten-cornered figure’ (bahir^daéüra), to  
distinguish it from another similar figure enclosed within it 
(and so called antar-êaê&ra, the sixth enclosure). The ten 
triangles formed by it represent ten ‘powers’ o f the mother- 
goddess, Sarva-siddhi-pradä (‘the provider o f all attainment«')
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in the comer facing East, and others in the corners in an 
anti-clockwise order. These powers are said to preside over 
the ten principal forms of vital action (präna) in the body. 
The ten triangles are inscribed by the ten letters beginning 
with W  and ending with ‘bha’.

J The concept of '-vayu ( ‘wind’, i.e., the ‘vital current’, prana) 
is fundamental to the concept of the channels. The different 
vital currents dealt with here are so many ‘manifestations of 
consciousness’ (chaitanya-jrmbhanam) , derived from the capa
city  to combine on the part o f the five bodily constituent 
factors (earth, water, fire, air and äkäsa) and the indivi
dualized consciousness (buddhi) ,100 The principle that organizes
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these several factors of the body and the sense-organs is the 
soul (fiva), which is nothing other than the individualized 
consciousness in its condition of non-discrimination (viz., 
phenomenal state).

We have spoken of the channels which are 72,000 in num
ber. Of them ten are most important because they carry the 
vital currents (präna-vähinyah pradhänä daía), and thus 
sustain the ‘soul-hood’ {fiva), viz., the efficient organization 
of the bodily factors, mental modalities, and the sensory func
tions.101 The ten vital currents are grouped into the präna- 
pentad {präna-panchaka) and näga-pentad (nága-pañchaka).

. In the first pentad are included:
(1) präna, located principally in the heart, although moving 
about in the nostrils, the head, and the navel, moving up
ward causing food to be swallowed, respiration and all other 
bodily movements; (2) apaña, located principally in the navel; 
although moving about in the navel, the thighs and the 
stomach, causing evacuation of faeces, urine, semen and men
strual fluid, as welf as bearing down foetus; (3) vyana, 
located principally in the nostrils and stomach, although it 
pervades all over the body, causing circulation of blood and 
chyle, growth, building of the body, and sustenance of life,
(4) udäna, located principally in the throat, although it moves 
about in the hands and feet, accompanying prana, and caus
ing speech and alimentation, and (5) samäna, located princi
pally in the navel (near * the digestive fire or jûthzrâgni) 
and the toes of the feet, although its function is pervasive in 
the body, causing reception of food, digestion, separation of 
the nutrients from the waste-products, and nourishment of 
the body.

In the second pentad are included ‘ minor vital currents: 
(1) naya whose function is to cause belching, etc, (2) kürma 
which causes the movement of eyelids; (3) krkara, which is 
responsible for proper digestion and hunger; (4) devadatta, 
which is responsible for fatigue and yawning, and (5) dhanañ-
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jay a, which causes various sounds within the body during 
bodily functions, and which does not leave the body Oven 
at death. ,

These ten vital functions are symbolized by ten divinities: 
Sarva-siddhi-pradâ (‘the one who bestows all attainments'), 
Sarva-sampat-pradä (‘the one who bestows all wealth’), 
Sarva-priyamkarl (‘the one who does the most desirable’), 
Sarva-käma-pradä (‘the one who fulfils all desires’), Sarva- 
duhkha-vimochinï ( ‘the one who removes all suffering’), (Sarva- 
mrtyu-prasaman! (‘the one who counteracts all portents of 
death’), Sarva-vighna-nivârinï (‘the one who helps overcome 
all obstacles’), Sarvânga-sundarî (‘the one who is comely in 
all limbs’) and Sarva-saubhâgya-dâyinî (‘the one who bestows 
all prosperity’).

The significance of this enclosure is the accomplishment of 
the ultimate good {Uva) t which is the objective alike o f all 
the vedic and the täntrik rituals. The ten vital currents are 
also said to represent the ten incarnations o f Vishnu, which 
were meant to accomplish the welfare of mankind.

THE SIXTH ENCLOSURE 
(called SARVA-RAKSHA-KARA) ;

tÇTgpj; <TR5ç: ü fa è  #
arnspsipT w  i snvs: sjrrvfi: v lv #  fa«*# sfd
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.15. ‘This vital current (or wind) led by prana, becomes the 
five-fold ‘stomachic fire’, owing to differences in the condi
tioning factors, viz, the one that eliminates, the one that 
digests, the one that dries up (the doshas o f the ‘stomachic 
fire5) , the one that bums, and the one that floods. The vital 
current, led by naga, becomes five-fold fires in the body of 
human beings, viz., the one that secretes bile, the one that
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throws out, the one that chums (food), the one that swells, 
and the one that dissolves, and thus helps digest the five 
kinds of food, vis., what is eaten without mastication, what 
is masticated, what is sucked, what is licked up, and what is 
drunk. These Eire the ten aspects of the vital fire correspond
ing to the divinities of the ten-cornered figure, Sarvajüä, etc.’

The sixth  enclosure is, like the previous one and enclosed 
within it, is in the form of a ten-cornered figure. In order 
to distin gu ish  it from the fifth enclosure, it is called ‘inner 
ten-cornered' figure’ (antaf-dasärd) . The ten triangles formed 
by it represent ten ‘powers’ of the mother-goddess, Sarvajñá 
(‘the a ll-kn o w in g one’) in the comer facing East and others 
in  the other n ine comers in aft anti-olockwise order. The
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powers are said to symbolize the ten aspects of digestion. 
The triangles are inscribed with the letters beginning with 
'ma’ and ending with ‘la-ksha’, thus completing the consonant 
series.

The Tantm-Tâja-tantra (35, 1) mentions merely the ‘fires’ 
(vähnayah), ten in number, represented by the powers ‘Sar- 
vajñá’ etc.; and the commentary thereon explains that the 
ten fires refer to the fires in the seven bodily constituents 
(chyle, blood, muscle, fat-tissue, bone, marrow, and semen, 
dhâtvagnis, viz., responsible for metabolism) conjoined with 
the fires in the three doskas (väta, pitta, and kapha). The 
same interpretation is given in Prapaücha-sâra-tanbra. The 
upauishadic text, however, spells out the ‘fires’ as per
taining to the ten aspects of digestion, and as related to the 
ten forms of the vital current enumerated in the previous en
closure. Bhâskara-râya attempts to justify this latter signi
ficance by saying that it is authoritative, but does not men
tion what the authority is.

In any case, the function called ‘rechaka’ eliminates or 
ejects the waste-products after the separation of the nutrient 
portion of the food (serra) from the waste (kitta). The function 
called p&chaka is the actual process of digestion; Soshaka is 
absorption of the watery portion of the digested food, and 
aiding the action of the 'stomachic fire’ ; dahaka is burning 
in the sense of metabolic action ; plävaka is flooding the food 
with chyle in order to help the 'stomachic fire’ burn. Kßhäraka 
secrets the bile; udgrähaka drives out the wind that migfet 
interfere with proper digestion ; kshobhaka churns the food '  
well in the stomachic cavity; and mohaha assimilates the food 
in the body. These aspects have but distant relevance to thé 
process of digestion as explained in Indian medicine. The cor
respondance between the ten ‘winds’ of the previous enclosure 
and the ten ‘fires’ in this enclosure is not close either.

The divinities in this enclosure corresponding with the 
above ‘fires’ are: (1) Sarvajfiâ (‘the one that knows all*) iden-\
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tified with the consonant ‘ma’ ; (2) Sarva-sakti-pradä (‘the 
one that bestows ail energy'), ‘ya’ ; (3) Sarvaisvarya-pradâ ( ‘the 
one that bestows ail mastery’), ‘ra’ ; (4) Sarva-jnâna-mayï 
('the one that is filled with all knowledge’) , ‘la’ ; (5) Sarva- 
vyâdhi-nâsinî {‘the one that destroys all diseases’) , ‘va’ ; (6) Sar- 
vädhärä (‘the one that supports all’), ‘sa’, (7) Sarva-pàpa-hàrâ 
(‘ the one that removes all sin’) , ‘sha’ ; ÿ j f  Sarvânandamayï (‘the 
one that is filled with all happiness’), ‘sa’ ; (9) Sarva-rakshä- 
svarüpinï (‘the one whose nature is to protect all’), ‘ha’ ; andJ 
(10) Sarvepsita-pradä (‘ the ope who grants all the desires’) 
‘la’ and ‘ksha’.

The significance of this enclosure is explained as protec
tion from all obstacles. The devotee withdraws himself from 
all that hinders him in his spiritual progress, viz,, the very 
phenomena presented consisting of thirty-six principles, and 
develops an awareness that he is ‘Siva’ (the ultimate good 
and pure consciousness).104

THE SEVENTH ENCLOSURE 
(called Sarva-roga-harä)

ïftài«r-ger-<|:iÿ‘6sr: srafdœ) m u í

16. ‘Cold, heat, happiness, unhappiness, intentions, the light 
of knowledge (sattv.a), the power of action (rajas) and the 
tendency to relax and rest (tamas) are the eight ‘powers’, 
Vaéinî, etc.’

The seventh enclosure, called 'the remover of all diseases’ 
is in the form of a eight-cornered figure ( ashtâra), In thé 
eight triangles formed' by this figúre, eight divinities Valinf 
T*the Controller’)  and others are located, in ant-clockwise, 
order, the first ode facing East» These eight divinities are 
traditionally called ‘the divinities presiding over speech' (Väg- 
devatä). They are so called because they were the eight among 
a huge concourse of powers to compose the thousand secret 
names of the mother-goddess (Ldfíta-sakasra-nania) .
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Between them, they exhaust the entire alphabet. (1) Vasini 
represents the sixteen vowels ‘a: to ‘ah’; (2) Kâmeiï (-the 
one who lords over the desires’) represents the five consonants 
of the ‘ka’-group; (3) Mohinf ('the one who causes delusion’) 
represents the five consonants of the ‘cha’-group; (4) Vimalä 
(‘the one that purifies’) is associated with the five consonants 
of the ‘ta’-group ; (5) Arana ( ‘the one whose colour is that 
of dawn’) is associated with the five consonants of the ‘ta’- 
group; (6) Jayinî (‘the one who conquers’) represents the five 
consonants of the ‘pa ’-group; (7) Sarvesi (‘the one who lords 
over all’) represents the "consonants ‘ya ’, ‘ra’, ‘la’, and 
Va’ ; and (8) Kaulinî (‘the one of the family’) represents the 
remaining consonants, ‘sa’, ‘sha’, ‘sa’, ‘ha’, -la5 and ‘ksha’.
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These eight ‘powers’ are made to correspond with the 
eight factors mentioned above. Cold and heat, happiness and 
unhappiness are familiar pairs of opposites (dvandva), which 
besiege human beings and toss them about in the mire ol 
transmigration. The ‘desire’ is the whole host of urges and 
appetites, inclinations and aspirations. The five are regarded 
ae representing the five elements (mahü-bhùta) : cold—water; 
heat— fire; happiness— air; unhappiness (viz., hard)--‘earth; 
and intentions—äkäsa.

To this group of elements (bhüta-gräma) are added the 
three fundamental aspects of nature: sattva (representing 
energy or peace) rajas (representing activity or stress), and 
tamas (representing insentience or ignorance). These corres
pond with the eight-fold nature (ashtadhà prakrti) : the five 
elements, consciousness (sattva), ego (rajas) and mind (tamas}..
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The five bhütas in each o f the three gunas, or each o f the five 
bhütas in three gaitas constitute the group of fifteen permanent 
powers o f the m other-god dess (th e  nir.yäs).

The yoginïs here (Vasini etc.) are regarded as ‘secret1 
(rahasya),  for they are related to the 'eight-fold body’ 
(puryashtaka), or the subtle body, which is the effect of the
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inore fundamental elements and cause of all action in the 
gross body. They are secret in the sense they cannot readily 
be perceived or identified. The significance of the enclosure 
consists in its power to erase the most basic disease, viz., in
volvement in the world that is impure, fleeting, and laden 
with stress (anityäsvch ik lesa-rüpa- sam s âra-- to g a ). This power 
is got by dissolving the distinction between the 'subject, the" 
object, and the transaction between them.105

The eight ‘yoginîs’ are taken to correspond with the eight 
bodily constituents: the seven dhätus known in Indian medi
cine and the eighth as their conglomeration (aamashti), and 
the eight groups of letters, the group of vowels and the ‘ka’, 
'cha’, ‘ta’, ‘ta’, ‘pa’, ‘ya ’, ‘sa’ groups of consonants. This is 
called the 'chakra of a-ka-cha-ta-ta-pa-sa’. They are also 
identified with the eight yoginïs presiding over the bodily cen
tres: dâkinï, râkint, lâkim, kâkini, sâkinî, hâkinï, yâkini and 
their congregation as the eighth.10® These are the attendant 
dinivities (parivärw-devatä) of the mother-goddess. These are 
invoked in the rituals at the head, forehead, meeting of eye
brows, throat, heart, navel, below the navel, and all over 
the body, respectively. They are represented by their seed- 
syllables: rblüm, klhrínn, nvlïyh, ylùth, jmñm, hslvyüm,
jhmryüm and kshm'fim.

INSIDE THE SEVENTH ENCLOSURE AND OUTSIDE 
THE EIGHTH ENCLOSURE

SrapR: TEdTîîT: m  gmW T: I *PT ÍFT: TOT: I .
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17. ‘The five tanmätras (sound etc.) are the five flower- 
arrows; the mind is the sugar-cane bow; the inclination is 
the noose, and the aversion is the goad’.
' ' ' ■ r.

The above sentences pertain to the weapons which are 
traditionally associated with the iconic form of the mother-
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goddess as Lalitä or Räja-räjesvarf. They do not form an 
enclosure in themselves, but constitute the periphery of the 
eighth enclosure, and the interior of the eighth (a&htakona- 
madhyè). It may be recalled that these weapons are the 
characteristic insignia of the god of love, Kama (Manrnatha, 
Eros), whose association with the cult of Srî-vidyâ is inti
mate. The familiar seed-syllable ‘klim’ in this cult in fact 
designates Käma-räja. The yantra of this divinity is a eight- 
cornered one, in the centre of which the seed-syllable ‘klim’ 
is inscribed. Alternately, a lotus with five petals is drawn, in 
which the seed-syllables 'aim’, ‘hrlm’, ‘klim’, ‘blüm’ and 
‘strim’ are inscribed. These syllables are said to constitute the 
the ‘five mantras of the mind-bom one’.

The origin of cupid (Bros) from Brahma, the creator, has 
been described in the dialogue between Märkandeya and other 
sages in KälÜcä-Tpniräna (section on ‘Kâmotpatti’) . He emerged 
from the brooding mind of Brahma directly, and manifested 
himself as a Yogin, enquipped with arrows made of five kinds of 
flowers (kamala, lotus; kalhära, water lily; indivara, blue lotus; 
sahakäraja, fresh blossoms of mango; and rakta-kairava, red 
night lotus), and a bow made of sugar-cane. He asked his pro
genitor what his function was, and was told that, by his 
flowery arrows, he could fascinate both men and women, and 
thus create the transactional world. He was assured that no 
one in the world, whether gods or humans, would be able to 
resist his charms; and was asked to enter the hearts of all 
human beings, striking their minds with his flowery arrows.1®7 
He is called ‘Manrnatha’, for he chums or agitates the minds 
of mortals (‘mano mathnäti vikaroti’) ; he is ‘Kama’, for he 
can assume at will a multiplicity of forms (‘käma-rüpatvät’ ) .

The weapons of the mother-goddess are located in the in
terval between the seventh and eighth enclosures in the 
form of their seed-syllables. They are also iconographically 
depicted, as red in complexion, carrying the weapons on their 
heads and with their hands in the postures of assurance 
(abhaya) and bestowal of gift (varada). They are imagined
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lo be the weapons both of the mother-goddess as Kâmesvarï 
and of Siva as Kâmesvara.

While the prescription is that the four weapons (arrows, 
bow, noose, and goad) must be depicted in the four directions 
(West, North, East and South, in order) outside the eighth 
enclosure (viz., the central triangle) it is more usual to re
present the bow and arrows together behind the triangle 
(which faces the devotee), the noose to the left, and the goad 
to the right. This practice is derived from the association of 
‘the power of action’ (kriyä-sakti) of the mother-goddess with 
the bow and arrows (bäna-dhanushi), the ‘power of will’ 
(icchäsakti) with the noose (päsa) , and the ‘power of knowl
edge’ (jñána-éahti) with the goad (añkmá).109

The symbolism of the weapons has been given in the
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upanishadic text as well as in other täntrik texts including 
the Lalitär-sahasra-näma.110 The weapons are supposed to have 
three forms: (1) gross (sthüla) , (2) subtle (sükshma), and 
(3) transcendental (para). The arrows in their gross form 
are made up of flowers viz., kamala (lotus), rakta-kairava 
(red night lotus), kalhära (water lily), indinara (blue lotus) 
and sahakäraja (mango flower) ; in their subtle form they 
are made of the mantra; and in their transcendental form 
made of the tanmätras. The concept of tanmätras (‘tat 
evärthe mätram’) refers to the bare or subtle elements which 
are derived from the ‘unmanifest’ (avyakrta) as primordial 
modifications prior to their evolved condition and not yet 
capable of entering into phenomenal transaction. They are 
sound (sabda) corresponding to äkäsa, as the first evolute, 
touch (sparía) corresponding to air (väyu) , colour or form 
(rüpa) corresponding to fire (tejas), taste (rasa) correspon- 
ing to water (ap), smell (gandha) corresponding to earth 
(prthivi), as subsequent evolutes in order. They bring about 
in due course the gross elements (mahabhüta) and the subtle 
body (sükshma-sarïra). The five tanmätras correspond with 
the five flowers (already mentioned) which are fascinating for 
the mind (chittäkarshakam), and so imagined as the darts 
used by Cupid to make human hearts love-lorn:111 soshana 
(drying up), mohana (fascinating), sandipana (exciting), 
tapana (burning), and mädana (maddening). '

The arrows are intimately associated with the bow, which 
in its gross form is made up of the sugar-cane stalk, in its 
subtle form by the mantras, and in its transcendental form 
by the mind (manas). The arrows and the bow are located 
together, for it is the principle of mind (manas tattva) that 
enables the five tanmätras to be apprehended by the sense
organs: sound by the ear, touch by the skin, form by the eye, 
taste by the tongue, and smell by the nose, even as the arrows 
can shoot forth only when conjoined with the tethered bow.112 
The arrows are soft at the end we hold, but sharp at the end 
it pierces the object; even so the objects of experience are 
pleasant in the beginning, but eventually result in unhappi-
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ness. The bow is rigid and unchanging, even as the mind re
mains the same, despite the varied sensory experiences.113

The noose {pâsa) is golden in its gross form; it is of the 
nature of a mantra in its subtle form, and is of the nature 
of attachment {raga) in its subtle form. The desires bind, 
even as the noose does. Other names for raga (attachment) 
are ¿isa (desire), trshnä (thirst, longing), icchä (intention) 
etc. It represents ‘the power of intention’ {icchä-sakti), not 
mere desire but characterized by the thirty-six principles of 
phenomenal reality.

The goad (añkusa) is also golden in its gross form,114 a 
mantra in its subtle form, and aversion {dvesha) in its trans
cendental form. The goad, frequently employed to direct the 
elephants, represents here restraining the mind from the sense
objects which have the effect of binding.115 It is thus the 
symbol of ‘the power of knowledge’ {jñana-sakti) of the mother- 
goddess as well as the same power in the devotee. Knowledge 
consists in the withdrawal of mind from the sense-objects, 
which is the spirit of renunciation {vishaya-vairägya). Aver
sion or hostility {dvesha) is to be construed here in this limited 
context.

These four (the bare objects of experience, the mind, at
tachment and aversion) are all modes of the mind (mano- 
vrttayaih). They are in fact the powers that pervade the en
tire á fi-chakra, from the outer square to the inner triangle; 
for they are the powers that inspire and maintain all pheno
menal transaction.116

In the same region (viz., interval between the seventh and 
the eighth enclosures, behind the triangle with apex facing down») 
are represented the three ‘currents’ {ogha) of masters: the 
divine, the accomplished, and the human.117
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THE EIGHTH ENCLOSURE 
(called garva-siddhi-prada)

^ÜT: in c ll

18. ‘The unmanifest, the individualized consciousness and ego 
are the three divinities that constitute the inner’ triangle, viz., 
Kamesvari, Vajresvari and Bhagamâlinî’.

The eighth enclosure, called Sarva-siddhi-pradä (‘the one 
that bestows all accomplishment’), is in the form of a tri
angle in the central region of the whole design, which comes 
into being when nine triangles (four masculine and five 
feminine) intersect. This is described as the primary triangle 
(nwla-trikona), and is regarded as the very form of the mother- 
goddess, all other aspects of the design being just extentions 
of it. The three corners have associations with many täntrik 
triads, the most fundamental being the three-fold forms of 
the mother-goddess, viz., Kâmesvarï (‘the one who lords over 
desires’), Vajresvari ( ‘the one who is invincible like the dia
mond’) and Bhagamâlinî (‘the one who wears the garland of 

^phenomenal powers’) .

This triangle is looked upon as pure sattva, the light of 
consciousness in its pristine, unfettered, unconditioned and un
evolved state, and hence is traditionally white in colour. It 
symbolizes the elementary iconic form of the mother-goddess 
as the conjoint manifestation of the three powers (inclination, 
knowledge, and activity) present behind all phenomenal de
tails, and the three gunas {sattva, rajas and tamas) respon
sible for all evolution. The three comers symbolize the three 
dimensions of all existence {tri-khanda) : Fire (agni), Sun 
(sùrya) and Moon (chandra) ; and the following dimensions 
of individuality: the bodily self (ätmä) the inner self (anta- 
rmtmä) and the transcendental self (paramätmä). The tri
angle also suggests the three processes of phenomenal existence : 
creation (srshti), preservation {sthiti), and withdrawal (sarh- 
Kara).
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rätmä) in the individual being; and the täntrik seat Pûmâ- 
giri; and

(3) Bhaga-mâlini (or Bhaga-sâlinï), in the North (although 
West is given as her direction), representing the principle of with
drawal of phenomena (samhära), the dimension of destruc
tion (raudri), the transcendental self (paramätmä) in the indi
vidual being, and the täntrik seat Jälamdhara.

In the region enclosed within the triangle towards the West 
(or North in some accounts) is the mother-goddess (Mahä- 
tripura-sundarl), representing the principle of the Absolute 
(Brahman), the process of unnameability (anäkhyä), the 
dimension of utter tranquility {santa), the self as pure con
sciousness (jnänätmä) in the individual being, ana the tän
trik seat Oddiyäna (or Odyäna). She is regarded as the pri
mary and primordial power (müla-vidyä).

Each of the three lines connecting two corners is the abode 
of five attendant divinities, thus making for the iifteen nityäs, 
corresponding with the fifteen phases of the moon. It may 
be recalled that the mother-goddess is identical with the 
Moon; and Srî-Vidyâ is identical with the knowledge of the 
lunar phases (chandra-kalä-jnäna). Along the line to the 
North are the nityäs: Kâmesvari, Bhaga-mâlinï, Nitya-
klinnä, Bherundä, and Vahni-väsini. Kâmesvari as a lunar 
phase (tithi-nityâ) is different from the form of the mother- 
goddess in the corner at the East, as also from the mother- 
goddess herself in the central point (bindu), who is conjoined 
with Kämesvara. Likewise, Bhaga-mâlini as a lunar phase is 
different from her namesake as a form of the mother-goddess 
in the corner at the North. Along the line to the West are the 
nityäs: Nlla-patäkä, Sarva-mafigalä, Jvälä-mälim, and Vichiträ. 
Along the line to the South are Mahä-vidyesvan, âiva-düti, 
Tvarita, Kula-sundarï, and Nityä. These are called the divi
nities of the enclosure (ävarana-devata).

The symbolism of the three forms of the mother-goddess,
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which is the theme of this textual sentence, is that Kâmesvarï 
represents the primordial nature as unmanifest (avyakta, or 
prakrii), Vajresvari the conditioned consciousness (mahat or 
buddhi), and Bhaga-mâlinï the phenomenal ego (aharn-
kära) ,lia These three aspects are explained as different dimen
sions of ‘deliberation’ (vimarsâ), even as undifferentiated and 
original consciousness (chit) is the dimension of ‘light’ (pra- 
kâsa), the two standing for Sakti and Siva respectively.119 
Directed and differentiated consciousness is occasioned when 
objects are apprehended, comparable to the fire which has 
begun consuming a log of wood. But original and undifferen
tiated consciousness is when no such apprehension has been 
occasioned, comparable to the fire which is latent in the log 
of wood.

THE NINTH ENCLOSURE 
(called Sarvânanda-maya)

fàwfHPBT çrfcRTl 1
trfer fàrnr? : m s  ii

19. ‘The pure and undifferentiated consciousness is verily 
Kämesvara; ones own self, complete with constant bliss, is 
verily the supreme goddess (luminous), Lalitâ; and the red
ness of all this is deliberation’.

The ninth enclosure (which, however, is strictly not an 
enclosure, being the point identical with the mother-goddess 
for whom the other enclosures are relevant) is the midmost 
point in SrI-chakra, technically called a bindp (also referred 
to as bindu-chakra). It is not structurally involved in the 
SrI-chakra pattern. It does not emerge as the masculine and 
feminine triangles intersect (as other enclosures, 4th to 8th, 
are formed), but occurs as distinct from all the lines and 
angles that go to compose SrI-chakra. The idea of enclosure 
suggests an area; this point is an enclosure in the sense that 
three points (representing Fire, Snn and Moon) coalesce in
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one point here) The three points are sometimes represented as 
three dots, one above and two below in the form of a face 
and breasts120 (anusvära and visargaf the former symbolizing 
unity, and the latter phenomenal duality. The three dots also 
bring into being the idea of a triangle with its apex upward.

O

O o

It is also the area where Kämesvara (symbolizing pure and 
undifferentiated consciousness, Siva, beyond the phenomenal con
straints) and Kâmesvarl (symbolizing his energy which is
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slightly differentiated, Sakti, which unfolds the phenomenal 
multiplicity) imite to constitute Mahâ-tripura-sundarl. The 
central point is taken to represent the nature of Kämaräja.121 
The consciousness with no adjuncts whatever and devoid al
together of all phenomenal involvements (inclination, knowl
edge, and action) is extremely subtle, and cannot therefore 
be cognized, described or worshipped in any way. It has neither 
name nor location, neither feelings por action.122 It is mere 
Siva, being but inert. But that is the ground on which the 
entire universe springs up, is sustained, and withdrawn. The 
Sakti’s association with Siva in order to produce the universe, 
preserve it and withdraw it, is allegorically described as the 
goddess Kâmesvaiï seated on the lap of the god Kâmesvara 
(Kämaräja). This is graphically represented as the triangle in 
the middle of which is a point ( bindu) : the triangle repre
sents feminine energy, and the point masculine consciousness.

The goddess (‘the shining one’, viz., responsible for the 
manifestation of the phenomenal framework) is called Lalitä, 
because ‘she shines above the worlds’ (‘lokân atitya lalate’). 
The worlds are her rays, represented by the ‘powers’ in the 
eight enclosures; and she herself is resplendent in the central 
point, which is the ninth enclosure, from which the other en
closures emanate and into which they are withdrawn.123 She 
is the main goddess Tripura-sundari, seated in the Uddiyäna- 
pitha, surrounded by the three forms of herself, Kâmesvarî, 
Vaj resvari and Bhaga-mâlinI seated respectively in Kämarüpa, 
Pörnägiri and Jälamdhara-plthas, constituting the primary 
triangle:
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This goddess is nothing other than the devotee’s own self, 
which, by its infinite powere of projection, assumes the form 
of the entire phenomenal context, but remains unchanged des
pite the phenomenal involvement, and ever shines as pure 
being.124 The self mentioned here is to be distinguished from 
jtva, the corporeal self, which is engaged in organizing the 
body, sense-organs and the mind. The latter is an aspect of 
individualized consciousness (buddhi) in its state of non-dis
crimination (between the body and the self). When, however, 
this aspect is impressed by the pure light of awareness (chit), 
it deliberates upon its own essential nature and realizes the 
unreality of the physical body etc., and rests in its own nature 
even as fire in the log of wood when combustion is not there.125

The self is described as ‘complete with constant bliss' 
(sadämnda-pürm). This ‘enclosure’ itself is called ‘filled with 
all bliss’ (sarv&nanda-maya) . Constant bliss, uninterrupted by 
phenomenal stress of any kind is the name given to Siva; it 
is the same as consciousness (samvit), which is identified with 
the transcendental Absolute (para-brahman) , and with the 
kyndalint-sakti, immanent in the individual being.126 The con
stancy of bliss is due to the continuous flow of nectar (sudhâ- 
srota) of immortality from ‘the orb of the moon in äkäSa’ 
(viz., the primal seat of consciousness in ‘the thousand - petalled 
lotus’, with which the mother-goddess is one). Normal happi
ness pertains to experiences related to sense-objects, which are 
subject to the law of change; and therefore, is inconstant by 
its very nature. It is an experience involving the factor of 
time, space, subject-object distinction, modalities of sensory 
apprehension, mental processes and consciousness that is con
ditioned. But the bliss o f pure consciousness, where no physical, 
sensory or mental processes are involved, is constant; its nature 
is identical with ‘being’ (saf), and is altogether independent 
of the space-time construct. It is thus described as ‘transcen
dental bliss’ (parinanda), an expression used synonymously 
with ‘constant bliss’ (sadänanda), or ‘being as bliss (sat 
ânanda) ,12T
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This constant bliss is the expression of the union of Siva 
(consciousness, prakäsa) and Sakti (power of deliberation, 
vimarsa) , which is the most desirable of all experiences, for it 
is the essential and ultimate nature of every being: it is the very 
soul of -all existence. In this sense it is called ‘beautiful’ 
(sundaram), more specifically ‘beautiful by its very nature’ 
{nisarga-sundararh) ,128 This is also the sense in which the 
mother-goddess is called Tripura-sundan, sometimes with the 
prefix ‘mahä’ (mahat, standing for primordial and undifferen
tial consciousness) added. The expression ‘tripura’ (which 
means ‘three-fold’, as in traipura-arthn for ‘three-fold meaning') 
stands for the universal power (mmhä-kumialim) which is the 
common foundation for all phenomenal presentation, the indi
vidual power in every being (Jqu-ndalim) , which is the ground 
for all intentions, cognitions and actions, and the mediating 
power (mantra-sakti) , by means of which the individual real
izes the oneness of consciousness-power.

The universal power is the intention of the mother-goddess; 
the individual power is the action of the mother-goddess; and 
the mediating power is the wisdom of the mother-goddess. 
Intention is her head, action her feet, and knowledge her 
torso.128 Intention is tantamount to creation (represented by 
Moon), action to preservation (Sun), and knowledge to with
drawal of presentation into ones own being (Fire). Intention 
is represented by the surrounding square (Trailokya-mohana- 
chakra), and withdrawal by the central point (Sarvänanda- 
maya-chakra). The expression ‘mohana’ signifies delusion; and 
the word ‘änanda’ signifies knowledge that cuts the delusion 
asunder, and enables the devotee to identify his own self with 
the mother-goddess.130 The devotee contemplates on the idea 
that he is the power of pure consciousness (chit-sakti) , and 
distinct from the three bodies (gross, subtle and causal), the 
three states (waking, dreaming and deep sleep), and the five 
sheathes (gross body made up of food, the complex of the 
vital functions, mental processes, the modalities of individuated 
consciousness, and the most interior bodily self filled with
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bliss). He, thereupon, relinquishes the bodily-self-hood (jtva- 
bhäva), and transcends the constraints of individuality.

The implications of the idea of ‘deliberation’ (vimarsä) 
have already been suggested. Siva as consciousness is mere 
illumination (prakäii). This aspect is symbolized by Kämes- 
vara, located in the central point {bindu) , on whose lap is 
seated Kâmesvarï as deliberation or energy (sakti), who is 
red in complexion and happy in aspect and who bears in her 
hands the bow, arrows, noose, and goad.131 The ‘deliberation’ 
becomes responsible for the five-fold phenomena (äkäsa, air, 
fire, water and earth). Äkäsa has but one quality (sound); 
air two qualities (sound and touch); fire three (sound, touch 
and form) ; water four (sound, touch, form and taste) ; and 
earth five (sound, touch, form, taste and smell). Altogether 
they make fifteen aspects, corresponding to the fifteen aspects 
of the moon (tithi-nityäs) .132

The ‘deliberation’ of the ‘light’ is said to be in the nature 
of spontaneous impulsion (sphurattä) :  it projects the pheno
menal world, and also withdraws it into the source. It is com
pared to the rays which emanate from the Sun, who is self
luminous, and which illumine the objects of the world during 
daytime; at night, the rays are withdrawn, and along with the 
disappearance of the rays the objects of the world are also 
concealed. The ‘deliberation’ is necessary for illumination; and 
light is necessary for deliberation to take place. Deliberation 
depends upon light for the act of spontaneous impulsion: and 
light depends upon deliberation for realizing itself. Light is 
‘I-ness’ (ahamta), while deliberation is ‘This-ness’ ((danta) ; 
the former is the knower, and the latter is the known.133 The 
field of deliberation (vimariä-bhümi), where the light (Siva) 
and the deliberation (Sakti) occur undifferentiated, is the ninth 
enclosure (bindu-chakra) ,134

The description of deliberation as ‘lauhitya’ is interpreted 
as ‘ redness’, signifying attachment (anuräga) to ones own self
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which is a  universal phenomenon.186 Red is also the colour 
associated with rajas or activity (sakti) as distinguished from 
white which is the colour of being (siva). While 'lauhitya’ 
does mean red, it is interesting to note that the etymological 
meaning of the word is 'to create or project’ (ruhyate iti, 
‘ruha blja-janmani prâdurbhâve cha’, bAmdi-group). When 
Tantra-räja-tantra, for instance, merely says ‘lauhityam tad 
vimarsah syät’ (35, 14), the expression ‘lauhitya’ is used 
synonymously with ‘vimarsâ’ in the sense of projection of the 
phenomenal world by deliberation.

The significance of this enclosure, therefore, is the com
plete harmony (sämarasya) of the principle of pure conscious
ness (prakäsa, siva) and the principle of primeval energy as 
deliberation (vimarsä,, èaktï) . It signifies a state of non
duality, where all tendencies of approach and withdrawal are 
non-existent, a state in which the devotee ultimately rests.135

^ : Il U

20. ‘By attention that is undistracted is the consummation of 
worship’.

Having given an account of the symbolism involved in the 
nine enclosures of Sñ-chakra, the text proceeds to explain 
the means to be employed in securing the attainment (siddhi) 
that is envisaged by worshipping Sn-chakra.

The worship, as explained in the introduction,, assumes 
three forms: gross (sthüla) , subtle (sükshma) and transcen
dental [para). The first is the ritualistic worship conducted to 
the physical representation of the divinity (püjana). The 
second is the employment of mind in the mantras (mänaso 
japah). And the third is contemplation (bhävanä) .137 It is 
important to note that in all the three forms of worship, mind is 
necessarily involved, for an act of worship is essentially a 
special modification of the mind. It is not true to say that
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worship involves an emotional attachment (anuräga) for the 
chosen deity. For real worship should be free from such emo
tional fixations, and contain procedures that are capable of 
symbolic understanding.138 The ritualistic worship of the sacred 
design (yantm) representing the deity and the repetition of the 
secret formulae (mantra) revealing the deity are the two forms 
such worship normally assumes. In both these forms actions 
need to be subordinated to the understanding of the import 
of such actions.

In the third form, however, actions are altogether dispensed 
with, and understanding alone prevails. This is prescribed as 
the best method of approach for worshipping ârï-chakra; the 
devotee’s mind must be devoid of contents, and his attention 
free from distractions., Even the thoughts of duality (like the 
devotee and the deity, the subject and the object, the y antra 
and the body, the âvarana and the modes of mind] are hind
rances to the accomplishment.

As one proceeds inward, from the outermost enclosure, his 
thoughts are gradually refined, association of ideas is gradually 
freed from the constraints of conventional reality. This is sug
gested by the nature of the yogints that are present in the 
different enclosures. The concept of yoginï is a significant one 
in Srï-vidyâ. ‘Yoga’ means the union with pure consciousness 
or light; the deliberation of this light in the form of the rays 
of powers is regarded as ‘yoginï’.139 Siva as light is the source 
of power; and yoginäs as rays of that light establish the com
munication of the devotee with the deity. They are defined as 
“processes of consciousness” (chin-marïchayah) and thus they 
constitute the aspects of the pure consciousness which is identi
fied with the central point (bindu) in Sri-chakra. It is in this 
sense that yogints are worshipped as attendant divinities of 
the mother-goddess.

Each of the eight ‘mother-like goddesses’ or ‘powers’ 
(éaktis, Brâhmî etc.), which have concrete human involve
ments and are forms assumed by the mother-goddess to create.
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preserve and withdraw the phenomenal world as well as to 
bind and free the devotee, has eight ‘subsidiary powers’ (upa- 
êaktis). We thus have a group of sixty-four powers, called 
collectively ‘yogini-gana’. Each of these yoginïs in turn has a 
crore of attendants, and thus the number of yoginïs (viz., 
forms assumed by consciousness) is vast. They not only con
stitute the material world, but preside over all aspects of the 
transactional world. They also represent the devotee’s own 
physical constitution and his modalities of awareness. There
fore, the major yoginïs are sought to be accommodated within 
the nine enclosures of Srï-chakra.

These modalities of consciousness are broadly grouped into 
those that pertain to the subject (mätr), those that relate 
to the object {meya) and those that bring the two together 
(mana). The outermost enclosure relates to the meya or 
modalities that relate to the objective framework; as we move 
inward, the transactional aspect (mäna) becomes prominent; 
and as we near the ninth enclosure, the subject (mätr) be
comes significant. In the ninth enclosure (bindu) , however, 
consciousness having been absolutely withdrawn from the tran
sactional duality rests in itself (parama-pramätr-visränti).

The nine enclosures have accordingly nine groups of 
yoginïs. The yoginïs in the surrounding square (bhüpura) are 
‘manifest’ (prakata). The enclosure consists of the conven
tional attainments (siddhis) , eight in number, the emotional 
modalities (mätrhas) , also eight in number, a,nd the ritualistic 
seals of power (mudräs) , ten in number. These represent con
crete benefits to be obtained, from worshipping the first en
closure. The second enclosure (sixteen-petalled lotus composed 
of sensory functions and mental processes) has yogiräs who 
are ‘hidden’ (gupta), viz., not manifest as in the previous en
closure. The accomplishment of the devotee at this stage is 
subtle: the aspects of accomplishment being psychological, and 
not physical. The third enclosure (‘eight-petalled lotus’, com
posed of passions related to lust) has yoginïs who are ‘more 

mden (gupta-tara) , The fourth enclosure (‘fourteen-cornered
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figure’, composed of passions related to transactional life) has 
yogims who are ‘convention-bound’ (samvpradäya).

The fifth enclosure ( ‘the outer ten-comered figure’, com
posed of factors conducive to prosperity) has yoginïs who are 
'beyond transactionally accredited groups’ (kulottlrna). The 
sixth enclosure (‘the inner ten-comered figure’, composed of the 
modalities of higher understanding that fulfils the objectives 
of transactional life) has yogims who are ‘deeply imbedded’ 
(nigarbha). The seventh enclosure (‘the eight-cornered figure?, 
composed of the modalities of higher understanding that elimi
nate the stresses of transactional life) has yogims who are 
mystical or esoteric (rahasya). The eighth enclosure (the pri
mary triangle, which signifies the devotee’s direct communica
tion with the mother-goddess) has the yogims who are more 
mystical or esoteric (rahasyu-tara).

The ninth enclosure (the central point, bindu, which is the 
seat of pure consciousness united with primordial deliberation, 
symbolized by Kamesvara and Lalitä, which in turn is identi
fied with the devotee’s own self) has yogims who are mystical 
or esoteric, comprehending the higher and lower planes of in
tention, knowledge and action (paräpara-rahasya). The central 
point represents consciousness which is pure, undifferentiated 
and unevolved (samvitti) ; there are no processes or modalities 
of consciousness here. The T  and ‘Thou’ are united here in 
perfect harmony, and it is therefore termed Mahä-tripura- 
sundarï.140 This attainment is the most cherished of all attain
ments, for it fulfils entirely the values of individual life 
(phenomenal perfection, bhoga, and emancipation from pheno
menal constraints, moksha) . It is in this sense the consumma
tion ( siddhi).

The Tantra-mja-tantra (35, 14) mentions that the accom
plishment here is characterized by ‘consciousness which is free 
from the notion of another’ viz., consciousness that completely 
attends to itself and to nothing else (ananya-chit.tatvam). 
The commentary explains that this notion that the central
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point of Sri-chakra is identical with ones own self derives its 
strength from the practice of meditation on the import of the 
previous enclosures in order.141 ‘Worship’ (viz., contemplation 
on the import) of each enclosure is rewarded by an in
sight into the correspondence that obtains between the details 
of the enclosure and aspects of ones own being. Movement 
towards the final enclosure (viz., the ninth) is accompanied by 
gradually increased understanding about such correspondence. 
The ‘worship’ of the ninth enclosure marks the culmination of 
this process of understanding, for it enables the idea of com
plete identity of the mother-goddess with the devotee’s own 
self take firm root.

It may be noted that while the Tantra-räja^tanl.-a (35, 14) 
makes ‘ananya-chittatvam’ (undistracted attention) tantamount 
to ‘siddhi’ (attainment of object of worship)} the upanishadic 
text makes an instrumental case of the former word (viz., 
‘ananya-chittatvena’) “ by undistracted attention” , suggesting 
that undistracted attention is the means and the attainment 
the end. Bhäskara-räya, however, explains that the instru
mental case here really connotes non-differentiation or identity 
(‘abheda trtiya’), rather than causation.

ïrmwr : fen  gtmru : i ‘v f, ‘arfe’ , ‘n#r\
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21. ‘The processes of meditation are the attendances involved in 
worship. The dissolution of all mental modifications like T ’, 
‘thou’, ‘it is’ , ‘it is not’ , ‘it must be done’, ‘it must not be 
done’, ‘must be worshipped’ etc., in ones own self is oblation 
offered with fire. Meditation on the non-differentiation of ob
jects (meditated upon) is the gladdening libation’.

It has been suggested earlier that the transcendental mode 
of worship " (para) dispenses with the rituals of normal external 
worship. The latter has ap iconic framework, while the former
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is purely symbolic. The external worship (bdhir-yàga) is of 
two kinds: (1) ‘intentional’ {kämya) , viz., propitiating a deity 
for protection (mkshä), pacification (sänti), victory (jaya), 
gain (läbha), punishing an offender (nigraha), and destruction 
of enemy (nidhana) ; and (2) occasional, (naimittika) , viz., 
preparation of the sacred designs (yantra) , oblation with fire 
(horna), performance of rituals like invoking, seating etc., 
(kñya), meditation (dhyäna) , regulation of breathing (yoga), 
and gladdening libation (tarpana). The internal-worship (antar- 
yäga,) is contemplation of the identity of the devotee and the 
deity, and is worship in a unique way.142

The external worship usually involves five acts of atten
dance or service (tipa-chära) : offering sandal fragrance
(gandha) , offering flowers (pushpa) , presenting light (dlpa) , 
burning incense (dhüpa), and offering eatables (naivedya). 
The five offerings symbolize the five elements that constitute 
the universe, including the devotee’s body-mind complex: 
earth represents fragrance, äkäsa flowers, fire light, incense 
air and eatables water (taste).143 The acts of attendance are 
alternately enumerated as invitation (ähväna), seating (sthä- 
panä), approaching close (sannidht-karana) , worship (puja) , 
and dismissal (visarga) ,144 And the five offerings mentioned 
above are included in the fourth act (viz., puja) in this account.

Whatever the details, the symbolism involved in them is 
important even in external worship, and is even more so in 
internal worship. The Tantra-räja-tantra version of this part 
of the upanishadic text significantly says that the acts of at
tendance involved in worship are passing (chala, fluctuating), 
but symbolical identification of oneself with them would 
bring about alertness (apramattatä, vigilance), viz., stability 
in meditation.145 The acts are passing or unsteady in the sense 
that there are periods when worship is not done; and it is to 
be expected that the benefits of the acts of worship are not 
present during these intervals. But when the devotee identifies 
his own self with the deity worshipped and goes through the 
ritual of worship guided by the symbolism of the details of
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worship, then the benefits of the worship are not lost even dur
ing the intervals, for he continues to be aware of the deity 
(viz., his own self) constantly.

The attendances involved in worship (,upachäräh) are, 
therefore, of the nature of identifying the entire universe of 
thirty-six categories with the devotee’s own self.140 The ex
pression ‘upachára’ implies actions. Whatever processes help 
in the attainment of identity (siddhi), mentioned in the pre
vious upanishadic sentence ('ananya-chittatvena siddhih’) are to 
be regarded as actions of this nature. The 'actions’ that medi
tation consists of are meant to dissolve the whole host of dif
ferentiations, distinctions and discriminations, all into ones own 
self (‘vikalpânâm hetoh svätmani näsanam’).

Differentiations are illustrated in the text by pairs of 
opposites like the subject and the object in experience (which 
transform themselves into the structures and functions of the 
organs of cognition as well as action) ; the assertions and denials 
(which represent conventional acceptances and rejections), and 
the duties and avoidances (representing the scriptural com
mands and prohibitions). The detail 'to be worshipped’ 
(upásitavyarh) refers to the upanishadic plea in favour of 
contemplation. These seven details comprehend the entire range 
of human behaviour.147 And the dissolution of the source of 
all human behaviour is the import here.

The concept of oblation with fire (boma) has been con
sidered in the text with reference to its essential symbolism. 
Bhäskara-räya in his commentary on Nityä-shodasikärnava ex
plains that fire must be imagined to be present at the mouth 
of kundalim; the pot containing the fire is the devotee’s mind; 
and the flames of the fire that spread alround are the mental 
processes, which are the oblations to be offered (havis). The 
processes which are normally oriented outward are in medita
tion oriented inward; they are withdrawn from the objective 
context, and are directed towards ones own self.148
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The oblation with fire is of two kinds; ‘conventional’ 
(apara) and ‘transcendental’ (pora). The former is again of 
two kinds: ‘gross’ (sthüla) with physical fire and materials 
that could be put into it; and ‘subtle’ (sükshma) with mantras 
and breathing exercises. The transcendental oblation is the 
final obviation of all differences and distinctions between the 
knower and the known, the word and the meaning etc., so that 
these differentiations do not arise again.149 This can be done 
only with ones own self in its real nature as the immutable and 
constant frame of reference, identified with the mother-goddess.

This is styled as bhävanä, meditation which erases all 
notion of multiplicity and establishes the sense of oneness of 
phenomenal presentation and its identity with the mother-god
dess as the harmonious blend of pure consciousness and pri
mordial energy. This corresponds to the libation that is offered 
to please the gods, manes or humans. The expression ‘ tarpana’ 
is derived from the root ‘trp’ (‘to please’, ‘to satisfy’), and is 
usually in the form of water that is poured in order to satiate. 
Here, what is poured out is the notion of multiplicity that 
is at the root of all transactional behaviour, and into what it 
is poured is ones own self.

ParaJurämu-kalpa-sütra makes explicit the symbolism of 
oblations: “All that can be cognized is the oblation to be 
offered; the sense-organs are the sacred ladle through which 
the oblation is offered; the ‘powers’ of the individual (to cog
nize and to act) are the flames, and ones own self is the fire 
into which the oblation is offered. The person himself is the 
priest who offers the oblation” .150

'■Wíiírifír^fa hR',iwrcÍ)'w' f^rr : i r ^h

22. ‘The fifteen nityä divinities (appear) when sequential 
change of time is seen in terms of fifteen lunar days’.151

This forms the final detail in the symbolism of Sri-chakra.
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It has already been mentioned that Sri-vidyä is identified with 
rhundra-kalä-ßäna (viz., the knowledge of the phases of the 
M oon). The lunar month has two fortnights: bright {sita) and 
dark (asita). We usually look upon the Moon as waxing dur
ing the former half of the month, and waning during the latter, ' 
There is a gradual increase in the phases of the Moon for 
the fifteen days o f the bright half of the month until the 
Ftillmoom appears; and a correspondingly gradual decrease for 
the fifteen days of the dark half until Moon totally disappears 
from our view. We tend as onlookers to project this sequen
tial change (parmämd) on the lunar orb itself, which, as a 
matter of fact, does not undergo any change. The Moon is 
one with existence (sädäkhya) and is altogether immutable 
( mahâ-nitya). Its phases partially reveal this- being and un
changeability, but they all suggest their oneness with the Full- 
moon; they also recur in unaltered sequence, and hence they 
are also called 'imnautables' (nityé). . K .

In the worship of Sri-chakra, the fifteen nityäs are named 
Kâmesvarï, Bhaga-mälim, Nitya-klinnä, Bkerunçlâ, Vahni- 
vâsinï, Mahâ-vaj reávarí, Siva-dütï, Tvaritä (kshipra-pradâ), 
Kula-sundarî, Nityä, Nila-patäkä, Vijayä (Vichayä), Sarva- 
maûgalâ, Jvâlâ-mâlinî and Chiträ (Vichiträ), .They are repre
sented in the triple-girdle (tri-vrtta), between the outermost 
enclosure (bhüpura) and the sixteen-petalled lotus (second en
closure), in the form of the sixteen vowels, each o f them in
scribed in a petal in anti-clockwise order. They are worshipped 
during the bright half of the month in the order mentioned 
above, viz., Kâmesvarï on the first day, Bhaga-milinl on the 
second day, and so on, till VichitrS on the fifteen day; and 
during the dark half in the inverse order, viz.,; Vichiträ on the 
first day and KâmeSvar! on the fifteenth.1?2 The Fullmoon or 
the Newmoon represents the incorporation of- all these phases ; 
and therefore, the sixteenth aspect of the Moon (skodaêï) is. 
looked upon as Mahâ-tripura-sundarî (or Lalitä), represented 
in the central point (bindu) o f Sri-chakra.188

The fifteen phases are called kaläs, and also nityäs. Each
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of them is a phase, but is also a form of the whole; each 
kala in this sense is also a nityä.1M Each of the fifteen as
pects is non-different from the Moon; each power (sakti), 
likewise, is identical with the pirre consciousness (parama- 
siva). The sixteenth phase of the Moon, however, has a unique 
characteristic inasmuch as it is one with the Fullmoon. It is 
in order to suggest this that Kâmesvarl as the mahä-nityä 
(or shodasi) is seated on Kämesvara’s lap.165 Kala, meaning 
a minute part of a thing, is, in this philosophy, a delimiting, 
or conditioning, factor (kañchuka) : it limits the power to ac
complish all things (sarva-kairtrtva). Käla, meaning time, is 
likewise a delimiting or conditioning factor, which limits the 
permanence (nityatä) of consciousness (chit). The universe is 
a manifestation of the impact of these two limiting principles. 
It is described as the ‘cycle of time’ (käla-chakra) , which is 
determined by the fifteen lunar days (kala) in an ever recur
rent sequence (nitya). Srf-chakra, a symbolic diagram of the 
phenomenal organization as well as of human constitution, is 
to be understood within this ‘cycle of time’, and not outside 
it. 156 The sixteenth kala, which is mahä-nityä, is the central 
point (bindu), which is the source from which Srï-chakra 
emerges and unfolds itself, even as from the ‘being-principle’ 
(mdäkhya) o f the Moon all the fifteen phases emerge and 
appear.

The universe is structured by time, by space, and by the 
conjoint operation of both. The way of the universe is con
tinuous and consistent change (pannäma), determined by time 
in the form of the fifteen lunar phases (tithis). The spread of 
the universe is in terms o f the mount Meru, the seven seas, 
and the seven islands, making altogether fifteen units cor
responding to the fifteen phases o f the moon; the sixteenth 
vyoma o f space being identical with the Moon’s very being 
as the sixteenth phase (sädäkhya or shodaêï). The interdepen
dence of time and space also manifests itself in sixteen phases.

Viewing the entire universe of change as the deliberation 
of unchanging awareness (chit) is the framework of meditation
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that is suggested here. The dimensions of Sn-chakra as evolu
tionary modifications of the central point (bindu) is the model 
that is offered to drive home the significance of such viewing.

^  Sljifàcrô ^  'n w i t
i ^ m  ftmhirfit \w\w

23. ‘One who engages himself in this meditation for the dura
tion of three muhürtas, two muhürtas or even a single 
muhurta, becomes liberated in this very life; he is called a 
¿iva-yogin’.

The theme of this portion of the text is the reward of medi
tation of the oneness of the devotee with the deity, on the iden
tification of the phenomenal plurality with the one pure con
sciousness, and on the deliberation of the immutable into tem
poral and spatial mutations. The devotee not only contem
plates on the symbolism of Sn-chakra and its universal signi
ficance, but restrains his breath in order to achieve the even 
flow of pure processes of contentless consciousness, which eli
minates the stressful duality of subject-object, process-product, 
means-end, etc. This is not mere intellectual understanding, or 
isolated physical exercise. It is a total engagement: the de
votee’s constitution is wholly attuned to the identity of the 
mother-goddess with his own self, and of the entire pheno
menon of infinite variety with his own simple awareness. It 
is the condition in which the internal and the external factors 
of reality have been dissolved, leaving only the light of ones 
own self to shine forth.

This has relevance for the täntrik initiation known as 
‘pitämbara-vidyä’ for awakening kundalinï. As long as kunda- 
lini is asleep, the individual is oriented outward; the indivi
dual’s inward orientaton is possible only when kundalinï is 
wakened up from this slumber. Upon the kundalinï waking up, 
the breath is immediately and spontaneously restrainted, and 
because of this, thoughts are gathered up, and are finally dis-
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solved. The individual can no longer be distracted. He is in a 
state of tranquil, deep, and unbroken meditation.

This state of total absorption may be of varying duration. 
The text speaks of one muhürta, two or three mukürtas. A 
muhürta is any brief period of time; but it is usually taken 
as equivalent to forty-eight minutes. If the devotee is in the 
state of absorption for periods such as this, it signifies a 
complete transformation of his being. He is no longer fettered 
by the phenomenal constraints. .

He is described as having achieved jlvan-rrmkti or emanci
pation even while alive in this body (‘jivan eva inuktih’). 
Emancipation is the reverse of involvement in phenomena. Such 
involvement presupposes ignorance of things as they are, con
sequent on which there are delusions, attachments, and stresses. 
Bondage thus is a matter of mental processes: modifications of 
consciousness, projecting the world outside, and conditioning 
our reactions to it. Emancipation is the knowledge of things 
as they are,157 and therefore it is freedom from constraints 
imposed by phenomenal involvements.158

Bondage, in the tantra ideology, as in Vedanta, is occasioned 
by ignorance. The mental processes prompt the self, involved 
in phenomenal transactions to regard the world (including the 
body) as distinct from itself and as counter-reality. They do 
not allow the realization that the whole complex of worldly 
processes as they appear is merely a play of mäyä, and that 
it is in truth a modification of ones own consciousness, which is 
identical with the mother-goddess. The object is in reality 
identical with the subject. When the awareness of this (abheda- 
pfathä) arises, the individual passes beyond the constraints of 
phenomenal display, and recognizes his own true nature (the 
unchanging being as pure awareness, paramasiva who is 
visvottîrna) ,159

Liberation, therefore, is in effect, an understanding and 
nothing more; for, bondage is caused only by ignorance. Tran-
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scene!entally speaking, there is neither bondage nor realiza
tion. Bondage is the kind of understanding that binds, while 
liberation is the understanding that frees. And right under
standing when it arises instantaneously frees, and is not de
layed till the exhaustion of the karmas that have brought the 
current life into existence. In other words, liberation need not 
wait for death to occur. There are schools of thought in India 
which assert that true liberation is only a post-mortem affair 
(videha-nmkti) . But the tantras not only admit the possibility of 
liberation during the present life (jïvan-mukti), but emphasize 
its superior value.

The description given in Tantra-räja-tantra of one who is 
thus liberated even while living highlights this täntrik ap
proach. “ When the life-force, which had been crooked and 
slumbering, wakes up and straightens itself, and by its own 
will, rises up through the central channel, it goes out through 
all the sensory apertures, and pervades the entire universe, 
illumining it. Then the devotee becomes fully aware of the 
identity of himself, the universe, and the mother-goddess. He 
is then called a liberated one even while being in this body. 
Merit and demerit do not touch him. He passes beyond sorrow 
and happiness. He is freed from inclinations and aversions. He 
abandons all expectations from actions. He is content, with 
no clingings whatever; and he is naturally so. His mind is 
under his control; and he is not prompted by others to do 
aught. He merely lives, allowing his body-complex to complete 
its course. He has perfect equanimity ; and he disregards praise 
and blame alike. He looks upon friend and foe in the same 
way. And he is endowed with bénéficient qualities like virtue 
and compassion. Such a one is known as jïvanmukta in this 
world” .160

The täntrik idea of jïvan-mukti differs from the Vedäntic 
idea in that the tantras, unlike Vedanta, speak of the vision of 
the deity as the characteristic feature in one who has been 
liberated from the fetters of ignorance.161 Further, a jïvan
mukta, in the täntrik outlook, would be a devotee {bhakta)
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as well as a wise one (jüäni). The culmination of the under
standing of identity between the devotee’s own self, the uni
verse, and the mother-goddess is the wisdom that liberates. 
The elimination of ignorance (avidyä-mvrtti) which results in 
the realization of ones own true nature (sva-svarüpupmpti) is 
indeed the liberation (nyukti) ; but the elimination of ignorance 
is made possible only by devotion.162 It is in this context that 
the additional sentence that we find in Upanishacl-brahma- 
yogin’s text becomes meaningful:

OT : I '

“ For him, the jtvan-viukta, there is the accomplishment of the 
identity between the deity and his owm self” .

The description of the jivanmukta as a -siva-yogi is peculiar 
to this upanishadic text. Bhäskara-räya cites Jaigishavya as 
an illustration of sages who are characterized as siva-yogis. 
Jaigishavya is an ancient sage mentioned among the Samkhya 
teachers in Mahäbhärata (12, 319, 59; 2, 9, 12, Kapila, Äsuri, 
Fañchasikha, Jaigishavya, Asita, Devala, Paräsara, Vârsha- 
ganya etc.), and also in Harivamsa (952) and Bhdgavata- 
jniräna (9, 21, 26). Nothing more about him is known. But 
siva-yagi being one of the five names for an emancipated soul 
is mentioned in Tantm-räja-tantra (36, 37), others being ‘yogi’ 
(ascetic), ‘jña’ (the knower), ‘brahma-vijfiani’ (the knowrer of 
the Absolute), and ‘âtma-vit’ (knower of the self).163 The com
mentary on the passage claims that these names are commonly 
applied in the Vedas and in the tantras to the wise ones who 
are aware of the transcendental reality.

The same text explains the yoga involved in such a wise 
one. ‘Mind’ (dhlh) is an expression of sakti, while ‘conscious
ness’ (chit) is an expression of siva. Mind is a deliberation of 
consciousness, which is the very self, with no prompting from 
an outside agency. Consciousness is so called because the power 
of deliberation lies hidden (like fire in a log of wmod that is
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not burning) ; it is called ‘mind’ when deliberation is on ( like 
the log of wood that has caught fire and is burning). The 
union of ‘mind’ and ‘consciousness’ is what is referred to as 
yoga, in the sense of ‘deliberation’ (vimarsa) ,JM Siva is ‘con
sciousness’, and when sakti (deliberation) has been understood 
to be identical with it, it is the culmination of both wisdom 
and devotion. ‘Mind’ and ‘consciousness’ get united in this con
dition, mind having lost its independent form, and conscious
ness being unitary and pervasive. This is signified by the ex
pression ‘siva-yoga’.

24. ‘The meditations pertaining to the inner chakra have been 
expounded here according to the ‘kadi’ system of thought’.

The theme of the upanishadic text is the explanation of 
the symbolism involved in firi-chakra as a diagrammatic re
presentation of ‘the cycle of time’ (kälachakra) and of the 
chakras in the human constitution. The devotee is asked to 
identify all the details of the universe and of his own body- 
mind complex with the mother-goddess, who is identified with 
his own self. The universe is merely the ‘deliberation’ on the 
part of consciousness, and has no existence apart from the 
subjective framework, ârï-chakra, therefore, is not outside the 
devotee, but inside him (‘antar eva sri-chakram, na bahih’) .

This truth will dawn on him as a result of meditations 
(bhävanä) , which ‘integrate the soul and the mind with the 
actions’ and hence called väsainä.16B It may be recalled that the 
sentences of the upanishadic text are taken from the portion 
of Tantra-râja-tantra known as ‘väsanä-patala’ (section 35). 
Meditations are not only mental processes focussed on a speci
fic theme, but a technique by means of which the deity is 
firmly established (‘adhivâsayati, sthäpayati devatä anena’) in 
the mind of the devotee. Meditations are explained as three
fold: (1) brahma-bhävanä, where the meditator identifies his 
own self as the absolute reality; (2) karma-bhävanä, where
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the meditator employs the ritualistic actions to strengthen the 
fervour wih which meditations are carried out; and (3) ubhaya- 
bhävanä, where the meditator seeks to understand the sym
bolic import of the ritualistic actions so as to confirm his 
understanding about the non-differentiation of the deity with 
his own self. The ‘antas-chakra-bhävanä’ (meditation upon 
the inner chakras) belongs to the last variety.

The explanations offered in the text are said to be based on 
the täntrik viewpoint known as 'kadi’. This viewpoint is distin
guished from two other viewpoints, 'hädi’ and ‘sâdï’ on the same 
theme (Srî-vidyâ). The third viewpoint, however, is least known 
and all too inadequately crystallized. The expressions 'kadi’, 
‘hädi’ and ‘sädi’ refer to the three formulations of the fifteen- 
lettered ?nantra of Srî-vidyâ, the first one beginning with the 
letter ‘ka’, the second with ‘ha’, and the third with ‘sa’. The 
mantra itself is traced by Bhäskara-räya to a hymn in ‘Sän- 
khäyana-sruti’ belonging to the Vedic corpus.1M And the 
secret of this mantra is communicated by twelve pioneers, of 
whom Kämaräja (Manmatha, Cupid or Eros) was responsible 
for the ‘kädi’-viewpoint (later taught by a line of teachers 
Paramasiva, Durväsa, Hayagrïva and Agastya) ; and Lopä- 
mudrä (Agastya’s wife) for the ‘hâdi’-viewpoint. The view
points are crystallized in two versions of the mantra, one be
ginning with the letter ‘ka’ (representing Kama or Kämaräja)187 
and the other with ‘ha’ (representing Siva or consciousness, 
or void, abhra, viyat) ,168 The effective letters, (viz., the letters 
which are repeated not being counted) in the former are seven 
(‘ka’, ‘ï ’, ‘la’, ‘hnm’, ‘ha’ and ‘sa’) , while the effective letters 
in the latter are only five (‘ha’, ‘sa’, ‘ka’, ‘la’ and ‘hrim’).

The 'kädi’-viewpoint is the more ancient of the two, and 
has been well integrated with the Yedic tradition, and, there
fore more popular in the country. The principal texts that 
expound this viewpoint are Vämakesvara-tantra, Yogint- 
hrdaya (a part of the former), Tantra-mja-tantm (with a 
commentary called Manorama) , Päränanda-tantra, Sakti-sañ- 
gama-tantra, Svacahanda-tantra, Tripurärnava! Tripurärahasya
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and Käma-kalä-viläsa. Bhäskara-räya’s works (like Varivasyä- 
rahasya) also follow the same line of thought. The celebrated 
work ' Lalitâ-trisatï too has been composed to illustrate the 
‘kädi’ viewpoint.

This viewpoint is sometimes associated with a method of wor- 
sip known as ‘kâlï-krama’. Kâli here means the energy that 
fashions the entire universe (‘kalayali jagat sarvam iti’), viz., 
the sakti as ‘deliberation’ (vimaréâ) of Siva. This energy is 
identified with the source of power in the individual, kundalini. 
The initial letter ‘ka’ is also said to be the seed-sound for the 
couple Brahma (the creator of the world) and Sarasvati (the 
producer of the word). The transcendental unity of the world 
and the word in ones own consciousness is the prevailing doc
trine expounded in this school of thought.

ïf usr ífrs«ríf?rdssí(% i i r i  i i

25. ‘hie who understands thus may (be said to have) mastered 
the ‘head of Atharva’. Thus the secret teaching (closes)

This upanishad is affiliated to the Atharva-veda, and since 
it deals with the esoteric aspects, it is described as the ‘head 
of Atharva’ (viz., the culmination of effective symbolism). 
While the other three vedas relate primarily to the transac
tional world and to the ritualistic actions, this veda is said 
to concern itself with ‘inner rituals’, mental exertions by way 
of meditation and symbolism, and practices of arousing the 
kundalini. Atharva-veda is usually associated with the worship 
of mother-goddess, and is said to be the source of all the 
cults related to this worship.

The significance of the word upanishad, as employed to 
designate these täntrik texts, is that the matter dealt with 
constitutes ‘secret teachings’ (rahasya). The secret aspect of the 
teaching emphasizes the oneness of the mantra (verbal form 
pf the mother-goddess), kundalini (the individualized or im
manent power of the mother-goddess), and the mahakundalini
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(or Sri-dakshinä, the transcendental essence of the mother- 
goddess, whose ‘deliberation' is the entire universe). The verbal 
form acquires the ‘power’, when it is properly understood and 
employed in spiritual practices under the guidance of the 
master. This is called ‘the effective power of mantra' (mantra- 
vtrya ). This is also the ‘secret of the mantra’ (mantra-rahasya) . 
These two expressions are employed as synonymous with the 
word upaniskad.

The value of ‘the secret teaching’ is that it helps realiza
tion of bliss (which is the true nature of consciousness) and 
frees the devotee even while he is in this present condition 
of existence.18®
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